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Video clip 8.1 Dense mapping in the suspected area of 
flutter allowed understanding of a small reentrant circuit 
in the left atrial roof close to the left superior pulmonary 
vein. Map showing activation in atrial flutter from supe-
rior and posterior view.

Video clip 8.2 Right and left atrial map in LAO view 
showing mitral isthmus flutter in a patient with prior 
cavotricuspid isthmus ablation. The entire tachcyardia 
cycle length can be noted also in the right atrium 
coincidentally.

Video clip 13.1 Optogenetics pacing of the isolate 
Langendorff‐perfused rat heart preparation. As can be 
seen, the application of flashes of blue light to the site of 
ChR2 transgene delivery (apex) resulted in efficient cap-
ture of the ventricle. Note the increase in the contraction 
rate from ~75 bpm at baseline to 200 bpm during appli-
cation of flashes of blue light at the same frequency.

Video clip 15.1 Assessment of pulmonary vein anat-
omy with MDCT prior to RFCA. Analysis of the MDCT 
axial images is the first step to evaluate pulmonary vein 
anatomy. Scrolling through them in the caudal to cra-
nial direction as this video shows, we can identify first 
the left and right inferior pulmonary veins draining 
into the left atrium, the right superior pulmonary vein, 
the left atrial appendage, and finally the left superior 
pulmonary vein.

Video clip 15.2 Evaluation of left ventricular arrhythmo-
genic substrate with MRI. The left ventricular two‐cham-
ber view shows a large, thinned, and akinetic anteroapical 
wall that corresponds to a prior anterior myocardial 
infarction. On contrast‐enhanced MRI, this area will 
appear as an extensive bright, hyperenhanced area.

Video clip 25.1 Simultaneous optical mapping of the 
posterior wall and the appendage of the left atrium (PLA/
LAA) with two synchronized CCD cameras. Time series 
of voltage‐sensitive fluorescence were transformed to 
the phase domain and color‐coded according to the stages 
of the action potential (wavefront is the blue–purple 
boundary). The phase movies show a rotor with its 

center of rotation (a phase singularity point representing 
the surface end point of a filament perpendicular to the 
field of view) drifting towards the LAA (right). As soon 
as the rotor enters in the field of view of the LAA, the 
patterns of activation switch from breakthroughs to 
reentry and the meandering rotor becomes the main 
source driving the AF at DFMax. Similarly, once the rotor 
travels outside of the field of view, the pattern of activa-
tion in the LAA switches back to breakthroughs and DF 
decreases.

Video clip 25.2 Spiral wave reentries (rotors) initiated by 
S1–S2 cross‐field protocol in two‐dimensional computer 
models of paroxysmal (left) and paroxysmal‐to‐persis-
tent transition (right) AF. Paroxysmal AF rotors exhib-
ited lower frequency than that in transition AF. Rotors in 
paroxysmal AF meandered considerably and eventually 
self‐terminated on collision with boundary. In transition 
AF, the rotors were more stable, had higher frequency, 
and persisted throughout the simulation.

Video clip 31.1 Figure‐of‐eight reentrant ventricular 
tachycardia in the anterior septal wall of a swine with 
chronic anterior wall infarction.

Video clip 33.1 Chaotic Ca2+ dynamics at subcellular 
resolution during VF.

Video clip 40.1 (a) A Carto™ three‐dimensional propa-
gation map (derived from electroanatomical mapping) 
during typical or counterclockwise CTI‐dependent AFL. 
Note the counterclockwise activation sequence around 
the tricuspid valve annulus. (b) A Carto 3™ three‐dimen-
sional propagation map (derived from electroanatomical 
mapping) during reverse typical or clockwise CTI‐
dependent AFL. Note the clockwise activation sequence 
around the tricuspid valve annulus. The red circles indi-
cate the area in the CTI ablated after creating the propa-
gation/activation map.

Video clip 40.2 A Velocity™ three‐dimensional propaga-
tion map (derived from electroanatomical mapping) 
during typical AFL. Note the clockwise activation 
sequence around the tricuspid valve annulus.

List of Videos
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Video clip 40.3 A Velocity™ three‐dimensional propaga-
tion map (derived from electroanatomical mapping) fol-
lowing CTI ablation during pacing from the proximal 
coronary sinus. Note the conduction block from medial 
to lateral at the line of ablation in the CTI. Lateral to 
medial conduction block was also demonstrated (not 
shown) and AFL was non‐inducible. The white circles 
indicate the area in the CTI ablated prior to creating the 
propagation/activation map.

Video clip 40.4 (a) A three‐dimensional propagation 
(voltage) map of typical AFL created using the Ensite™ 
balloon array electrode. Note the counterclockwise 
activation sequence around the tricuspid valve annulus 
in this patient. TV, tricuspid valve; CSO, coronary sinus 
ostium; IVC, inferior vena cava. (b) A three‐dimen-
sional propagation (voltage) map following CTI abla-
tion, during pacing from the low lateral right atrium 
using the Ensite™ balloon array electrode (same patient 
as in Video clip 40.2). Note the absence of lateral to 
medial conduction through the CTI with a strictly 
descending activation at the interatrial septum, con-
firming lateral to medial conduction block. However, 
typical AFL was still reinducible after CTI ablation. (c) 
A three‐dimensional propagation (voltage) map follow-
ing CTI ablation, during pacing from the proximal cor-
onary sinus using the Ensite™ balloon array electrode 
(same patient as in Video clip 40.2). This patient had 
typical AFL reinduced after CTI ablation. Note the 
delayed propagation through the CTI from medial to 
lateral, with narrowly spaced double potentials (right 
panel) recorded along the ablation line, indicating 
incomplete CTI block, resulting in slow conduction 
and reinducible typical AFL. Repeat ablation eliminated 
CTI conduction and rendered AFL non‐inducible.

Video clip 40.5 A Carto 3™ three‐dimensional propaga-
tion map (RAO view of right atrium) during atypical scar 
AFL. Note the double loop reentry pattern using an isth-
mus between areas of dense scar intermixed with viable 
atrial myocardium, across which a series of ablation 
lesions terminated AFL rendering it non‐inducible.

Video clip 41.1 Three‐dimensional reconstructed CT 
model (gray shell) of a patient who received mitral valve 
repair and biatrial cryoablation 2 years before electro-
physiological study. At several (43) characteristic sites in 
the left atrium, post‐pacing interval (PPI) measurements 
were performed and the difference between PPI and the 
tachycardia cycle length (TCL) is color‐coded by using 
the LAT function of the three‐dimensional mapping sys-
tem. Point by point the reentrant circuit is visualized: in 
this example the reentrant circuit involved the septal wall, 
the posterior wall in an oblique direction, and crossed 
between left atrial appendage (LAA) and left superior 
pulmonary vein (LSPV). The patient was successfully 

ablated by creating a linear lesion between the superior 
mitral annulus and the LSPV anterior to the LAA.

Video clip 41.2 Biatrial activation map using the 
Rhythmia system. Almost 15 000 electrograms were 
automatically annotated in a mapping time of less than 
20 min using a 64‐electrode basket catheter. The active 
reentry circuit was affecting the right atrium; when 
reaching the interatrial connection, the passive activa-
tion of the entire left atrium can be nicely seen in this 
high‐resolution activation map.

Video clip 41.3 Three‐dimensional reconstructed CT 
with superimposed PPI map of a patient who presented 
with atypical atrial flutter and 2 : 1 conduction following 
pulmonary vein isolation 6 months previously. Spots 
where the post‐pacing return cycle equaled tachycardia 
cycle length are displayed in red. Greater differences are 
shown in yellow, blue and purple. The reentrant circuit 
involves the antrum of the left pulmonary veins, proba-
bly due to gaps in the circumferential lesions. Ablation of 
the anterior “ridge” close to the left atrial appendage ter-
minated the tachycardia and made the patient non‐
inducible after completion of reisolation of the 
pulmonary veins.

Video clip 80.1 A video of subxiphoid epicardial access 
in the AP projection. CS, His, RVA catheters were pre-
sent along with an ICD RV lead. The ablation catheter 
entered the pericardial space via an inferior approach. 
Diaphragmatic staining along with free‐flowing contrast 
in the pericardial space was noted.

Video clip 80.2 A video of epicardial mapping in the 
RAO projection. CS, His, RVA catheters were present 
along with an ICD RV lead. The ablation catheter and 
sheath entered the pericardial space via an inferior 
approach and coursed laterally and superiorly over the 
left ventricle. The ablation catheter looped over the right 
ventricular free wall and positioned at the inferior inter-
ventricular septum. Coronary angiography showed the 
course of the right coronary artery (RCA) and the close 
proximity to the ablation catheter tip.

Video clip 83.1 Animation of MRI‐derived left ventric-
ular signal intensity maps projected over color‐coded 
shells from endocardium to epicardium from a patient 
with healed inferior myocardial infarction. Tridimensional 
reconstruction of the aortic root is shown in purple. 
Paths of the border zone channels are highlighted with 
colored lines. Normal myocardium is represented in 
purple, core of the infarct in red, and border zone in 
blue‐green‐yellow.

Video clip 83.2 Substrate ablation guided by MRI‐
derived scar. Signal intensity map obtained from MRI 
projected over subendocardial shell in a patient with a 
healed inferior myocardial infarction. Areas of dense 
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scar (signal intensity >60% of the maximal pixel signal 
intensity) are represented in red. Border zone (signal 
intensity 40–60%) in green. Normal healthy myocardium 
is coded in purple. Blue dots represent local abnormal 
electrograms with delayed components recorded during 
sinus rhythm. Black dots represent “conducting channel 
entrances” (local abnormal electrograms with shortest 
delay between the far‐field component and local compo-
nent). Ablation catheter successively moves to the chan-
nel entrances for applying radiofrequency in order to 
isolate the areas of slow conduction.

Video clip 86.1 Diffusion tensor MRI‐derived myocar-
dial fiber disarray in hypertensive left ventricular hyper-
trophy: visualization, quantification, and effect on 
mechanical function.

Video clip 96.1 Preprocedure MRI showing distribution 
of scar tissue in patient with previous myocardial infarc-
tion. Myocardial thinning and akinesis of the basal to 
mid inferior wall with hypokinesis of the inferior apex. 

Hypokinesis of the basal inferior septum and basal to 
mid inferolateral wall with mild myocardial thinning 
inferolaterally. No dyskinetic segments identified. 
Subendocardial resting first‐pass myocardial perfusion 
defect involving the basal inferior wall with extension 
into the inferior septum and inferolateral wall.

Video clip 96.2 Myocardial PET metabolic evaluation plus 
PET perfusion imaging at rest. Moderate perfusion abnor-
mality with focal myocardial FDG uptake. Probable peak 
active inflammatory cardiac sarcoidosis. Abnormalities 
involve the apex, lateral, anterior, and septum and do not fit 
a coronary distribution.

Video clip 96.3 Intracardiac echocardiography. A: 
Prominent Chiari network/Eustachian ridge. B: Contact 
during ablation. C: Moderator band mapping. D: 
Papillary muscle mapping.

Video clip 96.4 Rhythmia maps. RA (A) and LA (plus CS) 
(B) maps of an atypical atrial flutter (C) post repair of ASD.
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 Preface to the Fifth Edition

It is our pleasure to provide our readers with the 5th 
 edition of this textbook on cardiac mapping. Since the 
publication of the 4th edition in 2013, the field of cardiac 
mapping has progressed at an unprecedented speed. 
Many new concepts in mapping and ablation of cardiac 
arrhythmias, from mechanisms to management, have 
been introduced and continue to move forward. Similarly, 
several new technological advances have been made and 
are already in clinical practice.

Cardiac mapping has always been an integral part of 
basic and clinical electrophysiology and, indeed, was 
developed before clinical cardiac electrophysiology from 
the time of Walter Gaskell and Sir Thomas Lewis.

This volume is not an updated version of previous 
 editions but rather is completely revised, with 17 new 
chapters added to cover all aspects of fundamentals and 
technologies on the subject. This provides the reader 
with all they need to know in one volume. This edition is 
accompanied by an online version as well as videos on 
certain topics to help “hands‐on” in real time.

As in the previous edition, the chapters are arranged in 
eight parts: Part I includes eight chapters on the funda-
mentals of cardiac mapping, Part II contains six chapters 
describing imaging technologies in cardiac mapping and 
ablation, while Part III has eight chapters discussing 
advances in technology. Part IV contains 14 chapters 
examining mapping in experimental models of cardiac 
arrhythmias. Part V consists of 18 chapters covering all 
aspects of mapping and imaging in atrial fibrillation, 
flutter, and atrial tachycardias. Part VI has 10 chapters 
discussing mapping of supraventricular arrhythmia, and 
Part VII has 19 chapters describing the mapping and 
imaging of ventricular arrhythmias. Finally, Part VIII 
encompasses 14 chapters exploring the future directions 
and technologies in cardiac mapping and imaging of car-
diac arrhythmias.

We sincerely appreciate all of the contributors who 
have unanimously accepted our invitations and also pre-
sented their state‐of‐the‐art manuscripts in a timely 
fashion. A project such as this, with 97 chapters, was not 
an easy task and could not have been done without the 

support of all the leaders on this fascinating subject. 
As Douglas Zipes mentioned in his previous Foreword, 
this textbook on cardiac mapping is “the GPS for 
 electrophysiologists” that guides you to unknown places 
of  cardiac anatomy.

We are deeply saddened by the untimely loss, in 
January of 2017, of our mentor and friend, the late 
Mark E. Josephson, who supported us and contributed to 
both this and previous editions of the book up to the 
last few days of his life, which was well lived. He will be 
greatly missed in the cardiology and electrophysiology 
community.

New to this edition are editors David Callans and John 
Miller, both former colleagues and friends of Mark E. 
Josephson. They are both well known to the community 
of cardiac mapping and electrophysiology. We also wish 
to thank our previous editors, Gunter Breithardt and 
Martin Borggrefe, who were instrumental to the success 
of previous editions.

We sincerely acknowledge our wives and families for 
their unlimited support, passion, love, and encouragement 
to finish this project.

Finally, we would like to acknowledge the Wiley team, 
including Claire Bonnett, Jennifer Seward, Tom Bates, and 
Gillian Whitley for their outstanding professional work to 
put this text together. Likewise, we wish to thank Ms 
Mariah Smith, who was always available, for her superb 
assistance from the beginning to the end of this project.

We are confident that the electrophysiology commu-
nity, fellows, attendings, and those who participate in 
taking care of patients with cardiac arrhythmias will find 
this text useful. Professor Hein Wellens complimented 
the previous edition by saying that “it should be in the 
hands of every person handling an arrhythmia in the 
catheter room!”

The Editors
Mohammad Shenasa
Gerhard Hindricks
David J. Callans
John M. Miller
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 Preface to the First Edition

Cardiac mapping has always been an integral part of both 
experimental and clinical electrophysiology. Indeed, Sir 
Thomas Lewis systematically investigated the activation 
sequence of the dog ventricle as early as 1915. The detailed 
activation map from that experiment is shown in Figure 1. 
Since then, cardiac mapping has evolved from single 
sequential probe mapping to very sophisticated comput-
erized three-dimensional mapping. By the time cardiac 
mapping began being used in the surgical management of 
ventricular as well as supraventricular tachycardias, a 
large body of literature had already been collected.

Despite this significant progress, a collective textbook 
that attempted to discuss all aspects of cardiac mapping 
did not exist. When we first considered working on such 
a project, we were not sure if our friends and colleagues 
who had paved the road to this point would think it nec-
essary to join us in this effort, especially in this era of 
implantable devices. We were surprised and encouraged 

by their unanimous positive support to go ahead with 
this text. (Many of the contributors have already asked 
about the second revised edition!) The contributors 
unanimously agreed to prepare manuscripts that dis-
cussed their latest work that would subsequently be pub-
lished in this, the only comprehensive book to present 
state-of-the-art on all aspects of cardiac mapping from 
computer simulation to online clinical application. Thus, 
we would like to thank all the contributors for presenting 
their best work here. Without them this book would not 
have been possible.

A unique feature of this book is that chapters are fol-
lowed by critical editorial comments by the pioneer of 
that specific area, so that the state-of-the-art is discussed. 
We hope this book will serve as impetus to stimulate new 
ideas for cardiac mapping in the future.

The Editors
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We are pleased to write a foreword to the 5th edition of 
Cardiac Mapping, edited by Mohammad Shenasa, 
Gerhard Hindricks, David Callans, John Miller, and (the 
late) Mark Josephson. Fittingly, the book is dedicated 
to  Mark Josephson who died in January 2017 before 
 publication. Mark left an indelible imprint on all of us 
in electrophysiology with his personality, teaching, and 
contributions to research and patient care. We are 
 certain he would have been proud of this edition.

As with the previous editions, Cardiac Mapping con-
tinues to be a stellar contribution by world experts in 
cardiac electrophysiology. The book assumes even more 
importance in today’s world as our navigation in and 
around the heart becomes more complex and requires 
more precision. We commented for the last edition that 
“It is impossible to travel unknown places without a map, 
or today, more likely, with a GPS in your cell phone, car, 
computer or iPad. Cardiac Mapping is the cardiac elec-
trophysiologist’s GPS. It will guide you to new places in 
the heart and help you find the old places more easily.”

We also said, “Cardiac mapping techniques provide 
extraordinary tools to advance this science (of electro-

physiology). But there is still far to go, for unlike the 
assertion of Sir Thomas Lewis on giving up his research 
on atrial fibrillation that the “cream was off the milk,” we 
can anticipate accelerated and exciting progress in this 
arena – “the cat has still to get to the cream.”

This text provides many places to look for the cream 
that will improve our understanding of mechanisms, diag-
noses, and treatment. In addition to revising old chapters, 
new ones have been added to keep pace with our acceler-
ated accumulation of knowledge. Major sections include 
imaging for ablation, technological advances, mapping in 
experimental models of cardiac arrhythmias, mapping in 
challenging arrhythmia substrates of supra‐ and ventricu-
lar tachyarrhythmias, and the new frontiers. The future is 
dripping with new cream as we explore noninvasive map-
ping and ablation. In the not‐too‐distant future, a patient 
will have a map, an ablation cure, and never have a skin 
incision. Wouldn’t that astound Sir Thomas!

Fortunately for the reader, this text has it all.

Douglas P. Zipes
A. John Camm

 Foreword
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1

 Introduction

Knowledge of the time course of electrical activation of 
the heart is fundamental to the understanding of cardiac 
arrhythmias – from a scientific as well as from a clinical 
standpoint. Cardiac mapping involves the recording of 
electrical activity invasively by electrodes in contact with 
the heart or non‐invasively from the body surface to pro-
vide information on changes in depolarization and/or 
repolarization over time. Early investigations allowed the 
registration of only one signal at a time, necessitating a 
sequential point‐by‐point mapping by repositioning of 
the mapping catheter. With the advent of more powerful 
computing capabilities, not only three‐dimensional (3D) 
reconstructions of such sequential mappings, but also 
the simultaneous mapping of unstable rhythm disorders 
by invasive and non‐invasive multielectrode recording 
systems became possible.

In this chapter, a short description of the history of 
cardiac mapping is given which partly refers to chapters 
in previous editions of this book [1–4]. From the many 
contributions, both experimentally as well as clinically, 
only a few can be mentioned here.

 Early days of electrocardiography: 
indirect recordings of the electrical 
activity of the heart

The late nineteenth and early twentieth century experi-
enced remarkable advances in the indirect recording of 
the electrical activity of the heart [1]. In 1878, Theodor 
Wilhelm Engelmann recorded a primitive electrocardio-
gram (ECG) in isolated frog hearts using a Bernstein 
 rheotome [5]. Shortly thereafter, the first ECG registration 
from the body surface in man was performed by Augustus 
Desiré Waller in 1887 (Figure  1.1a) [6]. Potential differ-
ences were traced by a Lippmann’s capillary electrometer 
consisting of a mercury column connected to the patient’s 
chest and a sulfuric acid column connected to the back. 
Willem Einthoven replaced this instrument by a string 
galvanometer developed by Clément Ader in 1897 [7]. 
This galvanometer provided, amongst other things, a bet-
ter response compared to the capillary electrometer owing 
to the inertness of the mercury column (Figure 1.1b) [8].

 Mechanisms of reentrant 
arrhythmias

Basic features and diagnostic criteria of reentrant 
arrhythmias, which are still applied nowadays, were ini-
tially discovered in the early twentieth century [1]. 
Mayer, who made ring‐like preparations of the muscular 
tissue of the subumbrella of the scyphomedusa 
Cassiopeia, described rapid, rhythmical pulsation upon 
stimulation of the disk [9]. Janse portrayed the outstand-
ing but often overlooked role of George Ralph Mines in 
detail in the second edition of this volume [2]. In brief, in 
1913 and 1914 (posthumously), Mines published land-
mark papers on ring‐like preparations of a tortoise heart 
demonstrating three key criteria of reentrant arrhythmias.
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Summary

Cardiac mapping involves recording of electrical activity 
invasively by electrodes in contact with the heart or non‐
invasively from the body surface to provide information on 
myocardial depolarization and/or repolarization over time. The 
present chapter gives a brief overview on major historical steps 
in cardiac mapping. Early investigations allowed the registration 
of only one signal at a time, necessitating sequential point‐ 
by‐point mapping by repositioning of the mapping catheter. 
With the advent of more powerful computing capabilities, not 
only three‐dimensional (3D) reconstructions of such sequential 
mappings, but also the simultaneous mapping of unstable 
rhythm disorders by invasive and non‐invasive multielectrode 
recording systems have become possible.

Part I

Fundamentals of Cardiac Mapping



Fundamentals of Cardiac Mapping2

 ● For the initiation of reentry, an area of unidirectional 
block must be present.

 ● The movement of the excitatory pathway should be 
observed to progress through the pathway, to return to 
its point of origin, and then again to follow the same 
pathway.

 ● “The best test for circulating excitation is to cut 
through the ring at one point. If the impulse continues 
to arise in the cut ring, circus movement as a cause can 
be ruled out” [10,11].

Furthermore, he made predictions on the clinical rele-
vance of these observations in men [11].

“I venture to suggest that a circulating excitation 
of this type may be responsible for some cases of 
paroxysmal tachycardia as observed clinically.”

The “multiple wavelet theory” was also envisioned by him.

“Ordinarily, in the naturally beating heart, the 
wave of excitation is so long and so rapid that it 
spreads all over the ventricle long before it has 
ceased in any one part. Under the altered condi-
tions of increased frequency it is possible that this 
should no longer be the case, and thus that, the 
wave being slow and short, more than one could 
exist at one time in a single chamber …”

Garrey added to these observations.

 ● The fibrillatory process is not due to a single, rapidly 
firing focus.

 ● The demonstration that a minimal tissue mass is 
required for fibrillation.

 ● The concept of reentry around a functional obstacle: 
“The impulse is diverted into different paths weaving 
and intercoursing through the tissue mass, crossing 
and recrossing old paths again to course over them or 
to stop short as it impinges in some barriers of refrac-
tory tissue” [12].

Although not studying all criteria proposed by Mines, 
the experiments of Sir Thomas Lewis in a canine 
model were the first attempts to document reentry in 
an intact heart and were of great influence on later 
studies [13].

 Advances in technology: 
from single‐electrode mapping 
to panoramic four‐dimensional 
mapping

Prior to the aforementioned study, Lewis and Rothschild 
performed the first in vivo mapping of cardiac activation 
in 1915, trying to elucidate the excitatory process in the 
canine heart [14]. Point‐by‐point mapping with a single 
hand‐held probe and the dependency on a string 
 galvanometer made mapping of unstable arrhythmias 
impossible. Later in the twentieth century, cathode ray 
oscilloscopes facilitated photographic registration and 
visual observation of cardiac electrograms during 
 mapping studies.

Beginning in the 1950s, Durrer and colleagues in 
Amsterdam studied not only the epicardial but also the 
intramural excitation of the mammalian heart after 
developing special needle electrodes, which allowed 
exact registration of the transmural activation, as Hein 
Wellens reported insightfully in detail in the third edi-
tion of this volume as a contemporary witness [3]. 
After initial  observations in canine hearts, Langendorff‐ 
perfused human hearts were studied and both 2D and 
3D isochronal representations of the ventricular activation 
of the isolated human heart were reported in a landmark 
publication in Circulation [15].

Meanwhile, Puech et  al. in Mexico City studied the 
process of atrial excitation in the dog’s heart by a combi-
nation of uni‐ and bipolar epicardial electrogram record-
ings while the interatrial septum was explored by 
introducing special electrodes through different points 
of the atrial surface, thereby providing detailed data on 
the spread of activation and conduction velocities in 
 different regions of the right and left atrium [16].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 (a) A cardiograph recorded by AD Waller in 1887 (front 
to Hg; back to H2SO4). Source: Adapted from Waller [6]. 
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons. (b) An 
electrocardiogram recorded by Einthoven. Source: Adapted from 
Einthoven W. Ueber die Form des menschlichen 
Electrocardiogramms. Archiv für die gesamte Physiologie des 
Menschen und der Tiere 1895;60(3):101–23. Reproduced with 
permission of Springer Nature.
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Alanis et  al., also based in Mexico City, performed 
early experiments in Langendorff‐perfused canine 
hearts, specifically recording electrograms from the 
bundle of His [17]. They were able to show where the 
decrement in atrioventricular (AV) conduction is located 
and that His bundle electrogram is part of neither the 
atrial nor the ventricular electrogram by pacing and by 
destroying the sinus node and AV node, respectively. 
After initial case reports in patients with congenital 
heart disease [18,19], Scherlag et al. introduced the per-
cutaneous His bundle registration clinically [20]. In the 
following years, this method gained widespread accept-
ance as a diagnostic tool in various conduction distur-
bances and arrhythmias [21,22].

Information on activation of cardiac chambers not 
directly accessible to the diagnostic catheters is some-
times crucial to the understanding of the arrhythmia. 
The basic feasibility of registering electrical cardiac 
activity from anatomical structures in the vicinity of the 
heart was shown by Cremer as early as 1906 [23]. Other 
proof of principle studies were later undertaken in New 
York by Kossmann et al. [24], while Breithardt and col-
leagues in Düsseldorf and Lacombe and co‐workers in 
Montreal were able to perform more sophisticated map-
ping studies of activation in the left‐sided cardiac struc-
tures without accessing them [25,26].

In clinical electrophysiology, interpretations of non‐
invasive as well as invasive recordings were reliant on 
spontaneously occurring changes in cardiac rhythm, as 
these zones of transition might give additional clues on 
the arrhythmias’ mechanisms. Two groups indepen-
dently introduced programmed electrical stimulation as 
a key technique for the analysis of atrial as well as ven-
tricular arrhythmias into clinical electrophysiology, 
thereby enabling the operator to provoke similar events 
and paving the way for subsequent mapping studies: 
Philippe Coumel and co‐workers from Paris and Dirk 
Durrer’s group from Amsterdam [27–29].

A fruitful milieu with seminal contributions to ven-
tricular tachycardia mechanisms and management arose 
in Philadelphia with Neill Moore and Joe Spear and their 
team in the experimental laboratory and Mark Josephson 
and his many colleagues in the clinic, in collaboration 
with the cardiac surgeon Alden Harken and his team. 
Their early studies focused on the mechanisms of ven-
tricular tachycardia and endocardial activation during 
ventricular tachycardia, facilitating surgical treatment 
[30,31]. Reentry was assumed to be the predominant 
mechanism of recurrent ventricular tachycardia in 
21 patients studied, supporting earlier findings by Wellens 
et al. [28,30,32]. Interestingly, Josephson described three 
cases of recurrent ventricular tachycardia in which 
induction of ventricular tachycardia was dependent on a 
critical degree of fractionation and delay in local left ven-
tricular electrograms [33]. Continuous electrical activity 

spanning diastole was necessary for sustenance of the 
tachycardia whereas after termination, these areas exhib-
ited local prolonged electrical activity exceeding 100 ms 
even beyond the QRS complex, a phenomenon which 
was called postexcitation syndrome by Fontaine et  al. 
[34]. Nowadays, these so‐called “late potentials” repre-
sent one target of substrate‐based ablation approaches in 
ventricular tachycardia in the presence of structural 
heart disease [35,36].

During the late 1970s and 1980s, the treatment of 
recurrent supraventricular tachycardia caused by acces-
sory pathways and of recurrent ventricular tachycardia 
in structural heart disease consisted of surgical transec-
tion of the structures related to reentry [37–39]. 
Treatment success was highly dependent on accurate 
mapping results. Results of epicardial mapping were 
usually manually plotted on a visual grid scheme. The 
inherent problems of interpolation of data between 
points of measurement are similar to geographic map-
ping [40]. In addition, recording techniques and inter-
pretation of local electrograms are very variable [41].

Abendroth et al. studied the reproducibility of activa-
tion time during intraoperative epicardial ventricular 
mapping using a coordinate system for registration of 
spatiotemporal activation [42]. Wit et al. performed mul-
tielectrode epicardial mapping in a canine model of 
myocardial infarction, circumventing the limitations of a 
single roving electrode used in clinical mapping [43]. 
Thereby, they found evidence for reentry during epi-
sodes of non‐sustained ventricular tachycardia, but not 
during sustained tachycardia. The latter findings may be 
explained by the results published by de Bakker et al. in 
1988 [44]. Using a balloon‐shaped multielectrode cathe-
ter, intraoperative mapping revealed an apparent focal 
origin of majority of the ventricular tachycardia. 
Histological examination of the resected myocardium 
revealed subendocardially as well as intramurally located 
zones of viable tissue, favoring a circuitous pathway that 
consisted of two separated zones of surviving myocar-
dium leading to a “zigzag” activation [45]. These findings 
support the earlier results of El‐Sherif et  al., who pro-
vided the first in vivo evidence of ventricular reentry in a 
canine model late after myocardial infarction [46].

The concept of entrainment as a key investigational 
measure for reentrant arrhythmias was clinically vali-
dated by Waldo and colleagues in atrial flutter [47]. 
Epicardially placed, percutaneous pacing wires were used 
in 30 patients, who developed atrial flutter following open 
heart surgery, to study the response to pacing at different 
rates and for different durations. Fundamental observa-
tions of fusion during pacing at a rate faster than the atrial 
as well as of mechanisms of termination were made.

Further functional characterization of zones of slow 
conduction and the response to entrainment mapping at 
different sites within the reentry circuit were studied by 
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Stevenson et al. in a computer model and clinically in 15 
patients with drug‐refractory ventricular tachycardia 
late after myocardial infarction [48]. Combinations of 
entrainment with concealed fusion, postpacing intervals, 
stimulus to QRS intervals, and isolated diastolic poten-
tials or continuous electrical activity predicted a more 
than 35% incidence of ventricular tachycardia termina-
tion during radiofrequency current application versus a 
4% incidence when none suggested that the site was in 
the reentry circuit.

While most of the reports so far focused on myocar-
dial excitation, Korsgren et al. established invasive meas-
urements of cardiac repolarization in vivo by recording 
monophasic action potentials using a suction electrode 
catheter, thereby providing new information on repolari-
zation in the normal and diseased state [49]. Franz and 
colleagues made its routine examination possible in the 
early 1980s after major changes in catheter design obvi-
ating the need for a suction electrode [50].

With the advent of radiofrequency current ablation in 
the late 1980s, the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias 
shifted from a surgical to a percutaneous, catheter‐based 
procedure [51,52]. Detailed mapping was further facili-
tated by the development of sophisticated three‐dimen-
sional mapping systems, which provide (a) non‐fluoroscopic 
catheter localization in three dimensions, (b) accurate 
reconstruction of the cardiac chamber of interest, and (c) 
display of electrogram‐derived information regarding 
activation and voltage on the three‐dimensional shel 

[53,54]l. These systems underwent several modifications 
and enhancements, including the possibility to integrate 
image information from various imaging modalities 
(computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, 
intracardiac echocardiography). Furthermore, the limi-
tations of point‐by‐point mapping using a single elec-
trode were partly overcome by the simultaneous 
localization of multiple recording electrodes in three‐
dimensional space and online electrogram recording and 
automatic annotation.

Following the seminal study by Haïssaguerre et  al., 
various studies on catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation 
were conducted [55]. Still, mechanisms of initiation and 
perpetuation of atrial fibrillation are incompletely under-
stood [56,57]. Recently, further advances in mapping of 
atrial fibrillation have been accomplished by the devel-
opment of novel invasive and non‐invasive mapping sys-
tems [4,58,59]. Both systems make use of newly 
developed algorithms, which include phase mapping for 
the detection of phase singularities as a marker of func-
tional reentry causing the maintenance of the fibrillatory 
process. Especially with regard to the spatiotemporal 
stability of the events mapped, the results of the novel 
mapping systems differ considerably and an explanation 
for this is still lacking. Nevertheless, especially non‐inva-
sive mapping might provide further in vivo insight into 
the complex pathophysiological mechanisms in inher-
ited arrhythmogenic syndromes, which are not easily 
amenable to conventional mapping [60].
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 Introduction

Sudden cardiac death accounts for 300 000 deaths per 
year in the USA [1] and up to 5% are due to arrhythmias 
related to genetic abnormalities [2]. Many of these 
arrhythmias originate in the right ventricle (RV) and, in 
particular, the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) 
[3,4]. Although the mechanisms underlying these arrhyth-
mias have been thoroughly investigated over the last 15 
years, several aspects remain insufficiently understood. In 
particular, it is still unclear why the RVOT is the prefer-
ential site of origin of these arrhythmias. Animal studies 
show that during embryonic heart development, the 
RVOT forms from the embryonic outflow tract (OFT) 
[5] which, in contrast to the developing ventricles, has 

slow‐conducting properties [6]. The OFT is in turn 
derived from a pool of cardiac precursor cells that differs 
from those of the left ventricle (LV) [7]. The differences 
in embryonic origin and phenotype between the LV and 
RV may provide insight into the arrhythmogenic nature 
of the RVOT [8].

 Development of the outflow tract

Early development of the embryonic outflow tract

Studies in mice and chickens have shown that the heart 
forms from a pool of cardiac precursor cells located in a 
crescent‐shaped field. The heart field can be divided into 
progenitor cells, that are located laterally in the embryo 
and differentiate early into myocardium (referred to as 
the first heart field) [7], and cells that are located medi-
ally and caudally and differentiate later during cardiac 
development (referred to as the second heart field).

The cells from the first heart field fuse at the midline 
and form a tube. This early heart tube is composed of 
primary (embryonic) myocardium and has an inflow 
tract and an OFT interconnected at the dorsal side by 
the fusing mesocardium. The early heart tube grows by 
recruitment of progenitor cells of the second heart 
field, which are added at the inflow tract, OFT, and 
dorsal mesocardium. During this elongation phase, the 
heart tube loops and ventricular working myocardium 
differentiates at the ventral side and atrial working myo-
cardium at the dorsal side of the tube [9]. The chambers 
expand by rapid proliferation of the differentiating 
myocytes, whereas the parts flanking the chambers, 
the atrioventricular (AV) canal, the OFT, and the inner 
curvature, neither proliferate nor expand, and do not 
differentiate into working myocardium [9].

The LV starts to differentiate first, followed by the RV, 
which differentiates and expands cranially of the LV. 
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Summary

Ventricular arrhythmias, especially those of non‐ischemic 
heart diseases, arise mostly from the outflows. Differences 
in embryonic origin and phenotype may account for 
arrhythmogenic propensity of right ventricular outflow tract 
(RVOT). The anatomy of the ventricles may be divided 
into inflow, apex, and outflow. As far as RVOT (pulmonary 
infundibulum) is concerned, it goes from the moderation band 
to the semilunar pulmonary valves. Since some myocardium 
extends distally from the “nadir” of the valve ring, arrhythmias 
may originate from the “pulmonary artery.” This is true also on 
the aortic side, where the myocardium located within the 
coronary Valsalva sinuses may be the source of “aortic” 
arrhythmias. Arrhythmias with substrate from the RVOT may 
be genetically determined (arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy), 
immune mediated (sarcoidosis) or infective (viral myocarditis), 
or form without substrate (idiopathic RVOT tachycardia). It is 
still controversial whether Brugada syndrome occurs in normal 
hearts or presents a substrate at the infundibular level.

Electroanatomical mapping plays a crucial role in 
establishing the existence of lacking electrical activity (“electric 
scars”), but it is unable to establish the precise nature of the 
underlying disease. Endomyocardial biopsy in this setting is 
the gold standard for diagnosis.
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Because these structures are formed subsequently, the 
progenitor cells of these three compartments have a 
different developmental history and have been exposed 
to different signals and gene programs prior to their 
differentiation [10]. In the embryonic heart, the OFT 
extends at the outer curvature from the RV to the peri-
cardial cavity and at the inner curvature from the LV 
(here connected to the AV canal) to the pericardial 
cavity. At this stage, the OFT myocardium still retains its 
primary myocardial phenotype  –  slow conduction and 
low contractility  –  while the LV and RV acquire the 
working myocardial phenotype  –  fast conduction and 
high contractility (Figure 2.1).

Transition from embryonic outflow tract 
to left and right ventricular outflow tracts

Since the embryonic OFT is commonly defined as the 
tubular structure connecting the embryonic RV with 
the pericardial deflection, its cell composition 
changes immensely over time. This is because during 
development, cells from the pharyngeal mesoderm 
pass through the embryonic OFT towards the RV, 
enabling ventricular growth [11]. At 28–32 days of 
human development (embryonic), the OFT fully con-
sists of myocardial cells. Further in development, the 
distal part will become composed of non‐myocardial 
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Figure 2.1 The developing outflow tract of the human heart. (a) At this stage the myocardial outflow tract (OFT), connecting the right 
ventricle with the aortic sac (as), is tubular. The 3rd, 4th, and 6th aortic arches originate directly from the aortic sac. (b) The intrapericardial 
mesenchymal tissue forming the column‐like structures at the ventral and dorsal aspects of the distal outflow tract (asterisks in (a)). (c) 
The muscular outflow tract has further shortened, and the mass of the right ventricle is ventrally recognizable. The extrapericardial 
portions of the perpendicularly oriented ascending aorta and pulmonary trunk are separated from each other by mesenchymal tissue. 
(d) The myocardial outflow tract has further shortened, along with formation of the right ventricular infundibulum (RVOT). The 
intrapericardial ascending aorta and pulmonary trunk now possess their own discrete non‐myocardial walls. The arrows in (b) and (f ) 
point to the characteristic bend of the myocardial outflow tract, dividing it into proximal and distal parts. Dotted lines in (f ) refer to the 
spirally oriented channels in the proximal outflow tract connecting the unseptated distal outflow tract with the right ventricle (white line) 
and the primary interventricular foramen (green line). (g) The relations between the developing ascending aorta and pulmonary trunk 
(white and green dotted lines, respectively) now resemble the situation seen in the formed heart. The asterisk in (h) refers to the 
myocardializing mesenchyme between the ventricular outflow tracts. Source: Modified from Sizarov et al. [12] with permission of John 
Wiley & Sons. AVC, atrioventricular canal; e/tr, (undivided) developing esophagus and trachea; LA/RA, left/right atrium; LSCV, left superior 
cardinal vein; lsh, left sinus horn; LV/RV, left/right ventricle; SV, sinus venosus; pv, pulmonary vein; tr, trachea; cs, coronary sinus.
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cells, which will later, after septation, give rise to the 
intrapericardial aortic and pulmonary components 
[12,13]. The proximal part of the embryonic OFT will 
ventricularize and be incorporated into the ventricular 
free wall and form the left ventricular outflow tract 
(LVOT) and RVOT, respectively.

Thus, the RVOT and LVOT have a common origin, 
which may point to a common mechanism underlying 
outflow tract arrhythmias. Interestingly, however, the 
inferior part of the embryonic OFT gives rise to the sub-
pulmonary myocardium (corresponding to the RVOT), 
and the superior part to the subaortic myocardium 
(corresponding to the LVOT). These two parts show 
differential gene expression (e.g. inferior part expresses 
Sema3C) and the subpulmonary myocardium is specifi-
cally affected and possibly largely absent in Tbx1 mutant 
mice [14]. Therefore, the RVOT and LVOT are not 
molecularly identical, but both are different from the LV 
and RV. The RVOT and LVOT acquire the working 
myocardial phenotype just before birth [15].

 Developmental basis for RVOT 
arrhythmias

Electrophysiological characteristics 
of the RVOT

Conduction in the myocardium depends on the availa-
bility of sodium (Na+) channels (encoded by SCN5A) 
and intercellular electrical coupling by gap junctions, 
which are formed by connexin (Cx) subunits. In the 
developing human working myocardium, the expres-
sion of SCN5A, CX40, and CX43 is high [16], which 
results in relatively fast conduction (±20 cm/s) [6]. 
In  the embryonic OFT, however, the expression of 
SCN5A is low and the expression of Cx40 and Cx43 is 
absent, resulting in slow conduction (±1–5 cm/s) [6]. 
Accordingly, myocytes isolated from the embryonic 
OFT have a slower upstroke velocity and a less depolar-
ized resting membrane potential than myocytes from 
the RV or LV [17,18].

During the fetal stage of development, the embryonic 
OFT is fully incorporated into the RV myocardium and 
forms the RVOT and LVOT. In the fetal RVOT, conduc-
tion is faster (±5–10 cm/s) than in the embryonic OFT 
(±1–5 cm/s). However, it still remains slower than in the 
working myocardium (±40 cm/s) [15]. The expression of 
Cx43 is maintained in the ventricles, but remains absent 
from the RVOT. In the adult heart, the Cx43‐ negative 
myocardium only remains present just below the pul-
monary valves, thereby resembling the ring of pri-
mary myocardium that is present at the entrance of the 
RV and LV [19,20]. Primary myocardium is spontane-
ously active and is often, although incorrectly, referred to 

as nodal myocardium. These primary myocardial cells 
could give rise to spontaneous activity.

In the adult heart, the expression of Cx43 is lower in the 
RVOT than in the remainder of the heart. Despite this, 
the conduction velocity in the adult RVOT is not slower 
than in the remaining RV (±40 cm/s in both). The low 
expression of Cx43 and SCN5A in the RVOT, however, 
indicates a lower safety factor [21] for conduction than in 
the RV. Indeed, when the safety factor of cardiac conduc-
tion is decreased pharmacologically (sodium channel 
blockade) or genetically (heterozygous mutation in 
SCN5A), conduction becomes slower in the RVOT than 
in the RV or LV [15]. This suggests that, at least in mice, 
this aspect of the slowly conducting embryonic OFT is 
retained in the free wall of the adult RVOT (Figure 2.2).

Predisposition of the RVOT to arrhythmias

Arrhythmias originating predominantly in the RVOT 
include idiopathic outflow tract tachycardia, Brugada 
syndrome, and, to a lesser extent, arrhythmogenic car-
diomyopathy. Arrhythmias in these cardiac pathologies 
usually do not occur at a pediatric age but rather in young 
adulthood, indicating that postnatal development and 
maturation play an important role in disease develop-
ment. The electrophysiological characteristics of the 
RVOT, however, develop prenatally and are different 
from those of the LV and RV [15]. The developmental 
history and phenotype of the RVOT are not intrinsically 
arrhythmogenic, but may predispose to arrhythmias in 
the setting of an active pathological mechanism that 
progresses during life.

Brugada syndrome
The Brugada syndrome is characterized by ST segment 
elevation in the right precordial leads and highly fraction-
ated local electrograms in the RVOT and ventricular 
arrhythmias [22–26]. The mechanism underlying these 
characteristics is debated, but evidence supporting con-
duction delay or block as a potential mechanism is accu-
mulating. In 20–30% of Brugada syndrome patients, a 
loss of function mutation in SCN5A has been found [24]. 
A reduction in the Na + current itself, however, does not 
lead to Brugada characteristics [26a]. In contrast, reduc-
ing the Na + current is used to discriminate between 
patients who have Brugada syndrome and those who do 
not [24]. In patients with Brugada syndrome, subtle, small 
structural discontinuities have been demonstrated in the 
RV free wall and RVOT [23,27,28]. Experimental and clin-
ical studies have shown that conduction can be delayed in 
the myocardium with small structural discontinuities or 
even be blocked by a mechanism called current‐to‐load 
mismatch [29,30]. Conduction block is a prerequisite for 
reentry and may generate a substrate for reentrant‐based 
arrhythmias as seen in Brugada syndrome patients [27]. 
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In addition, conduction delay or block can cause ST seg-
ment elevation on the body surface electrocardiogram 
(ECG), which is a hallmark of Brugada syndrome [31,32].

Although a unifying mechanism explaining arrhyth-
mias in Brugada syndrome patients has been proposed 
[32], it does not offer an explanation for the preferential 
location of these arrhythmias in the RVOT. We thus sur-
mise that genes of the ventricular working myocardial 
genetic program are less active in the RVOT, resulting in 
a reduced safety of conduction, thereby facilitating cur-
rent‐to‐load mismatch and subsequently arrhythmias. 
Indeed, lower expression of Cx43 protein has been found 
in the epicardial region of the RVOT when compared to 
the RV in patients with Brugada syndrome [33].

Idiopathic outflow tract tachycardias
The mechanism underlying idiopathic RVOT tachycardias 
is, by definition, unknown. However, these arrhythmias 
are catecholamine sensitive, suggesting automaticity or 
triggered activity as an underlying mechanism. Indeed, 
idiopathic arrhythmias can be treated with adenosine or 
beta‐blockers [4]. A subset of myocytes in the RVOT 
have long action potentials, do not depolarize fully to the 
resting membrane potential, and easily develop early 
afterdepolarizations [34]. This electrophysiological phe-
notype is expected from the primary ring myocardium 
that is present just below, and above, the valves of the 
pulmonary artery. These primary myocytes may, in the 
presence of structural changes or uncoupling, give rise to 
spontaneous activity [19,35]. Consistently, ectopic beats 

in the RVOT are reported to originate from the myocar-
dium just below the pulmonary valve and even from 
myocardial sleeves in the pulmonary artery [36,37].
For the moment, however, the direct relation between 
these primary cells and idiopathic RVOT tachycardia 
remains elusive and further research is required to 
determine a causal relation.

 Anatomy of the right ventricle

The RV is the chamber between the tricuspid AV valve 
and pulmonary semilunar cusps, located anteriorly and 
right sided, just underneath the sternum. When seen 
from outside, it is easily identifiable, being located on the 
right between the anterior and posterior interventricular 
grooves, where the anterior and posterior descending 
coronary arteries and great cardiac vein and middle cardiac 
vein run, respectively. The shape is triangular, with the base 
corresponding to the AV sulcus and the pulmonary valve 
orifice, and the apex distally.

The RV is a coarse trabeculated chamber, which may 
be divided in three parts: inflow, apex, and outlet 
(Figure 2.3). The inflow corresponds to the part which 
hosts the tricuspid valve apparatus, from the AV ring to 
the base of papillary muscles. The outlet, known also as 
the pulmonary infundibulum, is the part of the RV which 
goes from the moderator band and the sigmoid pulmo-
nary valves. The apical segment is what remains distally 
up to the apex.

RV RVOT RVOT

PT

AO

1. “Nodal” cells?

2. Abnormal Ca handling?

3. Low safety for conduction?

Automaticity

DAD

Triggered
activity

Reentry

Block

LVOT

Primary myocardium

Embryonic working myocardium

Adult working myocardium

LV

Embryonic heart

Fetal heart Adult heart

OFT

RV
RV

LV
LV

Figure 2.2 Developmental basis for RVOT arrhythmias. The adult RVOT has formed from the embryonic outflow tract (left), which is 
composed primarily of the myocardium exhibiting slow conduction and spontaneous activity. During development, the embryonic 
outflow tract acquires a working myocardial phenotype, e.g. fast conduction, and transforms into the RVOT. A small ring of primary 
myocardium, however, still remains just below the pulmonary valve which may give rise to automaticity as seen in patients with 
idiopathic RVOT tachycardia. The myocardium of the free wall and septum of the adult RVOT has a working myocardial phenotype, 
although expression of Cx43 and SCN5A is lower than in the right ventricle. This may set the stage for reentrant‐based arrhythmias as seen 
in patients with the Brugada syndrome. LV, left ventricle; OFT, outflow tract; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.
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Tricuspid valve

The tricuspid valve is a complex valvular structure which, 
despite being called AV because it is interposed between 
the atrium and ventricle, is a ventricular structure like 
the mitral valve, both anatomically and embryologically. 
It consists of three leaflets (tri‐cuspid). The base of the 
septal leaflet is attached to the septal AV junction and 
goes from the anteroseptal to the posteroseptal commis-
sures. The anteroseptal commissure corresponds to the 
area of the membranous septum and is indicated by fan‐
like chordae tendinae originating from the so‐called 
Lancisi (conal) papillary muscle attached to the ventricu-
lar septum. The posteroseptal commissure is indicated 
by fan‐like chordae arising from the group of posterior 
papillary muscles. A peculiar feature of the tricuspid 
valve consists in the attachment of the septal leaflet to 
the ventricular septum by chordae tendinae, directly or 
mediated by tiny papillary muscles.

The anterior leaflet is a large curtain in between the 
anteroseptal and anteroposterior commissures. The lat-
ter is indicated by the anterior papillary muscle, a long 
pillar from the tip of which chordae tendinae arise to join 
both the anterior and posterior leaflets, including the 
fan‐like chordae for the anteroposterior commissure. 
The base of the anterior leaflet is attached to the AV ring 
of the anterior free wall. The difference between the 
anterior mitral valve leaflet and the anterior leaflet of the 
tricuspid valve is that the latter is not in fibrous continu-
ity with the pulmonary semilunar cusps, because of the 
crista supraventricularis, a muscular structure wedged in 
between and consisting of septal and parietal compo-
nents. This big structure, hanging over the RV, accounts 
for the anterior position of the RVOT when compared to 
the LVOT. The posterior leaflet of the tricuspid valve is 
attached to the ring of the posterior AV sulcus, from the 

acute margin to the crux cordis, and delimited by the 
anterolateral and posteroseptal commissures. Seen from 
outside, the acute margin of the heart roughly indicates 
the border between the anterior and posterior RV free 
walls and anterior and posterior leaflets. It corresponds 
to the anteroposterior commissure of the tricuspid valve.

The tricuspid valve commissures, defined as the 
boundary between two leaflets where the distance from 
the free margin to the AV ring is shorter, show leaflet 
continuity. However, anteroseptal commissure disconti-
nuity is seen in 20–30% of cases so that the underlying 
membranous septum appears bare. This facilitates 
intracavitary recording of His bundle electrical activity 
as well as ablation to achieve iatrogenic AV block when 
necessary [38].

Tricuspid valve leaflets exhibit first‐order chordae, 
attached to the free margin, and second‐order chordae 
attached to the ventricular surface (rough zone of the 
leaflets), anchoring the subvalvular apparatus (so‐called 
strut chordae). Third‐order short chordae arise close to 
the basal attachment of the mural leaflets (anterior and 
posterior), as seen in the mitral valve.

Right ventricular outflow tract

The outlet part of the RV corresponds to the embryonic 
“conus” or bulbus cordis, so‐called because of its conical 
shape (Figure 2.4). It starts proximally from the moderator 
band, a peculiar muscular bundle originally described by 
Leonardo da Vinci in his outstanding anatomical pictures 
(Figure 2.5). Leonardo employed the adjective “modera-
tor” due to the alleged function to restrain the action of 
the anterior papillary muscle of the tricuspid valve, 
anchoring its base to the ventricular septum. It connects 
the anterior papillary muscle of the tricuspid valve to the 
septal band. Together, they are known as the trabecula 
septomarginalis or septomarginal band. The septal band, 
namely the septal part of the trabecular septomarginalis, is 
a prominent, distinct structure of the right‐sided surface 
of the ventricular septum and represents a landmark of 
the RV (see Figure  2.4). The right bundle branch runs 
under the subendocardium and, when reaching the mod-
erator band, divides with a distinctive branch coursing 
along the anterior papillary muscle of the tricuspid valve. 
The proximal part of the septal band, at the level of the 
Lancisi (conal) muscle, divides into two limbs, one ante-
rior and one posterior, with a sling configuration, hosting 
the septal branch of the crista supraventricularis. The 
anterior wall of the pulmonary infundibulum may show 
thick trabeculae originating from the ventricular septum 
(septoparietal bands), different from the parietal band of 
the crista (see Figure 2.4).

There are three semilunar cusps (anterior, postero‐
right, and postero‐left) within the sinuses of Valsalva and 
separated by commissures. The cusps are attached to the 

Figure 2.3 The tripartite, coarsely trabeculated right ventricle. A, 
Inflow, hosting the tricuspid valve. B, Apex. C, Outflow from the 
moderator band to the pulmonary valve.
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pulmonary wall, which is an essential part of the valve 
apparatus. Overall, they show a crown‐shaped ring and 
lie over the infundibular myocardium (Figures 2.6, 2.7). 
The latter regularly extends over the ring, so the myocar-
dium of the RV is located beyond the hemodynamic ven-
triculoarterial boundary (see Figure  2.7). This explains 
the apparent paradox of arrhythmias originating from 
the pulmonary artery. Indeed, the pulmonary root is 
higher than the aortic root. Thus, the infundibular sep-
tum (namely, the septal band of the crista supraventricu-
laris) separates the pulmonary infundibulum from the 
sinus portion of the aorta, like a ventriculoarterial sep-
tum (Figures 2.8, 2.9). Thus, the infundibular septum is 
within the sinus portion of the aorta, seen from the left 
side. This may explain “aortic” arrhythmias, originating 
from the aortic side of the infundibular septum.

The myocardium of the RV free wall is 3–4 mm thick in 
the normal adult, with a variable amount of fatty tissue 
infiltrating the subepicardial layer. In obese people, 
an  extensive lipomatous infiltration may be observed 
 (“adipositas cordis”), equivalent to the subcutaneous adi-
pose tissue. This should not be confused with the fibro‐
fatty replacement of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy [39].

 Anatomy of the left ventricle

The LV is a posterior chamber between the mitral and 
aortic valves. Seen from the outside with an epicardial 
view, it may be easily identified on the left side of the 
heart, between the anterior and posterior descending 
coronary arteries, which run in the anterior and posterior 

Figure 2.4 The outflow tract of the right 
ventricle from the moderator band to the 
pulmonary valve.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 (a) Original drawing of the moderator band by Leonardo da Vinci. (b) The same in an ovine heart.
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interventricular grooves, respectively. The shape of the 
cavity is oval with inflow and outflow tracts separated by 
the anterior (aortic) mitral leaflet (Figure 2.10). The LV 
may be divided into three parts: inlet, apex, and outlet.

The inflow contains the left AV apparatus, which con-
sists of two leaflets, chordae tendinae, and two groups of 
papillary muscles. The shape of the mitral valve apparatus 
mimics a bishop’s miter, thus explaining why Andreas 
Vesalius coined the term “mitral.” The anterior leaflet is a 
large curtain receiving chordae from both anterolateral 

and posteromedial papillary muscles. It is deeper and nar-
rower than the posterior one. It is in fibrous continuity 
with the aortic valve (all posterior and part of the left 
 coronary cusps), and is not inserted into the AV ring 
(Figure 2.11). The posterior (“mural”) mitral leaflet is larger 
and less deep  than the anterior but the areas of both 
are almost equal. It is attached to the AV ring, which pro-
vides discontinuity between the atrial and ventricular 
 myocardium. The posterior leaflet usually consists of three 
scallops,  separated by commissural‐like indentations, 
known as “cleft commissures,” marked by fan cleft‐like 

Figure 2.6 Close‐up of the pulmonary infundibulum (right 
ventricular outflow tract). Note the Lancisi muscle: the crista 
supraventricularis with parietal and septal bands. All of the 
pulmonary semilunar cusps lie over musculature.

(a) (b)Figure 2.7 (a) Pulmonary arterial root: all 
the cusps are attached to muscle. (b) 
Histology of the postero‐left pulmonary 
semilunar cusp: the myocardium is well 
over the basal ring (hemodynamic border 
between the ventricular and pulmonary 
artery), and may be the source of 
“pulmonary” arrhythmias.

Figure 2.8 Basal short axis section of a cardiac specimen. 
The right and left outflow tracts are crossing over. Arrow indicates 
the so‐called infundibular septum (septal band of crista 
supraventricularis) separating the subvalvular pulmonary outflow 
from the supravalvular right aortic sinus.
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chordae  taking origin from the tips of the posteromedial 
papillary muscle. The anterolateral papillary muscle, 
which consists of a single pillar, is different from the pos-
teromedial, which consists of two or more pillars with 
several tips to support the wider leaflet. The anterolateral 
and posteromedial commissures represent the boundary 
between the leaflets, where they approximate each other 
but still keep in continuity. The commissures are well 
indicated by fan‐like chordae arising from the apex of the 

2.0 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9 (a) Long axis view of the ventricular outflow tract. Asterisk indicates the “infundibular septum” separating the subpulmonary 
infundibulum from the right aortic sinus. (b) Histology of the “infundibular septum,” located just in front of the right aortic sinus. Access for 
ablating outflow tracts arrhythmias may be through the aorta.

Figure 2.10 Left ventricle in a long axis view. Note the inflow 
hosting the mitral valve, the apex with thin trabeculations, and 
the outflow tract corresponding to the smooth basal ventricular 
septum. Note the anterior (aortic) leaflet of the mitral valve 
separating the inflow from the outflow tract. The asterisk indicates 
the “infundibular” septum separating the pulmonary outflow tract 
from the sinus portion of the aorta.

Figure 2.11 The left ventricular outflow tract. Note the mitral 
valve free from attachment to the ventricular septum, 
the membranous septum (*) in between the right and non‐
coronary cusps. The latter and partially the left are in fibrous 
continuity with the anterior (“aortic”) leaflet of the mitral valve. 
Note the smooth basal part of the ventricular septum.
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papillary muscle pillars or tips. The chordae tendinae 
consist of three orders: the first order is attached to the 
free margin of the leaflet, the second order is attached to 
the ventricular surface (rough zone), and the third order 
arises from the posterolateral free wall (mediated or not 
by tiny papillary muscles), anchoring the posterior leaflet 
close to the AV ring. Some of the second‐order chordae to 
the anterior (aortic) leaflet are particularly long and thick 
and act as strut chordae to sustain the systolic closure of 
the mitral valve at high pressure.

The apical portion of the LV consists of tiny trabeculae 
and a thinner wall (see Figure 2.10). It usually forms the 
apex of the heart, although a bifid apex from both the RV 
and LV is not a rare occurrence.

The LVOT is posterior and inferior to the RVOT. They 
cross each other, with the anterosuperior right one run-
ning from right to left and the posteroinferior left one 
running from left to right.

Because of the discontinuity between the tricuspid and 
pulmonary valves by the crista supraventricularis, the 
pulmonary root is superior and to the left and the aortic 
root inferior and to the right.

The LVOT is wedged between the ventricular septum 
(anterosuperiorly) and the aortic mitral leaflet (posteroinfe-
riorly). Here, the septum is smooth without a septal band. At 
difference from the RVOT, which starts from the moderator 
band, it is hard to establish a landmark origin of the LVOT. 
We might mark it in the border between the smooth and the 
trabecular parts of the left side of the ventricular septum, 
which corresponds to the free margin of the anterior (aortic) 
mitral leaflet in diastole. The length of the LVOT varies 
according to the cardiac phases. It is long and tubular during 
diastole at the opening of the anterior (aortic) mitral leaflet 
and much shorter during systole, when the anterior leaflet 
moves posteroinferiorly to close the mitral orifice and stick 
with the posterior leaflet. No muscular structure, such as the 
crista supraventricularis of the RV, is interposed in between 
the aorta and the mitral valve (see Figure 2.11). An anterolat-
eral muscle band, variable in thickness, is located between 
the ventricular septum and the anterior leaflet of the mitral 
valve, just underneath the left coronary cusp.

The aortic valve apparatus is housed within the sinus 
portion of the ascending aorta (sinuses of Valsalva). The 
aortic valve is tricuspid (see Figure 2.11) and consists of:

 ● a posterior, non‐coronary sigmoid cusp, which is in 
fibrous continuity with the anterior (aortic) leaflet of 
the mitral valve

 ● a left coronary cusp, in continuity with both the ante-
rior mitral leaflet and the anterolateral muscle band

 ● an anterior right coronary cusp, lying over the myo-
cardium of the ventricular septum.

Compared to the pulmonary valve, which is entirely 
over  the myocardium of the pulmonary infundibulum, 
the aortic valve attaches either to the septal and 

 anterolateral myocardium or to fibrous tissue of the 
aortic‐mitral continuity (Figure 2.12). The aortic ring is 
crown‐shaped with intercuspal triangles, their apex 
representing the commissures, namely the highest attach-
ment of the cusps to the aortic wall (see Figure 2.11). 

NC
Sinus

RC
Sinus

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.12 (a) Aortic root: the whole non‐coronary cusp and part 
of the left coronary cusp are in fibrous continuity with the mitral 
valve, whereas the entire right coronary and part of the left 
coronary cusp are attached to muscle. (b) Histology of the mitro‐
aortic fibrous continuity. (c) Histology of the right coronary sinus 
with ventricular septal myocardium over the valve ring. NC, 
non-coronary; RC, right coronary.
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Compared to the mitral valve leaflets, which are still 
in continuity at the commissures, both the pulmonary 
and aortic semilunar cusps are in discontinuity at the 
commissural level.

 Atrioventricular conduction system 
and ventricular outflow tracts

The axis of the AV conduction, the specialized struc-
ture joining the atria to the ventricles, is topographi-
cally related on the right side to the inflow and on the 
left side to the outflow [38]. The AV node is located on 
the right side of the atrial septum within the so‐called 
triangle of Koch, in front of the opening of the coro-
nary sinus. The His bundle penetrates the central 
fibrous ring at the apex of the Koch triangle and runs 
underneath the membranous septum over the crest (or 
on the left) of the ventricular septum, and then divides 
into right and left bundle branches. The right bundle 
branch at the level of the Lancisi (conal) septum turns 
down with either a subendocardial or, more frequently, 
an intramyocardial course. The left bundle branch 
spreads out like a sheet in the subendocardium of the 
left side of the ventricular septum, subdividing into 
anterior and posterior fascicles. Because of the crista 
supraventricularis, the His bundle is not exposed to 
the RVOT whereas it is an intrinsic part of the LVOT. 
When seen from above (aorta), the commissure in 
between the non‐coronary and right aortic cusps is a 
landmark, being located just above the His bundle. 
The distance between the aortic surgical ring (the 
so‐called cusp “nadir”) and the His bundle in the adult 
is about 3–5 mm (Figure 2.13).

 Pathology of non‐ischemic 
arrhythmias from the ventricular 
outflow tract

Most of the tachyarrhythmias arising from the ventric-
ular outflow have a substrate, accounting for triggered 
activity or reentry circuits, and are mostly non‐ischemic. 
More rarely, the culprits are merely functional disorders, 
including ion channel diseases. Differential diagnosis 
between the two entities (organic versus functional) 
may be pursued in vivo with the help of tissue charac-
terization imaging tools and endomyocardial biopsy, 
which still remains the gold standard in some patients. 
The latter tool is in fact able to detect histological 
or  ultrastructural abnormalities like inflammation, 
fibrosis, necrosis or adipose tissue, storage disease or 
infiltrative interstitial deposits.

Non‐ischemic arrhythmic substrates 
of the RVOT

Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy
Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy is heredo‐familial dis-
order due to mutations of genes encoding cell junction 
proteins (desmosome), characterized by a pathogno-
monic substrate, namely fibro‐fatty replacement of the 
ventricular myocardium (Figures 2.14, 2.15) [40–43].

Originally believed to be confined to the RV and 
featured by ventricular arrhythmias with left bundle 
branch morphology, it has been recently recognized as 
biventricular cardiomyopathy or even involving only the 
LV with isolated non‐ischemic scars and polymorphic 
ventricular arrhythmias. Nowadays, the original term 
arrhythmogenic RV cardiomyopathy has been replaced 
with arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy.

Ventricular electrical instability is high, which explains 
the propensity to sustained ventricular tachycardia/
fibrillation with cardiac arrest, mostly occurring during 
effort. It has been well demonstrated, in both human 
and animal models, that it is a genetically determined 

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13 The AV conduction system, which is mostly exposed 
to the left ventricular outflow tract, in a tight relationship with the 
membranous septum. (a) View from the right side. (b) View from 
the left side.
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cardiomyopathy, with onset and progression of myocyte 
death and fibro‐fatty replacement occurring during 
childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. Since loss of the 
myocardium begins after birth, arrhythmogenic cardio-
myopathy cannot be considered a congenital heart 

 disease (defect present at birth). The phenomenon of cell 
death, with fibro‐fatty replacement as a consequence of 
repair, starts from the epicardium. In the RV it extends 
progressively deeper into the endocardium like a wave 
front phenomenon, so it is reachable by the bioptome at 

Figure 2.14 Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy with fibro‐fatty replacement of the right ventricular outflow tract. The ECG shows inverted 
T waves in the precordial leads and an apparently innocent premature ventricular beat.
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endomyocardial biopsy. When transmurally replaced by 
fibro‐fatty tissue, the RV wall becomes thin and weak, 
leading to remodeling with the development of ventric-
ular aneurysms in the so‐called triangle of dysplasia 
(inflow, apex, outflow). The RV cavity becomes enlarged 
with depressed contractility and decreased ejection frac-
tion. RVOT dilation is a common occurrence, easily seen 
by echocardiography. The aneurysm located at the 
inflow in the subtricuspid diaphragmatic wall should be 
considered a pathognomonic marker of arrhythmogenic 
cardiomyopathy.

The RV remodeling explains the typical phenotype of 
this cardiomyopathy.

 ● Electrical disorders consisting of delayed ventricular 
depolarization (large QRS, epsilon wave, late poten-
tials), repolarization abnormalities (inverted T waves 
in right precordial leads exploring the outlet and 
anterior wall of the RV), ventricular tachyarrhyth-
mias with left bundle branch block morphology, 
 positive electrophysiological test at ventricular stim-
ulation. The aneurysms favor reentry circuits of the 
electrical stimulus with onset of ventricular 
arrhythmias.

 ● Depressed ventricular contractility, which may lead to 
congestive heart failure. In advanced stages, it may be 
so severe that it may require cardiac transplantation. 
Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy, mimicking dilated 
cardiomyopathy, accounts for 4% of indications of 

 cardiac transplantation [44]. RV enlargement, aneu-
rysms and depressed contractility are well visible by 
two‐dimensional echocardiography, which represents 
a low‐cost, rapid tool for assessment of ventricular 
remodeling and dysfunction. Contrast cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging, with late enhancement by 
gadolinium, adds information on tissue composition by 
visualizing fibro‐fatty replacement [45].

 ● In 80% of cases of fibro‐fatty infiltration, the phenom-
enon is topographically diffused with the occurrence 
of aneurysms [41]. Oddly enough, the ventricular 
septum is almost always spared and cannot be consid-
ered the target for endomyocardial biopsy as a source 
of fibro‐fatty tissue. The RV disease may be segmen-
tal, with sole involvement of the RVOT, as a source of 
infundibular tachyarrhythmias and may require 
differential diagnosis with idiopathic RVOT tachy-
cardia (Figures 2.17, 2.18). The pathology of the LV in 
arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy includes “non‐ischemic 
scars,” typically located in the subepicardium  – 
 midwall. Since the disease is biventricular in 70% of 
cases, and the LV “scars” are easily detectable by car-
diac magnetic resonance, the LV may be considered 
the diagnostic “mirror” of the RV in arrhythmogenic 
cardiomyopathy [45].

 ● “Electrical” scars, namely myocardial areas that are 
electrically silent at electroanatomical mapping. 
No electrical activity may originate from areas with 

Figure 2.15 Segmental arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy with fibro‐fatty replacement limited to the pulmonary infundibulum 
(postmortem CMR, gross view, panoramic and close‐up histology of the RVOT).
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fibro‐fatty replacement (see Figures 2.16, 2.17, 2.18) 
[45,46]. It is interesting to note that, as far as the RV 
free wall, because of the pathological thinning, electro-
anatomical mapping is superior to contrast cardiac 

magnetic resonance to visualize areas of “non‐
ischemic” fibro‐fatty scars.

 ● Right ventricular endomyocardial biopsy plays a pivotal 
role in the in vivo diagnosis by detecting the substrate 

Bipolar Voltage

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Figure 2.16 Electrophysiological mapping of extensive electrical scars and an endomyocardial biopsy showing severe fibro‐fatty 
replacement in a patient with ECG and echocardiographic features of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy.
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of fibro‐fatty replacement. Histomorphometric quanti-
tative parameters have been calculated, thus providing 
major and minor criteria for the tissue characteriza-
tion category [47,48]. When the residual myocardium 
(which accounts for 85% of the area in the normal 
heart) is less than 60% in a bioptic sample due to fibro‐

fatty replacement, the histological examination is 
pathognomonic for arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy 
and is nowadays considered one of the major criteria 
for achieving the final diagnosis (see Figures  2.16, 
2.17). To increase the sensitivity, the bioptome should 
point to the free wall where the fibro‐fatty replacement 
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Figure 2.17 Electrophysiological mapping showing infundibular electrical scars and an endomyocardial biopsy with fibro‐fatty 
replacement. The ECG shows left bundle branch block ventricular tachycardia with inferior axis.
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may be transmural, reaching the endocardium, and 
not the ventricular septum which is exceptionally 
involved. Perforation is rare and the risk is acceptable 
since it is not life‐threatening and cardiac tamponade 
remains exceptional. However, bleeding may occur 
although rarely. Immunostaining for plakoglobin has 
been proposed as an additional diagnostic marker of 
arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy [49], but additional 
validation is required.

Myocarditis
Ventricular arrhythmias are one of the clinical presen-
tations of myocarditis, especially when focal without 
impairment of contractility and congestive heart failure 
[50]. Acute myocarditis may be localized in the RVOT 
and be the origin of ventricular arrhythmias with left 
bundle branch block morphology [51]. Lymphocyte 
infiltrates associated with myocyte death and inflam-
matory edema may interfere with Na + or K+ inflow‐
outflow and myocyte depolarization‐repolarization, 
thus accounting for electrical instability.

Endomyocardial biopsy is still the gold standard for 
diagnosis, even though in cases of focal myocarditis the 
sampling error may be high. Several pieces of endomy-
ocardium are mandatory to avoid sampling errors and 
increased sensitivity. Molecular investigation with pol-
ymerase chain reaction in acute early phase may help 
to establish the precise etiological diagnosis, whether 

RNA (especially enterovirus) or DNA (especially ade-
novirus) viruses. It is interesting to note that myocardi-
tis in the acute phase may not be associated with 
extensive loss of myocardium so that electroanatomical 
mapping may produce negative results. In this setting, 
the coupling of  electroanatomical mapping and 
 endomyocardial biopsy plays a key role in differential 
diagnosis between arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy 
(electroanatomical mapping and biopsy both positive 
because of fibro‐fatty replacement) and myocarditis 
(electroanatomical mapping negative and endomyo-
cardial biopsy positive) (Figure  2.19), as well as idio-
pathic tachycardia of the RVOT (electroanatomical 
mapping and endomyocardial biopsy both negative) 
[51,52] (Figure 2.20).

Sarcoidosis
Clinically evident cardiac involvement may occur in 
5%  of patients with sarcoidosis, even as a primary 
 manifestation [53]. Another 20–25% of pulmonary/ 
systemic sarcoidosis patients have asymptomatic cardiac 
involvement  (clinically silent disease). Although conduc-
tion disturbances and heart failure are the main clinical 
signs, ventricular arrhythmias are also a common 
presentation.

The disease is mostly a multisystem, non‐infective, 
granulomatous morbid entity, with non‐caseating granu-
lomas as a pathological hallmark. No specific pattern of 
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Figure 2.18 Extensive electrical scar by electroanatomical mapping and transmural fibro‐fatty replacement of the pulmonary 
infundibulum at postmortem histology. EP, epicardium; EN, endocardium; MB, moderator band.
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late enhancement is diagnostic for cardiac involve-
ment, although it is most often seen in basal segments 
(particularly of the septum and lateral wall). By fluoro-
deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (PET), 
focal or diffuse fluorodeoxyglucose uptake patterns 
suggest active cardiac sarcoidosis. Differential  diagnosis 

with other diseases (myocarditis, arrhythmogenic car-
diomyopathy) is achieved by endomyocardial biopsy 
(Figure  2.21) [54,55]. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of 
biopsy is low (nearly 25%), due to sampling error 
because the focal nature of the disease. To increase the 
sensitivity,  imaging‐guided (PET‐cardiac magnetic 

Figure 2.19 Negative electroanatomical mapping and acute myocarditis from an endomyocardial biopsy in a patient with ventricular 
tachycardia of left bundle branch morphology.
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resonance (CMR)) biopsy procedures, especially of the 
lymph nodes, are recommended and may increase 
 sensitivity up to 50%. In cardiac sarcoidosis, electro-
anatomical mapping is positive but non‐specific. Thus, 
endomyocardial biopsy is pathognomonic and still 
the  gold standard for a certain diagnosis of cardiac 
sarcoidosis.

RVOT ventricular arrhythmias without substrate

RVOT or LVOT tachyarrhythmias (premature ventric-
ular beats, non‐sustained and sustained monomorphic 
ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation) may 

occur in the absence of structural myocardial disease. 
They may originate from either the subvalvular or sup-
ravalvular regions in the ventricular outflows. They 
include myocardium located within the sinus of Valsalva 
beyond the hemodynamical border of the crown‐
shaped valve ring of both the pulmonary and aortic 
semilunar valves [56]. Outflow tract arrhythmias are 
identified by an electrocardiographic pattern consistent 
with a left bundle branch block morphology with infe-
rior axis. They are caused by cAMP‐mediated triggered 
activity and terminated by administration of adenosine. 
They are benign and not genetically determined. 
Of  course, being ventricular arrhythmias without 
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Figure 2.20 Normal electrical activity (negative electrophysiological mapping) and endomyocardial biopsy (preserved myocardium) in a 
patient with left bundle branch block ventricular tachycardia (idiopathic RVOT tachycardia).
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Figure 2.21 Ventricular tachycardia with left bundle branch morphology in a patient with an ECG‐clinical diagnosis of arrhythmogenic 
cardiomyopathy and sarcoidosis identified in the explanted heart at transplantation. Note the non-caseous granuloma.
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 substrate, unipolar or bipolar electroanatomical map-
ping results are negative (Figure 2.20). Nonetheless, 
catheter‐based radiofrequency ablation may represent 
definitive treatment [57].

Brugada syndrome
This is an inherited arrhythmic disorder featuring a non‐
ischemic ST segment elevation in right precordial leads 
in a 12‐lead ECG [22–25] (Figure 2.22). Mutations of the 
SCN5A gene have been found in about 20% of cases. 
While the report by the Brugada brothers described a 
syndrome in survivors of cardiac arrest without struc-
tural disease [22], the original description in the litera-
ture was of “ventricular fibrillation without apparent 

heart disease.” In fact, structural abnormalities of the RV 
determined by either autopsy or endomyocardial biopsy 
were found in five out of six patients [23]. Since then, the 
presence of a substrate has remained a matter of debate 
in the literature.

There are two main theories to explain the pathogenesis 
of Brugada syndrome: repolarization and depolarization.
Yan and Antzelevitch first advanced the theory of an 
abnormal transmural repolarization in the RVOT due to 
heterogeneous loss of the cardiomyocyte action potential 
dome in the epicardium [58]. The most compelling evi-
dence in support of the depolarization hypothesis comes 
from the studies by Nademanee [25,33]. In particular, myo-
cardial fibrosis has been suggested by abnormal, low‐voltage, 
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Figure 2.22 Fatty infiltration with mild fibrosis of the right ventricle in a patient with an in vivo diagnosis of ST segment elevation, right 
bundle branch, prolonged PQ interval, and aborted sudden death.
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fractionated electrograms  localized to the RVOT at the 
epicardium. The recent description of increased fibrosis, 
as well as reduced gap junction signaling protein Cx43 in 
the RVOT in a series of sudden death cases with family his-
tory of Brugada syndrome and without evident structural 
disease, is in favor of the depolarization  hypothesis. 
Furthermore, electrophysiological and imaging studies 
have identified subtle structural abnormalities in the 
RVOT of affected patients [29,59,60]. Elimination of the 
sites of slow conduction gives the rationale for the efficacy 
of ablation therapy [61,62]. However, Szel et al. provided 
an alternative cellular electrophysiological mechanism as 
the basis for late potentials and fractionated electrogram 
activity in Brugada syndrome, demonstrating that the 
ECG abnormalities are due to repolarization and not to 

depolarization defects [63]. Future studies in genotyped 
cases should address the roles of fibrosis and gap junc-
tion proteins in Brugada syndrome.

Although repolarization and depolarization theories 
may indeed be synergistic and not mutually exclusive, cor-
rect assessment of the cellular pathophysiology remains a 
main target for appropriate therapy. It is important to note 
that AV conduction disturbances are a common finding 
in Brugada syndrome (PR prolongation, right bundle 
branch block). This is not surprising, considering that 
familial AV block has been explained by mutation of 
SCN5A [64]. Again, whether conduction disturbances 
are the result of merely functional changes or structural 
abnormalities of the specialized myocardium (Figure 2.22) 
remains to be addressed [65,66].
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 Introduction

The primitive heart starts developing (and contracting) 
in the third week of pregnancy. Several components aris-
ing from different substrates participate in the genesis of 
the cardiac conduction system. Neural crest‐derived 
cells turn out to be crucial, especially as far as particular 
cardiac districts are concerned. Common arrhythmias 
originating from the extremities of the cardiac tube (i.e. 
venous–atrial and ventricular–arterial junctions) reflect 
the complexity of the local embryogenesis. The highly 
specialized cells spreading to these districts, in addition 
to the complexity of the developement of the local ana-
tomical structures, may explain local arrhythmogenic 
behaviors.

 The cardiac tube

The tubular primordial heart has a mesodermal origin, 
very early during cardiogenesis, through the fusion of 
two endothelial strands. The cranial extremity of the 
tube represents the future cardiac outflow tract and is 
continuous with the aortic arches. On the other hand, 
the caudal extremity represents the inflow tract and is 
continuous with the vitteloumbilical veins. After the 

looping and segmental dilation of several segments of 
the cardiac tube have occurred, it is possible to recog-
nize different primitive structures: (1) the sinus venosus 
(which forms the venous inflow chamber), (2) the primi-
tive atrium, (3) the primitive ventricle, and (4) the conus 
arteriosus. A complex activation of several regulatory 
genes and transcription factors is responsible for the 
correct sequential steps of this embryogenetic phase. At 
the same time, it is possible to recognize a primitive 
sequential contraction of these structures, thus 
 reflecting the presence of a primitive specialized cardiac 
conduction system.

As far as the development of this conduction system is 
concerned, great importance has been given to the 
migration and influence of the neural crest‐derived cells. 
These cells are able to differentiate into several types and 
can contribute to the development of the craniofacial 
cartilage of the bones and connective tissue. Moreover, 
they differentiate into nerves and accessory cells 
(involved in the layered myelin insulation of the nerves) 
and can contribute to smooth muscle progenitors in the 
great vessels of the heart.

The population of crest cells coming from the poste-
rior rhombencephalic segments of the neural tube con-
tribute to multiple aspects of cardiac development and 
function. They have an active influence on several steps 
in the embryogenesis of the outflow pole of the heart. 
Indeed, the ablation of the premigratory cardiac neural 
crest results in a defective development of the cardiac 
outflow tract.

Moreover, some evidence has been provided for an 
association between ablation of the neural crest cells and 
a significant reduction in myocardial calcium transients, 
which are a measure of excitation‐contraction coupling 
in both the inflow and outflow portions of the looped 
heart tube. Furthermore, a complete recovery of the 
myocardial transients can be obtained by replacing the 
cardiac neural crest.
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Summary

Although much progress has been made since imaging 
techniques started to be used in the setting of cardiac 
arrhythmia ablation, it is interesting to observe that very few 
electrophysiologists have sufficient awareness about the 
embryological basis of their “battlefield.” Therefore, a quick 
glance at the embryogenetic processes leading to the 
development of certain anatomical structures may be helpful 
in understanding the related arrhythmogenic substrate, thus 
giving the specialist some basic tools to evaluate the 
appropriateness and effects of their therapeutic choices.
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It is also known that ablation of neural crest cells inhib-
its compaction and electrical function of the conduction 
system bundles.

Finally, the neural crest plays an important role in the 
development of the parasympathetic postganglionic 
innervation of the heart.

For these reasons, it was formerly believed that devel-
opment of the myocardial specialized conduction tis-
sue was entirely dependent on the correct migration of 
these cells, thus ascribing an extracardiac origin. 
Indeed, it is possible to document this migration, espe-
cially around the great arteries and the atrioventricular 
septum.

The most recent investigations ascribe this phenome-
non to the differentiation of some multipotent cardio-
myogenic cells that can be addressed to form the 
contractile or conduction tissue. In the case of conduc-
tion tissue, these cells could be inhibited from a full mat-
uration to contractile elements by the influence of the 
epicardium‐derived cells or by the neural crest cells 
themselves which contribute to insulate the future con-
duction tissue from the rest of the heart.

The cardiac neural crest may also play a role in the late 
phase of cardiac conduction system cell maturation. 
Many developmental components are necessary for the 
specification and function of cardiac conduction; for 
example, it has been demonstrated that an altered 
expression of the HF‐1B gene in the ventricular myocar-
dium and in the neural crest cells can lead to many 
arrhythmic problems.

It is still unclear why some primitive myocytes 
develop into conduction cells rather than into contrac-
tile elements. These cells typically show a slower pro-
liferation that leads to the formation of some 
constriction areas (the “multiple ring theory”) so the 
cardiac tube modifies its morphology simply by folding 
around them. Another theory postulates that a model 
of the conduction system is already present in the 
primitive heart and evolves into its final structure by a 
progressive recruitment of the adjacent myocytes. On 
the other hand, according to the “early specification 
model,” the development of the conduction system 
could be due to the expression of some “conduction 
genes” causing a slow proliferation and progressive dif-
ferentatiation into mature conduction elements 
(Figure  3.1). The observation of different kinds of 
arrhythmias developing at different ages could be 
explained if we postulate that this expression will show 
up during any period of human life.

Regardless of the embryogenetic mechanism that 
takes place, it is well known that the conduction of the 
action potentials generated in these cells is able to 
spread to the adjacent ones by the presence of gap junc-
tions and the action of different types of connexins that 
allow the passage of ions from one cell to another. 
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Figure 3.1 The three hypotheses of conduction system 
development. (a) The four‐ring theory, with four conduction system 
rings represented in the tubular heart. avr, atrioventricular ring; pr, 
primary ring; sar, sinuatrial ring; var, ventriculoarterial ring. (b) Two‐
step model of recruitment of myocardial cells to the conduction 
system (recruitment model). (c) Early specification model: the 
primary myocardium of the heart tube (pink) can give rise either to 
conduction elements (purple) that maintain an undifferentiated 
phenotype and a low proliferation profile or to chamber (working) 
ones (gray, more differentiated). Source: Christoffels et al. [1]. 
Reproduced with permission of Wolters Kluwer.
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Different types of connexins allow different ion passage 
velocities between the cells. Four types of connexins 
have so far been identified, and they are diffused in dif-
ferent amounts according to the features of the special-
ized cells. For example, Cx43 is more concentrated in 
fast‐conducting tissues, whereas Cx45 is more likely to 
be identified in slow‐conducting ones (like sinoatrial 
and atrioventricular nodes).

Soon after cardiac looping has occurred, the primor-
dial atrium starts behaving as a primitive pacemaker, 
thus allowing a sequential cardiac tube contraction. This 
regulatory function rapidly migrates to the sinus venosus 
and then to the sinoatrial node; at the end of the fifth 
week after conception, the final pacemaker of the heart is 
already developed.

It is well known by electrophysiologists that, although 
every region of the mature heart is able to host 
arrhythmogenic areas, some of them display this feature 
much more frequently. While the primitive heart tube 
does not have a definite conduction system during its 
progressive lengthening, it is possible to identify either 
fast‐conducting muscle cells (the contractile elements) 
or slow‐conducting cells that amount to a primitive con-
duction network. It has been shown that altered expres-
sion of factors like Tbx3 in the embryonic heart 
influences the development of some cardiac regions that 
can therefore express a higher arrhythmogenic pattern. 
This could be the case, for instance, for the orifice of the 
coronary sinus, the terminal crest, and the atrial tissue 
surrounding the tricuspid and mitral valves.

 The venous extremity 
of the cardiac tube

The development of the sinus venosus at the transition 
with the vitelline veins is characterized by the formation 
of thin myocardial sleeves inside the future pulmonary 
veins. These sleeves are well known as a potential source 
of arrhythmias. In fact, as was observed many years ago, 
the pulmonary veins show an independent pulsation, 
thus suggesting that they host an electrical automaticity.

The orientation of the fibers at the ostium of the 
 pulmonary veins is also very important. It is easier to 
observe action potentials at the ostium of the left 
upper  vein, since circumferential fibers (which are 
able  to  create more propagation delay) are present. 
Longitudinal fibers are more frequently located in the 
left lower vein, where the observation of action potentials 
is less likely.

Although an apparent continuity is observable between 
the myocardium of the pulmonary venous sleeves and 
that coming from the sinus venosus, these two elements 
show different embryogenetic pathways. Indeed, the 
 pulmonary veins are of mesenchimal origin inside the 

mediastinum, where a plexus of veins starts growing 
around the primitive bronchial buds. These veins organ-
ize into four distinct blood vessels meeting and fusing 
with a  single common vein breaking out from the poste-
rior left atrial region as a “pulmonary pit” (Figure 3.2a). 
This common vein gets progressively incorporated 
inside the posterior atrial wall, where the four pulmo-
nary veins finally originate separately (Figure 3.2b).

The development of the myocardial sleeves inside the 
veins differs as far as the single veins are concerned; 
longer sleeves can be detected in the left superior vein, 
whereas shorter sleeves are observed in the right inferior 
vein (Figures 3.3, 3.4). This is an important concept since 
the clinical arrhythmogenicity of the veins depends on 
the length of the circumpherential sleeves. Several elec-
trophysiological properties (which are distinct from 
those arising from the atrial miocardium) have been 
identified, including the resting membrane potentials, 
phase 0 upstroke velocities, and action potential dura-
tion. It has not yet been confirmed how these properties 
contribute to the arrhythmogenic process.

A relevant amount of pacemaker P cells and Purkinje 
cells have been observed in the veins of atrial fibrillation 
patients; however, strong evidence does exist against the 
presence of “nodal” cells, since the pacemaker channel 
gene HCN4 (a fundamental feature of these cells) is not 
expressed.

Although the pulmonary myocardial sleeves express 
a  certain amount of markers associated with the 
 conduction tissue (like CCSlacZ), these markers are also 
expressed by the cells of active working myocardium. For 
this reason, no evidence is available to consider the myo-
cardial sleeves as a component of the developing con-
duction system.

The right atrial posterior region arises from venous 
structures, mainly from the sinus venosus. On the other 
hand, the left and right atrial appendages come from the 
atrial region of the cardiac tube.

While the inferior vena cava is of little importance to 
the genesis of arrhythmias, the superior vena cava and 
particularly the coronary sinus are well‐known arrhythg-
mogenic elements. Indeed, they are not part of the 
 cardiac conduction system, but participate in the genesis 
and maintenance of atrial ectopies.

The superior vena cava comes from the right horn of 
the sinus venosus, and a certain amount of myocardial 
sleeves can be detected inside its ostium. The coronary 
sinus comes from the left horn. Initially, it gives rise to 
the left superior vena cava, which progressively degener-
ates and broadens (Figure 3.5). In a small percentage of 
normal adults (about 0.5%), when the left common car-
dinal vein has failed to occlude, it is possible to observe a 
persistency of the left superior vena cava which drains 
into the coronary sinus. When the left superior vena 
cava is occluded, it gives rise to the ligament of Marshall 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Schematic depiction of the cardiac tube in a developing embryo at 22–24 days. Early stages of looping of the tube. The 
arterial pole is located in the cranial region of the tube, whereas the venous pole is on the opposite site. At the level of the posterior wall 
of the future left atrium, a pulmonary pit (red) starts growing. It will progressively give rise to the common pulmonary vein. Source: 
Modified from Sherif. Eur J Cardiothorac Surg 2013;44:792–9. Reproduced with permission of Oxford University Press. (b) Cross‐section at 
the level of the developing atria in a six‐week‐old human embryo. The pulmonary pit of the left atrial wall (blue) is growing and tends to 
fuse with some elements of the pulmonary vascular plexus (green) at the level of the future mediastinal myocardium originating from the 
mesenchymal cells of the posterior mesocardium (black). After two more weeks, the left atrial wall will incorporate the common 
pulmonary vein and its first bifurcation, thus leading to four separate openings of the pulmonary veins (c). Source: Sherif. 
Eur J Cardiothorac Surg 2013;44:792–9. Reproduced with permission of Oxford University Press.
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Figure 3.3 Details regarding the presence of the myocardial sleeves in the pulmonary veins. (Left) Photograph of the left superior 
pulmonary vein in a cadaveric heart specimen; evidence of the myocardial sleeves. Source: Klimek‐Piotrowska et al. PeerJ 2016;4:e1579. 
https://peerj.com/about/contact/. Licensed under CC BY 4.0. (Right) Posterior aspect of a cadaveric heart specimen. The epicardium has 
been removed and the different extension of the atrial musculature over the four pulmonary veins to form the myocardial sleeves is 
shown. The broken lines mark the extent of the sleeves over the veins. The circles mark the veno–atrial junction. Source: de Bakkera et al. 
Cardiovasc Res 2002;54:287–94. Reproduced with permission of Oxford University Press.

Figure 3.4 (a) Details regarding the presence of myocardial sleeves in the pulmonary arteries. (Panel A) Multipolar high‐density CARTO 
mapping (obtained using Confidense software and a multipolar Pentaray catheter) of the left atrium belonging to an atrial fibrillation patient; 
posterior view. In the four pulmonary veins, a significant difference in the distribution of the areas of valid atrial potentials corresponding to 
the myocardial sleeves (purple) is visible. (Panel B) Gross dissection of the left atrial muscular fiber arrangement (the dotted lines mark the 
atrial–venous junctions). In both panels A and B, a higher density of sleeves is visible inside the right and left upper vein and left lower vein, 
whereas the right lower vein appears nearly devoid of them. (Panels C and D) Microscopic appearance (elastic van Gieson stain; two different 
magnifications) of the myocardial sleeves in a left atrial human specimen, extending along a pulmonary vein on the adventitial side. LA, left 
atrial myocardium; Myoc. Sleeve, myocardial sleeve; PV, pulmonary vein. Source: Panels B, C, and D modified from Saito et al. J Cardiovasc 
Electrophysiol 2000;8:888–94. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons. (b) Details of the anatomical and electrophysiological 
mapping features of the myocardial sleeves in different pulmonary veins. (Panel A) Anatomical heart specimen showing a relevant amount of 
sleeves getting into the left upper pulmonary vein (black stars); the venous–atrial junction is shown by a dotted line. (Panel B) Multipolar 
high‐density CARTO mapping (obtained using Confidense software and a multipolar Pentaray catheter) of the left upper pulmonary vein in 
an atrial fibrillation patient. Wide areas of valid atrial potentials corresponding to the myocardial sleeves are visible (white stars in purple areas). 
(Panel C) Anatomical heart specimen showing a small amount of sleeves going into the right lower pulmonary vein (black stars); the venous–
atrial junction is shown by a dotted line. (Panel D) Multipolar high‐density CARTO mapping (obtained using Confidense software and 
multipolar Pentaray catheter) of the right lower pulmonary vein in an atrial fibrillation patient. A lower amount of valid atrial potentials 
corresponding to the myocardial sleeves is present (white star in purple area). Source: Panels A and C modified from Saito et al. J Cardiovasc 
Electrophysiol 2000;8:888–94. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic depiction of the 
coronary sinus development in the human 
embryo (26 weeks) and its final anatomy in 
the adult. The right horn of the sinus 
venosus gives rise to the venous portion 
of the right atrium (light blue) between the 
superior and inferior vena cava (purple). 
The left horn of the sinus venosus gives 
rise to the coronary sinus and to part of 
the great cardiac vein (dark blue). Source: 
Habib et al. [2]. Reproduced with 
permission of Oxford University Press.
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that  is associated with several arrhythmogenic settings 
since it carries multiple electrical connections to the 
left atrium.

Once the migration of the primitive pacemaker cells to 
the sinus venosus is completed, these cells can be 
observed in two different areas. The right‐sided one 

evolves to the definitive sinoatrial node, while the left‐
sided one progressively shifts down towards a lower left 
atrial territory near the coronary sinus. Therefore, the 
ability of this tissue to replace, in some situations, the 
leading electrical activity of the sinoatrial node could jus-
tify a certain number of arrhythmias.
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 Introduction

Cardiac embryology and anatomy play a fundamental role 
in our understanding of clinical electrophysiology and 
 cardiac mapping. Over the last decade, there has been a 
paradigm shift in embryological research from morpho-
logical and histological descriptions of developmental 
changes to a deeper understanding of the mechanistic 
processes that mediate these changes. A more complete 

understanding of the embryological process has provided 
insight into anatomy which has already translated into 
changes at the bedside and, in the future, will likely provide 
clues for novel strategies in arrhythmia management.

 Embryology

Development of the cardiac conduction 
system

The cardiac conduction system is associated with 
 congenital abnormalities linked to arrhythmias such as 
atrioventricular (AV) septal defects, Ebstein’s anomaly, 
and the Wolff–Parkinson–White syndrome. All compo-
nents of the system appear to develop from the same 
source as the atrial and ventricular myocardium so that 
all cardiac cells have one origin from elementary cardiac 
cells [1–3]. The suggestion that the cells of the heart 
conduction system have a neural crest origin has not 
been supported by evidence although nerve ganglia sub-
tending the conduction system and myocardium are 
derived from the neural crest [4].

During development, the cardiac conduction system 
transforms from a simple tube characterized by peristaltic 
contraction and sinusoidal depolarization to a complex 
four‐chambered structure with sequential contraction 
due to multiple specialized cells with characteristic 
 depolarization patterns. Although there are differences in 
the cardiac conduction system among different mammals, 
the earliest part of development is generally conserved in 
vertebrates and mediated by the complex interplay of a 
number of different molecules.

Although macroscopically still a “tube,” the atria and 
ventricles develop from specific areas of growth and these 
areas develop sodium channels (Scn5a) and are con-
nected by high conductance gap junctions (aggregation 
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Summary

Our understanding of the embryology of the heart and the 
importance of complex signaling processes required for 
cardiac development has improved dramatically over the last 
decade. Accurate knowledge of the heart embryology and 
anatomy, supplemented with modern imaging techniques, 
helps delineate individual anatomy and will likely improve 
outcomes and reduce complications. The specialized 
conduction tissues have specific morphological features such 
as fewer sarcomeres and latent automaticity. However, all 
cardiac tissues (conduction tissues, atrial and ventricular 
myocardium) appear to develop from one elementary source 
of cardiac cells. Genetic abnormalities can lead to specific 
disorders such as channelopathies and also to anatomical 
abnormalities. Several genes have been associated with 
incomplete formation of the fibrous annulus and persistent 
atrioventricular connections anatomically located away from 
the penetrating bundle and the Wolff–Parkinson–White 
syndrome phenotype. Clinical electrophysiologists have 
identified certain regions of the heart that have specific 
embryological features and appear to be associated with 
arrhythmias: the pulmonary veins, crista terminalis, right and 
left ventricle outflow tracts, and papillary muscles. This chapter 
summarizes some important aspects of embryology and 
anatomy of the heart in the context of heart rhythm disorders 
and their management in clinical electrophysiological practice, 
with special attention to the anatomy of the pulmonary veins. 
In addition, historical differences in anatomical nomenclature 
that can lead to misunderstanding in communication between 
different specialists will also be addressed.
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of Cx 40 and Cx 43 connexins) that allow rapid depolari-
zation and contraction of these tissues. This process is 
not observed in the inflow region or the “waist‐like” 
endocardial cushion that will eventually develop into the 
specialized AV components of the cardiac conduction 
system.

The sinus node develops within the sinus venosus due 
to a number of transcription factors including the T‐box 
family (Tbx5 and Tbx3) [1,5,6].The T‐box proteins are 
characterized by a highly conserved 180 amino acid 
sequence that binds DNA and are critical for embryologi-
cal development. Additional transcription factors also 
important in this complex process include short stature 
homeox transcription factor 2 (Shox2), and bone morpho-
genetic protein 2 (Bmp2), among others [5]. Expression of 
these factors appears to initiate a set of gene programs that 
actively suppress Cx40, Cx43, and Scn5a production and 
instead encourage calcium channel (Cacna1g) and potas-
sium channel (Hcn4) and production of Cx30.2 (a con-
nexin associated with slower intercellular conduction). In 
addition, it appears that the pituitary homeobox‐2 (Pitx2) 
gene that regulates left–right organ asymmetry is one of 
the main factors responsible for development of the sinus 
node in the right atrium [5,6].

A similar process of suppression of atrial and ventricu-
lar phenotypes also occurs at the myocytes at the “waist” 
of the tube that will eventually be the precursor of the AV 
canal area. Myocytes in these regions appear to be pro-
tected from the processes that lead to more advanced 
development due to the physical barrier formed from 
cardiac jelly. As a consequence, these myocytes do not 
develop abundant Na+ ion channels and Cx40 and Cx43 
expression and instead undergo a similar gene program 
as described for the sinus node region.

The specialized conduction tissues in the ventricle 
develop in a thin layer just below the endocardium and 
appear to be derived from portions of AV canal tissue 
that extend into the primitive ventricle. The specialized 
conduction tissue has some specific morphological fea-
tures similar to sinus node and AV node tissues, such as 
fewer sarcomeres and latent automaticity. However, the 
cells differ from these tissues and have high expression of 
Scn5a and Cxn40 that along with other cellular architec-
ture properties mediate the fast conduction properties 
characteristic of these cells. There is significant hetero-
geneity among vertebrates for specialized conduction 
tissue in the ventricle. For example, the Purkinje network 
is only observed in birds and mammals [5].

Congenital abnormalities of AV conduction 
and accessory pathways

Although the heart initially can be described as a tube 
with an outer layer of myocytes and an inner layer of 
endocardium separated by cardiac jelly, regional tissue 

proliferation and development of the cardiac cushion 
lead to a “dumbbell” shape that ultimately folds on itself 
to produce the characteristic four‐chamber anatomy in 
the developed heart. The atria and ventricles are sepa-
rated electrically by the formation of the fibroadipose 
tissues. In humans, some collagenous cords can be found 
inferolaterally to support the posterior leaflet of the 
mitral valve but no “fibrous skeleton” is present, although 
actual bony elements can be found in some large bovines 
[7]. The penetrating bundle is normally the only tissue 
that allows electrical conduction from the atria to the 
ventricles. The AV node forms the atrial portion of this 
region and develops from the embryological processes 
described above for the AV canal region. Morphologically, 
these cells have sparse mitochondria, a poorly developed 
sarcoplasmic reticulum and poorly organized actin and 
myosin filaments.

Several inherited diseases of the conduction system 
are associated with AV block, including mutations of 
genes that express Na+ channels (Scn5a) and K+ channels 
(Kcnj2) [8]. Abnormalities of Tbx5 cause Holt Oram syn-
drome: secundum atrial septal defect, progressive AV 
block, and upper limb abnormalities often involving the 
radius and thumb [5].

Several genes have been associated with incomplete 
formation of the fibrous annulus and persistent AV con-
nections anatomically located away from the penetrat-
ing  bundle and the Wolff–Parkinson–White syndrome 
 phenotype. Over a decade ago, the association between 
mutations of the PRKAG2 gene and the Wolff–
Parkinson–White syndrome was reported [9,10]. The 
PRKAG2 encodes for an adenosine monophosphate‐
activated protein kinase (AMPK). It has been postulated 
that ventricular preexcitation occurs because of incom-
plete annular formation due to glycogen deposition. It 
appears that timing of overexpression of mutant PRKAG2 
is critical, since animal models in which the mutant 
PRKAG2 was overexpressed in adulthood resulted in 
progressive AV conduction disease but no development 
of AV accessory pathways [11]. More recently, it has been 
shown that inactivation of the Tbx2 transcription factor 
is associated with incomplete formation of the fibrous 
annulus and ventricular preexcitation via AV accessory 
pathways [12]. Similarly, interruption of the ubiquitous 
Wnt signaling system (approximately 20 different pro-
teins involved in regulating beta‐catenin; the name is 
derived from two drosophila phenotypes: wingless and 
int) also is associated with abnormal AV annulus forma-
tion and the Wolff–Parkinson–White phenotype [13].

Embryological origins of arrhythmogenic 
regions

Clinical electrophysiologists have identified certain 
regions of the heart that appear to be associated with 
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arrhythmias. It is interesting to examine the embryologi-
cal development of these regions for possible clues and 
explanations of the underlying pathophysiology 
(Figure 4.1).

 ● The pulmonary veins (PVs) and the posterior left atrium 
(LA) have been identified in clinical studies as a com-
mon source for atrial fibrillation and atrial tachycardias. 
Pulmonary vein development occurs at approximately 
the third week and is coincident with development of 
the lung vasculature [1,5,9]. The posterior smooth por-
tion of the left atrium and PVs (as well as lungs) form 
from the splanchnic plexus and then connect with the 
primitive LA (which becomes the left atrial appendage). 
Initially, the pulmonary veins develop as a single orifice 
adjacent to the left AV junction. Unlike mice, in humans 
as the right and left lungs develop, four separate orifices 

located more dorsally and to the roof of the left atrium 
develop and replace the common pulmonary vein. The 
pulmonary veins have distinct electrophysiological 
characteristics when compared to left atrial tissue or the 
sinus venosus and include differences in automaticity, 
smaller phase 0 upstrokes, and shorter action potential 
durations (Figure 4.2). These differences appear to be 
mediated in part by a different initial genetic program 
[1,9]. Early expression of Nkx2‐5 and Cx40 appears to 
be critical for the development of pulmonary vein tissue 
and these factors are not present in the sinus venosus. 
The pituitary homeobox (Pitx) family has also been 
implicated as an important embryological factor associ-
ated with arrhythmogenesis. One Pitx isoform (Pitx2c) 
is expressed in the embryonic pulmonary veins and pos-
terior left atrium. Absent or decreased Pitx2c during 
development is associated with development of atrial 
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Figure 4.1 Diagramatic representation of 
the different types of myocardium in the 
atrial walls on the plastinated specimen of 
atriums. CS, coronary sinus; IVC, inferior 
vena cava; LAA, left atrial appendage; LIPV, 
left inferior pulmonary vein; RAA, right 
atrial appendage; SVC, superior vena cava; 
RIPV, right inferior pulmonary vein; SVC, 
superior vena cava. Black line represents 
the crista terminalis; blue: atrium 
myocardium developed from sinus 
venarum; red: myocardium from 
splanchnic plexus.
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Figure 4.2 Rapid pacing from electrode 
pair 1,2 of a circular mapping catheter at 
a cycle length of 90 ms is associated with 
1:1 capture, best seen in electrode 
pairs 15,16 and 17,18. Notice that the 
pulmonary vein remains isolated with 
no change in the sinus rate. Source: 
Reproduced with permission from 
Kusumoto FM. Understanding Intracardiac 
EGMs: A Patient Centered Guide. New York: 
Wiley, 2015.
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fibrillation in adult mice [14]. It is interesting that Pitx2c 
controls expression of the K+ channel gene Kcnq1 and 
that gain‐of‐function mutation of Kcnq1 has been 
reported in patients with familial atrial fibrillation [15].

 ● The venous part of the right atrium (RA) as well as the 
coronary sinus and caval veins originate from a sinus 
venarum and then connect to the primitive RA, which 
will be the RA appendage, along the crista terminalis. 
The most abundant connexin in atrial tissue is Cx40. 
Ectopic impulse formation has been described in 
knockout (Cx40‐/‐) mice, suggesting a possible mech-
anism for atrial tachycardias that can be observed in 
this region.

 ● The right and left outflow tracts in ventricles form 
from the connection of the truncus arteriosus to the 
muscular portions of the ventricles and septation. 
There are differences in the genetic programs between 
the left and right outflow tracts, with Tbx5 expressed 
in the left ventricular outflow tract but not the right. In 
addition, it has been recognized for many years that 
the myocytes in the outflow tract regions develop fast 
conduction properties relatively late in development 
and the initial cardiac myocytes recruited for outflow 
tract elongation are morphologically primitive with 
poorly developed sarcomeres. Some have speculated 
that a higher likelihood of retaining an embryological 
phenotype may contribute to the automaticity fre-
quently noted in the outflow tracts [1,9].

 ● Papillary muscles originate from endocardial cushions 
and then connect with the trabecular part of ventricles 
at their bases. By five weeks gestation, the primitive left 
ventricle has significant trabeculae and by seven weeks 
a prominent horseshoe‐shaped ridge can be observed 
with either end of the horseshoe contiguous with the 
AV cushions [16]. At approximately eight weeks gesta-
tion, the ridge begins to separate from the rest of the 
ventricular myocardium to form the beginnings of a 
recognizable papillary muscle. The molecular mecha-
nisms underlying this process are poorly understood.

 Anatomical and embryological 
correlates: practical applications 
in clinical electrophysiology

There are some common anatomical structures that can 
lead to misinterpretation when using intracardiac echocar-
diography or other imaging technologies during electro-
physiology studies and also impede catheter manipulation. 
There are several normal anatomical structures and some 
minor abnormalities (without significant circulation disor-
ders) in the heart that are embryonic remnants.

During early development the right valve of the sinus 
venosus forms the border between the right horn of the 

sinus venosus and the primitive right atrium. The valve is 
gradually absorbed but the original location of the valve 
can be identified in the fully developed heart superiorly 
and anteriorly by the crista terminalis, inferiorly by the 
Eustachian valve, and continuing more septally by the 
Thebesian valve. The crista terminalis begins at the ante-
rior ostium of the superior vena cava and courses along 
the lateral wall toward the anterior ostium of the inferior 
vena cava (IVC), where it connects contiguously to the 
Eustachian valve. The crista terminalis defines the bor-
der between the venous portion of the RA and the tra-
becular part of the RA (the right atrial appendage) and 
can be mistaken for a tumor or thrombus. During 
embryological development the crista terminalis con-
nects the sinus venosus and primitive RA. It is also 
important to keep in mind that the thickness of the right 
atrial appendage (RAA) varies dramatically from several 
millimeters at the pectinate muscles to “paper thin” in 
the crevices that separate the pectinate muscles, with 
obvious implications for catheter manipulation.

The Eustachian valve directs oxygen‐rich blood from 
the placenta to the foramen ovale from the IVC in the 
embryo and thus shunts blood away from the right ven-
tricle. The Eustachian valve was first described by the 
Italian anatomist Bartolomeo Eustachi in the early 1500s 
as a crescent‐like structure on the anterior portion of the 
IVC, attaching on the atrial septum near the coronary 
sinus. The Eustachian valve can vary dramatically in 
thickness, width, and height, and is extremely important 
during cavotricuspid isthmus ablation for typical atrial 
flutter since it often “protects” the most proximal por-
tion of this region (Figure 4.3). In addition, a prominent 
Eustachian valve can extend well into the apparent right 

Figure 4.3 Cavotricuspid isthmus. Arrows show the Eustachian 
valve. IVC, inferior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve.
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atrium and can impede free catheter manipulation in 
this chamber.

Continuing septally, the final remnant of the right 
valve of the sinus venosus is the Thebesian valve at the 
inferior and posterior portion of the coronary sinus os. 
This valve can be quite variable, from almost absent to 
almost fully covering the coronary sinus orifice; in a 
recent anatomical study using magnetic resonance imag-
ing, investigators were able to identify a Thebesian valve 
in 46% of patients and in 17% of patients the valve was 
net‐like or completely covered the coronary sinus, which 
would have important implications for coronary sinus 
cannulation during electrophysiology studies or left ven-
tricular lead placement [17].

An important embryonic remnant of the right valve of 
the sinus venosus that can also cause confusion in the 
electrophysiology laboratory is the Chiari network. In 
approximately 2–4% of patients, incomplete resorption 
of the right valve is associated with a net‐like lattice of 
tissue that can be observed as an extension of the 
Eustachian valve and often extends to the coronary sinus 
[18]. Hans Chiari initially described this anatomical vari-
ant in 1897. This structure can also impede catheter 
manipulation in the right atrium.

Atrial septation is a complex process and a detailed 
discussion is beyond the scope of this review [19]. 
However, in utero the fossa ovalis allows oxygenated 
blood to flow from the right atrium to the left atrium and 
away from the right ventricle. The thin septum secun-
dum is the usual point of entry for electrophysiologists 
and other interventional cardiologists to access the left 
atrium. Another septal structure is Bachmann’s bundle 
located on the superior and anterior position of the left 
atrium. The fibers within Bachmann’s bundle travel from 
the right atrial appendage, from the region of the sinus 
node as well as from septum surface of the RA, between 
the aorta and superior vena cava to end at the left atrial 
appendage (LAA) (Figure  4.4). Conduction velocity 
along Bachmann’s bundle is approximately 20% faster 
than in other parts of the atrium myocardium and pro-
vides rapid depolarization of the left atrium. The rapid 
conduction appears to be due to parallel orientation of 
the myocytes and other architectural features and not 
because of differences in ion channel populations. The 
embryological mechanism for Bachmann’s bundle devel-
opment has not been well studied but a preliminary 
study using immunological markers found that it has 
similarities to conduction tissue in the AV node [20]. It 
has been suggested that Bachmann’s bundle is an impor-
tant component of unstable reentrant circuits in persis-
tent atrial fibrillation (AF) [21].

Normally, the left sinus horn and the cardinal vein 
become smaller during development to form the coro-
nary sinus (CS). In 0.3–0.5% of the population, this pro-
cess will not complete and result in a persistent left‐sided 

superior vena cava [22]. Several case reports have 
reported abnormal automaticity and associated atrial 
arrhythmias from sites within the persistent left superior 
vena cava [23].

The smooth part of the left atrium originates from the 
splanchnic plexus and connects to the LAA, which is 
formed from primitive left atrium. The LAA is anterior 
and caudal to the left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV) 
and in between is the left atrial ridge. Due to its close 
relationship and superimposition in the left anterior 
oblique fluoroscopic projection, the LSPV can be con-
fused with the LAA. Generally, the LSPV is character-
ized by the ability to place a guidewire or catheter outside 
the cardiac silhouette but it is important to remember 
that exceptions exist and a portion of the LAA can appear 
to be outside the cardiac silhouette. The parallel orienta-
tion of the anterior LSPV with the posterior wall of the 
LAA can lead to the appearance of an apparent distinct 
linear band identified on echocardiography (often called 
a Coumadin ridge or Q‐tip sign) that can sometimes be 
mistaken for an intracardiac mass.

As previously discussed, the PVs and posterior wall of 
the LA form from the splanchnic plexus, which is also 
the origin for the lungs. This fact explains the similar ori-
entation of the PVs from their corresponding lung lobes. 
Three right lung lobes are the likely reason that a third 
PV, a right middle PV, is frequently observed (about 
15–30%) in the right‐sided pulmonary venous system. 
Moreover, for both the right and left lungs, the superior 
lobes are located more anterior than the lower lobes. 
This relationship between the upper and lower lobes is 
the main reason for the relative anterior angulation of 
superior PVs when compared to the more posterior 

Figure 4.4 Anatomical specimen of human right and left atriums 
(superior view). Bachmann’s bundle (BB) is a group of muscular 
fibers at the anterosuperior margin of the intraatrial septum. 
Notice the close relationship of left superior pulmonary vein 
(LSPV) and left atrial appendage (LAA). LA, left atrium; RAA, right 
atrial appendage; SVC, superior vena cava.
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angulation of inferior PVs. In some patients, the LSPV 
and left infeior pulmonary vein (LIPV) can only be iden-
tified in the right anterior oblique (RAO) projection by 
identifying the LSPV by its anterior direction and the 
LIPV by its more posterior direction.

 Anatomical considerations

Nomenclature

Historically, anatomical nomenclature has been devel-
oped by anatomists and surgeons, who viewed the heart 
outside the body with the apex of ventricles oriented 
inferiorly, the atria superiorly, with the “right chambers 
to the right, left chambers to the left,” often referred to as 
the Valentine orientation [19]. Although originally use-
ful, with the advent of advanced imaging modalities such 
as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imag-
ing and the ability to visualize the heart from myriad dif-
ferent angles, describing the heart in this manner often 
complicates discussion. For this reason, there has been a 
general trend and recommendation by all medical pro-
fessional societies to use descriptors with the heart posi-
tioned in the body. This leads to some confusion since 
structures described as posterior in the Valentine orien-
tation are actually inferior. For example, the posterior 
leaflet of the mitral valve is actually located inferiorly 
using modern nomenclature. As a general rule, it is more 
useful for clinical electrophysiologists to understand and 

use descriptors with the heart positioned in the body 
since fluoroscopy is most commonly used for catheter 
manipulation.

The left anterior oblique (LAO) projection is most use-
ful for differentiating the left atrium and left ventricle 
(which are more posterior in the body cavity) from the 
right atrium and right ventricle (which are more anterior 
in the body cavity). Similarly, within the left atrium itself, 
the LAO projection is also helpful for distinguishing 
between the right‐sided and left‐sided pulmonary veins. 
An angle of 50° is a general approximation of a perpen-
dicular view to the long axis of the heart for most people 
but significant variability exists. Catheters located in the 
coronary sinus and straddling the tricuspid valve are use-
ful for confirming that the chosen LAO angle is perpen-
dicular to the long axis of the heart.

Differentiation of the atria from ventricles usually 
requires the RAO projection and the coronary sinus 
catheter is helpful for confirming that the angle chosen is 
truly parallel to the long axis of the heart.

Finally, it is very important to correctly describe the 
movement of catheters during the procedure. For exam-
ple, in the LAO projection when the catheter is moving 
to the right on the fluoroscopy screen, although this has 
traditionally been described as leftward movement, it 
would actually be better described as posterior and left-
ward. Conversely, leftward motion in this projection 
would actually represent anterior and rightward move-
ment (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 Orientation of the heart in the 
thorax and x‐ray projections (left panel). 
Arrows represent direction of projections. 
(Right upper panel) Fluoroscopic view 
during EP procedure in left anterior 
oblique (LAO) projection. (Right inferior 
panel) Fluoroscopic view in right anterior 
oblique (RAO) projection.
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Triangle of koch

For many patients, management of AV node reentrant 
tachycardia (AVNRT) involves slow pathway modifica-
tion of the AV node. In most cases, ablation is performed 
in the atrium between the CS and the tricuspid valve 
(TV) along the anterior wall of Koch’s triangle. Since the 
TV is more apically displaced when compared to the 
mitral valve, this region is characterized by larger ven-
tricular electrograms and smaller atrial electrograms. It 
is important to note that embryological variants can 
sometimes change the normal location of the slowly con-
ducting pathway. In Figure 4.6, a patient with a persistent 
left superior vena cava and supraventricular tachycardia 
is shown. In this case, the slow pathway was likely located 
more superiorly as this site was associated with a slow 
pathway potential, typical echoes with retrograde fast 
pathway conduction were observed during ablation, and 
no evidence of slow pathway conduction was identified 
after the ablation.

Pulmonary vein anatomy

Ablation of AF requires a complete understanding of 
the LA–PV junction. It is well described that ablation 
inside the vein itself can produce PV stenosis. The pro-
liferative response to injury may be partially due to 
the  different embryological source of this tissue. 
Unfortunately, the exact location of the pulmonary vein 
ostium can be difficult to define, as there is often a 
gradual change in the pulmonary vein diameter as it 

enters the left atrium. The roof of the left atrium has an 
oblique course and the left superior pulmonary vein has 
a higher take‐off than the right superior pulmonary 
vein (Figure 4.7).

Since the posterior wall of the left atrium has simi-
lar embryological origins to the pulmonary veins, it is 
not surprising that atrial tachycardias can arise from 
this site. For this reason, some electrophysiologists 

Figure 4.6 (Left panel) Angiogram of a 
patient with persistent left superior vena 
cava (arrows). (Right panel) Successful 
ablation site identified by slow pathway 
potentials and typical junctional echoes 
with a more superior fluoroscopic position 
than would be expected.

Figure 4.7 Computed tomography of the LA and ostia of superior 
left and right pulmonary veins. The roof of the LA (black line) has 
an oblique course since the right superior PV ostium is lower than 
the left superior PV ostium.
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have advocated isolating all four pulmonary veins 
and the posterior left atrium as a single unit using a 
“box” lesion set. However, recent clinical studies have 
consistently shown that isolation of the pulmonary 
veins leads to similar outcomes as more aggressive 
lesion sets.

The LAA develops in the third week of gestation and is 
formed from the primitive left atrium. The primitive 
atrium can be identified morphologically by the pres-
ence of trabeculae that can be seen at the third week of 
gestation. The LAA is usually located anterior to the left 
superior pulmonary vein (see Figure 4.4) and has a much 
narrower base compared to the RAA. For the purposes 
of our discussion, the close relationship between the 
LSPV and LAA can make electrogram interpretation of 
pulmonary vein signals more difficult. In some cases 
electrograms recorded within the LSPV can be due to 
far‐field LAA depolarization and may require pacing 
maneuvers to identify the specific source of an electro-
gram. Similarly, due to the close relationship between the 
right‐sided pulmonary veins and the posterior right 
atrium, far‐field signals can also be commonly observed 
in the RSPV (Figure 4.8).
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Conclusion

Our understanding of the embryology of the heart and the 
important and complex signaling processes required for 
development have dramatically improved over the last 
decade. Already, the findings are providing clues for the 
pathophysiological basis of many arrhythmias. When coupled 
with a complete and clear understanding of anatomy, 
embryological principles are an important tool for the clinical 
electrophsyiologist for improving outcomes and avoiding 
complications. As our knowledge of embryology continues to 
expand, it is likely that we will be able to treat arrhythmias 
more mechanistically, perhaps by targeting molecules 
involved directly during development.
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 Introduction

An essential component for safe mapping and ablation is 
a deep understanding of the relevant cardiac morphol-
ogy and topographical anatomy. In this chapter, we have 
selected a few key locations that serve as outstanding 
examples of this underlying concept and our commonly 
targeted sites during contemporary ablation procedures. 
All locations are important in terms of appreciating the 
regional anatomy to be successful and avoid complica-
tions, but we believe that these examples and description 
will allow the reader to develop a similar approach to any 
site being mapped in a given patient.

Paramount for the invasive electrophysiologist is to 
know where exactly the mapping or energy delivering 
catheter is located, correlation of this site fluoroscopi-
cally and with intracardiac echo, understanding which 
variants in regional anatomy may cause difficulty with 
ablation, and appreciating neighboring structures that 
may be collaterally injured, giving rise to complications.

 Cavotricuspid isthmus

Typical atrial flutter is a common arrhythmia and fre-
quently targeted for permanent ablative cure. It serves his-
torically as the best example of direct correlation between 
a specific cardiac anatomical location and arrhythmogenic 
substrate. Although the complete circuit for typical flutter 

is less exactly understood and likely varies from patient to 
patient, this circuit invariably involves the myocardial 
isthmus of tissue between the electrically inert tricuspid 
valve and inferior vena cava (IVC).

Topographical anatomy

The cavotricuspid isthmus (CVTI) is a complex, three‐
dimensional structure. The Eustachian ridge routinely 
divides the CVTI into an anterior smooth muscular and 
vestibular portion and a posterior downslope made pri-
marily of fibro‐fatty tissue [1]. Medially, the CVTI merges 
with the annular tissue constituting a part of the interatrial 
septum and laterally with the pectinate muscles emanat-
ing from the crista terminalis and lateral vestibular por-
tion of the peritricuspid atrial myocardium. The base and 
height of the CVTI are variable, typically being relatively 
narrow in its midportion and with less prominent myo-
cardial bundles more medially. Specific features of both 
the regional and topographical anatomy have been well 
studied and described as causes for potential difficulty 
with ablative elimination of conduction through the CVTI 
and are summarized as follows (Figure 5.1).

Sub‐Eustachian pouch
A sub‐Eustachian pouch may be present between the tri-
cuspid valve and the Eustachian ridge and vary from a 
slight depression of the CVTI floor [2] or a deep recess 
up to 10 mm at its maximum depth.

When prominent, a sub‐Eustachian pouch can cause dif-
ficulty with completing the CVTI line for several reasons. If 
unanticipated by the operator, the depths of this pouch are 
not ablated with the catheter moving from the anterior to 
the posterior rim directly, and myocardium is invariably 
present traversing the pouch and will continue to conduct 
and allow the maintenance of typical flutter. Even when 
pouch presence is identified, adequate power delivery 
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Summary

In this chapter, we exemplify the method of correlating 
cardiac anatomy with the challenges of detailed mapping and 
requirement for safe energy delivery. We use selected examples 
of common cardiac arrhythmias that are targeted at the most 
complex anatomical sites in the human heart.
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through and including the depth of the pouch can be chal-
lenging because of relative stasis of blood and lack of cool-
ing. Thus, the temperature cutoff limit may be reached with 
very low power, failing to transmurally ablate the myocar-
dium, and in addition, coagulum or thrombus may form. 
This problem of overheating of the electrode as a result of 
lack of convective cooling can be remedied by using an 
open irrigation catheter or a large surface area catheter. 
However, avoiding an impedance pop and perforation 
through this relatively thin tissue leading to potential dam-
age, particularly in smaller atria of the adjacent distal right 
coronary artery, may complicate such an approach.

An anatomical solution is often available to circum-
vent this variant anatomy contribution to difficulty. Sub‐
Eustachian pouches are often associated with and 
adjacent to a prominent Thebesian valve [1,2]. As a 
result, when a prominent sub‐Eustachian pouch is pre-
sent on the isthmus, ablating further away from the sep-
tum on the posterolateral portion of the CVTI will avoid 
the pouch, albeit with a slightly longer line needing to be 
created between the tricuspid valve and IVC.

Difficulty with prominent pectinate muscles
The crista terminalis is described as the endpoint or 
t ermination site for the pectinate muscles of the right 
atrium. However, a common variant involves e ncroachment 
of the pectinates onto the CVTI, sometimes extending 
into  the proximal coronary sinus. Prominent pectinates 
may make CVTI ablation challenging since transmural 

ablation through this thick myocardium may require 
high energy and prolonged ablation. More importantly, 
however, a slight movement of the catheter may wedge 
the tip between two pectinate muscles, thus limiting 
energy delivery and overheating the surface of the myo-
cardium but without transmural ablation. Once again, 
open irrigation may help create an adequate line in this 
location, but since the pectinates originate from the 
 posterolaterally located crista terminalis, they become 
progressively smaller in size towards the septum. When 
prominent pectinates are suspected because of large 
electrogram amplitude or visualized with intracardiac 
ultrasound, a relatively more septal ablation line will 
avoid these structures and make ablation more straight-
forward in this situation.

Eustachian ridge
While it may be anticipated that ablating transmurally 
across and including the Eustachian ridge would be chal-
lenging, in reality this is rarely the case. The reason for 
this is that the ridge is primarily made up of fibrous tis-
sue and is non‐conductive. The myocardial surface is 
relatively thin, and ablation is straightforward, as long as 
contact is maintained.

A more nuanced cause of difficulty as a result of this 
structure when prominent involves catheter manipula-
tion. The crest of the Eustachian ridge serves as a fu lcrum 
for catheters placed via the femoral vein and reaching 
towards the tricuspid valve. Thus, clockwise rotation of 

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1 (a) Heart cut along the plane of tricuspid annulus (TA); a part of cavotricuspid isthmus (CVTI) is shown. (b) Illustration shows 
the complete boundary of the CVTI including the tricuspid annulus (TA), inferior vena cava (IVC), crista terminalis (CT)/pectinate muscles, 
and coronary sinus (CS) from the anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral aspects, respectively. The Eustachian ridge (ER) divides the CVTI 
into two portions. The anterior portion may have a prominent sub‐Eustachian pouch (P) and a Thebesian valve (THV), a ridge separating 
the pouch from the CS. In the posterior portion, there may be a prominent Eustachian valve guarding the IVC. Source: (a) Asirvatham [2]. 
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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the catheter that would be anticipated to turn the catheter 
tip towards the septum will deflect in an opposite direc-
tion from balancing on a prominent Eustachian ridge. 
Such non‐intuitive catheter manipulation can be disori-
enting for the operator and cause difficulty with maintain-
ing appropriate contact through the CVTI line. The 
problem may be solved by placing the catheter through a 
sheath with the tip of the sheath balancing on or ventricu-
lar to the Eustachian ridge. Once this is accomplished, 
both sheath and catheter will respond to clockwise or 
counterclockwise rotation in the usual manner.

Posterior circumferential myocardium around 
the IVC ostium
The anterior IVC ostium is part of the myocardium that 
forms the CVTI. In human hearts, myocardium has not 
been known to extend into the IVC, and ablation when 
anchored to the IVC is sufficient to prevent conduction 
across the CVTI. The posterior portion of the circum-
ferential IVC ostial myocardium is not part of the CVTI 
circuit but may cause confusion when mapping flutter 
or assessing for CVTI block. When pacing medial to a 
successfully placed complete CVTI line, conduction 
utilizing this posterior IVC ostial myocardium will 
result in low to high activation of the lateral peritricus-
pid myocardium, giving the impression of continued 
conduction (pseudo‐conduction) [2]. On the other 
hand, when a gap truly exists in a CVTI line placed in 
the midportion of the isthmus, conduction utilizing the 
posterior IVC ostial myocardium may be more rapid 
than the slow conduction through the partially ablated 
CVTI and result in the appearance of lateral to medial 
conduction with medial pacing on the lateral CVTI, 
giving the appearance of block even though slow 
 conduction is present (pseudo‐block). Either situa-
tion  can be readily clarified by placing closely spaced 

 multielectrode catheters spanning the CVTI or with 
high density point‐to‐point mapping [3].

The posterior IVC ostial myocardium does not partici-
pate in CVTI‐dependent flutter but may be part of 
another arrhythmia circuit called lower‐loop reentry [4]. 
However, CVTI ablation eliminates lower‐loop reentry, 
and no further ablation of the posterior wall will be 
required (Figure 5.2).

Relevance to mapping

Double potentials are the hallmark for pathology result-
ing from scars or previous surgical incisions. However, 
the normal anatomy of the right atrium relevant for 
CVTI ablation may have non‐pathological double poten-
tials. Posterolaterally, because of the fiber orientation in 
the crista terminalis, double potentials in sinus rhythm 
as well as atrial pacing are routinely seen. Similarly, when 
myocardium is present on both sides of the Eustachian 
ridge, the ridge frequently shows double potentials that 
are again physiological. Finally, for unclear reasons, the 
posterior wall of the right atrium medial to the crista ter-
minalis may also show double potentials and serve as the 
posterior boundary for atrial flutter in some patients. 
Pectinate muscles abruptly terminating in a ridge more 
posteriorly are seen in some hearts and may be the basis 
for these double potentials [2,5].

 Mitral isthmus

The strip of atrial myocardium lying between the orifice of 
the left inferior pulmonary vein (LIPV) and the mitral valve 
annulus is the mitral isthmus, which is a frequently tar-
geted site for linear ablation required for the management 
of one type of atypical left atrial flutter (Figures 5.3, 5.4). 

Pseudo-conduction Pseudo-block

Crista

Lower loop reentry

CS

Typical
flutter

IVC

TV
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Pacing

site

Pseudo-condution Pseudo-block

Figure 5.2 Lower loop conduction. The 
top center panel demonstrates typical 
atrial flutter circuit that involves the atrial 
myocardium and the lower loop reentry 
which is around the inferior vena cava. 
This arrhythmia is ablated by the 
cavotricuspid isthmus line anchored to the 
tricuspid valve and inferior vena cava, 
similar to that of CVTI‐dependent atrial 
flutter. The bottom left panel shows 
“pseudo‐conduction,” with conduction 
traveling posteriorly through the inferior 
vena cava giving activation from caudal to 
cranial on the lateral wall. The bottom 
right panel shows “pseudo‐block,” when 
the conduction preferentially travels 
through the faster posterior inferior vena 
cava ostia. See text for details. Source: 
Asirvatham [2]. Reproduced with 
permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Mitral isthmus (MI), a part of the posterior wall of the left atrium, is located between the ostium of the left inferior 
pulmonary vein (LIPV) and the mitral valve. Note its close relationship to the left atrial appendage (LAA), great cardiac vein (GCV), and left 
circumflex artery (LCX) (b,c). From the endocardial perspective, the LCX is closer to the MI than the GCV. Myocardial thickness along the 
floor of the MI is inhomogeneous and extends to form an incomplete muscle sleeve around the GCV. (d) On the epicardium, MI (dotted 
line) is related to the ligament of Marshall and the GCV posteriorly and the LAA anteriorly. Source: (a) Becker [6]. (b–d) Wittkampf FH, van 
Oosterhout M, Loh P, et al. Where to draw the mitral isthmus line in catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation: histological analysis. Eur Heart J 
2005;26(7):689–95. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

(a) (b)Figure 5.4 (a)A deep pouch (d on image) 
at the mitral isthmus (MI). (b) Branches of 
the interposed left circumflex artery (Cx) 
are closer to the MI floor than that of 
coronary sinus (CS). LA, left atrium, LIPV, 
left inferior pulmonary vein; MV, mitral 
valve. Source: Yokokawa [8]. Reproduced 
with permission of Elsevier.
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While the mitral isthmus has been described as the left 
side equivalent of the CVTI, and indeed certain similarities 
are present, there are major differences between these two 
isthmuses anatomically that the electrophysiologist needs 
to keep in mind and which are pointed out below.

The length of the isthmus is variable and usually rela-
tively short, ranging from 17.0 to 51.0 mm [6]. The width of 
the isthmus is also variable, measuring between 31.4 and 
5.3 mm medially and 21.0 and 55.3 mm laterally [7]. When 
the left atrium dilates, the mitral isthmus is often more 
prominent with varying thickness of the myocardium at 
this site [7]. Epicardial to the mitral isthmus lays the great 
cardiac vein (GCV) more posteriorly and in relation to 
atrial myocardium and the left circumflex artery as well as 
its branches closer to the mitral annulus [6]. Each of these 
relations as well as the variation in the topographical anat-
omy of the mitral isthmus may give rise to problems with 
mapping and ablation of this structure [8].

Anchor sites for linear ablation of the mitral 
isthmus

The boundaries of the CVTI are anatomical and consist-
ent with linear ablation extending from the electrically 
inert tricuspid valve to the IVC, which has no myocardial 
extensions. Importantly, the mitral isthmus varies sig-
nificantly from the CVTI with regard to its posterior 
boundary. Since in human hearts there are myocardial 
extensions extending for variable lengths into the LIPV, 
ablation up to the LIPV ostium results in an incomplete 
line with continued substrate for mitral isthmus‐ 
dependent atrial flutter. Thus, with the mitral isthmus, 
the anterior boundary of the mitral valve is anatomical 
but the posterior boundary is not. In order to secure the 
integrity of the line posteriorly, either ablation needs to 
be carried into the LIPV up to the limit of where the 
myocardial extensions are or circumferential isolation of 
the LIPV is first required with this circle of complete 
ablation lesions serving as the posterior boundary. 
Because of the prohibitive risk of pulmonary vein stenosis, 
when ablation is carried into a pulmonary vein, the latter 
approach is the only viable one and is routinely used in 
contemporary ablation practice.

Gaps in the ablation line may also occur anteriorly 
related to the mitral annulus. A coronary sinus catheter 
advanced into the GCV is also used by electrophysiolo-
gists as a marker for the mitral annulus. However, the 
GCV’s distance from the true mitral annulus varies 
greatly, ranging from 3 to 15 mm [9]. Thus, extending the 
ablation line up to where atrial electrograms are no 
longer seen is critical in avoiding an anterior gap.

In some patients, mitral valve dysjunction is present. In 
this condition, the mitral valve leaflets insert onto the atrial 
myocardium [10] (Figure 5.5). When this occurs, ablating 

the strip of atrial myocardium located ventricular to the 
point of attachment of the mitral valve leaflet can be chal-
lenging since with each cardiac cycle during systole, the 
mitral valve closes and catheter contact at this site may not 
be possible. Advancing the catheter into the ventricle and 
retroflexing the electrode to be positioned between the 
mitral valve leaflet and the myocardium may be required.

Figure 5.5 Mitral annuli dysjunction is a condition with a 
separation between the atrial wall–mitral valve junction and the 
left ventricular attachment, commonly seen in mitral valve 
prolapse. See text for details. Source: Mahmood F, Matyal R. 
Quantitative approach to the intraoperative echocardiographic 
assessment of the mitral valve for repair. Anesth Analg 
2015;121(1):34–58. Reproduced with permission of Wolters 
Kluwer.
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Thus, the boundaries for linear ablation in the case of 
the mitral isthmus are not as straightforward as with the 
CVTI. When conduction block across this line or con-
tinued atypical flutter is present, anatomical reasons for 
this failure need to be considered and include complete 
isolation of the left lower pulmonary vein, and approxi-
mation of the circular ablation with the mitral isthmus 
line and ablation up to the true mitral annulus should be 
considered.

Topographic anatomy of the mitral isthmus

Akin to the CVTI, the mitral isthmus is three‐dimension-
ally complex, having prominences as well as depressions 
along its course. The lateral left atrial ridge is present and 
with variable prominence between the left‐sided pulmo-
nary veins and the left atrial appendage more superiorly 
and the mitral annulus inferiorly. Thus, this ridge needs to 
be negotiated with linear ablation on a mitral isthmus. 
Unlike the Eustachian ridge, the left lateral ridge is pri-
marily myocardial without significant fibro‐fatty compo-
nents. It is formed by the indentation created between the 
appendage and the left‐sided pulmonary veins in fetal life 
by the left superior vena cava [11].

A distinct single pouch containing myocardial tissue on 
its floor similar to a sub‐Eustachian pouch may be found 
in up to 20% of patients. More commonly, however, the 
pouch is not single but rather pseudo‐diverticula‐like 
structures with pectinates and intervening thinner myo-
cardium similar to that found within the left atrial 
appendage may encroach onto the mitral isthmus. If the 
operator is unaware of such variation in thickness, these 
structures may be the site of inadvertent perforation, 
coagulum formation, or incomplete energy delivery from 
the absence of local blood flow and cooling of the 
 electrode tissue interface. Thus, cognizance of regional 
anatomical variation and preprocedural or intraproce-
dural imaging as with intracardiac echocardiography may 
be important to strategize where the line should be drawn 
and assess the potential causes of difficulty along the span 
of the mitral isthmus. Careful attention to impedance at 
start of the ablation and using the local electrogram 
to  guide the extent of ablation are necessary given the 
complexity of this site.

Impact of the cardiac vasculature

Epicardial to the mitral isthmus runs the GCV, the distal 
left circumflex artery and its branches, and in some 
cases, a persistent left superior vena cava or its remnant, 
the vein of Marshall. The GCV may serve as a heat sink 
when ablating endocardially, giving rise to epicardial 
gaps close to the GCV. To solve this, ablation can be 
done within the GCV itself. However, care to avoid injury 

to the nearby left circumflex artery is required. The ana-
tomical relationship between the circumflex artery and 
the GCV is variable, but the artery is usually located 
closer to the left ventricle. The right anterior oblique 
view may be critical, along with making sure that an 
atrial electrogram is present at the site of energy delivery 
at the GCV. In addition, venous ablation should be 
reserved for remaining gaps after a complete endocardial 
attempt has been made, ensuring that both the anterior 
anatomical boundary and the posterior boundary, being 
the circumferential ablation around the pulmonary vein, 
have been adequately executed.

An alternate approach involves balloon occlusion of 
the coronary sinus to remove the heat sink effect and 
successfully complete mitral isthmus ablation without 
resorting to venous ablation [12,13]. Less commonly, a 
persistent left superior vena cava may exaggerate the 
heat sink effect of the coronary vasculature, creating dif-
ficulty with mitral isthmus ablation [14].

In summary, the mitral isthmus, like the CVTI, is an 
anatomically complex structure that requires detailed 
study in order to correlate with difficulty in mapping and 
ablation. The posterior boundary is not anatomical with 
the mitral isthmus and relies on the adequacy and juxta-
position of the ablation line with complete circumferen-
tial isolation of the left lower pulmonary vein.

 Ventricular outflow tracts

The ventricular outflow tracts are a common location to 
target a variety of ventricular arrhythmias including 
symptomatic premature ventricular contractions (PVCs), 
ventricular tachycardia, and triggered ventricular fibril-
lation. Further, the semilunar valve sinuses themselves 
require ablation for both ventricular and, in the case of 
the non‐coronary sinus of Valsalva (NCSOV) with a 
close relation to aortomitral continuity, supraventricular 
arrhythmia [15,16] (Figure 5.6). Perhaps no other loca-
tion in the heart requires more careful anatomical study 
to correlate with point‐to‐point mapping of arrhythmias 
and safe ablation energy delivery. The outflow tracts are 
intertwined with each other and also have complex rela-
tionships with the conduction system, epicardial space, 
and coronary vasculature. These difficulties have been 
made more challenging with inexact terminology (sep-
tum of the outflow tract, “cusp” of the aortic sinuses of 
Valsalva, etc.). In this section, we aim to systematically 
clarify the detailed regional anatomy of the outflow 
tracts to allow better correlation with retrieved sensed 
electrograms and for the invasive electrophysiologist to 
appreciate the difference between arrhythmia origin and 
the use of a vantage point to successfully eliminate 
tachycardia.
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Sidedness

The inflow portions of the ventricles are appropriately 
named with regard to their location in the body. Thus, 
the inflow right ventricle lies to the right of the inflow 
left ventricle and vice versa. However, the outflow tracts 
of the two ventricles have a complex relationship with 
each other such that the distal right ventricular outflow 
tract (RVOT) lies on the left side of the body, while the 
distal left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) lies posterior 
and to the left side of the distal RVOT. This results from 
the spiral septum forming in fetal life to divide the trun-
cus arteriosus into the two outflow tracts and great 
 arteries and this structure’s eventual conjunction and 
alignment with the inflow intraventricular septum. The 
RVOT starts on the right side of the body where the 
inflow right ventricular is located and then wraps around 
the LVOT such that the distal RVOT and pulmonic valve 
are to the left, cephalad, and anterior to the aortic valve. 
The most caudal and rightward portion of the RVOT is 
in continuity with the tricuspid annulus, and this region 
includes the normal location of the penetrating bundle of 
His and membranous septum.

As a result of this unique wrapping around of the 
RVOT, several important consequences relative to map-
ping result.

 ● The LVOT has no epicardial surface and in essence, 
the posterior wall of the RVOT constitutes the inter 
outflow tract septum and is the epicardial equivalent 
for the anterior LVOT.

 ● Ventricular tachycardia arising in the vicinity of the 
His bundle, because of its rightward and inferior loca-
tion, is the only site in the outflow tracts where aVL is 
not negative during ventricular tachycardia.

 ● The RVOT shares a portion of its septum with the left 
ventricular inflow and running in this anterior intra-
ventricular groove epicardially are the left anterior 
descending and anterior intraventricular veins. As a 
result, the anterior intraventricular vein may be used 
as a vantage point to eliminate arrhythmia located in 
this leftward portion of the RVOT [17].

 ● The left anterior descending artery may be injured 
when ablating in the leftward free wall portions of 
the RVOT. More distally in the RVOT in this orien-
tation, the left anterior descending lies between the 
distal left atrial appendage and the leftward free wall 
portion of the RVOT. Thus, when the electrophysi-
ologist notes a significant atrial electrogram in the 
distal left RVOT, the consistent anatomical of the 
left anterior descending in this location must be 
considered.

Interventricular outflow tract septum

Ablationists are used to thinking of the interventricular 
septum as being leftward of the right ventricle and right-
ward of the left ventricle because of our long‐standing 
primary manipulations and mapping in the inflow por-
tions of the ventricular cavities. However, orienting one-
self in a similar manner to recognize where the outflow 
tract septum is located is an error. Since the RVOT lies 
superficial and anterior (closer to the sternum) to the 
LVOT, the septum of the outflow tract is primarily pos-
terior rather than leftward of the RVOT and anterior 
rather than rightward relative to the LVOT. Even this 
more appropriate nomenclature and picturing of the 
septum of the outflow tracts are inexact because of the 
complex spiral‐like nature taken from being a coronal 
structure between the right and left sides of the body in 
the inflow portion to being a sagittal structure relative to 
the outflow tracts.

The relevance of this important but nuanced apprecia-
tion of the outflow tract septum for mapping and abla-
tion is significant. When mapping earlier signals as one 
advance in the RVOT towards the left of the body, we 
reach the left free wall portion of the RVOT adjacent to 
the anterior intraventricular vein or directly into the per-
icardial space. Similarly, in order to ablate an exactly 
mapped outflow tract septal arrhythmogenic substrate, 
the operator needs to visualize the catheter in the right 

Figure 5.6 The complex outflow tract anatomy and their 
corresponding characteristic electrocardiogram morphology 
in lead V1. Note that the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT), 
the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT), and the mitral valve 
(MV) lie in an anteroposterior position. Because lead V1 is an 
anterior lead, arrhythmia originating from the anterior RVOT 
(1) results in a typical left bundle branch block morphology. 
The posterior RVOT (2) and the right coronary cusp (RCC) (3) 
are very close to each other, producing a small but variable R 
wave as consistently seen in lead V1. The more posterior region 
of the non‐coronary cusp (NCC) (4) is characterized on the ECG 
with a distinct R wave in lead V1. Finally, arrhythmias arising 
from even more posterior and leftward areas (for example, in 
the posterior mitral annulus) will have a clear right bundle 
branch block morphology. Source: Asirvatham [18]. 
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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anterior oblique position directed posteriorly in the 
RVOT or anteriorly from the LVOT.

Because the pulmonary valve is typically located 
cephalad to the aortic valve, the distal portion of the 
inter outflow tract septum transitions from being 
between the two outflow tracts to being between the 
distal RVOT and the anterior portion of the left sinus of 
Valsalva (LSOV) (Figure 5.7). This region at the level of 
the pulmonic valve is juxtaposed with the left main cor-
onary artery as it courses also cephalad to the depths of 
the LSOV to branch and emerge as the left anterior 
descending artery in the anterior interventricular 
groove, in turn the left boundary of the RVOT. Direct 
visualization of the left main coronary artery with angi-
ography or with careful intracardiac echo is of para-
mount importance to avoid potentially fatal left main 
occlusion during ablation in this region of the right ven-
tricular outflow tract.

Supravalvar extension of myocardium above 
the semilunar valves

Circumferential myocardial sleeves extend above the 
pulmonic valve in most hearts [18,19]. These myocardial 
sleeves are an important cause of difficulty with mapping 
and ablation of distal RVOT ventricular arrhythmia. 
Since retrograde access to the sinuses of the pulmonic 
valve is not possible, with antegrade mapping and with 
each diastolic period, the catheter will be pushed out by 
the filled and closed pulmonic valve leaflets from contact 
with these myocardial sleeves. Thus, failure to map and, 
even when adequately mapped and suspected, failure to 
maintain catheter contact have to be avoided with distal 
RVOT arrhythmia. Based on understanding this anat-
omy, the operator may advance the mapping and abla-
tion catheter into the pulmonary artery, place a curve on 
the catheter, and gently move it back towards the ventri-
cles to maintain contact for mapping and ablation within 
the sinuses of the pulmonic valve.

Myocardial extensions above the plane of the aortic 
valve leaflets are more complex and asymmetrical. The 
primary extension of these sleeves is related to the right 
sinus of Valsalva (RSOV) and the commissure between 
this sinus and its neighboring left coronary sinus. The 
junction of the right and non‐coronary sinuses is devoid 
of myocardium and immediately adjacent to the junction 
of the anterior and septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve 
forming the membranous portion of the interventricular 
septum – the site of location for the penetrating bundle 
of His. Similarly, the LSOV and commissure with the 
NCSOV lies adjacent and continuous with the anterior 
leaflet of the mitral valve, the so‐called aortomitral con-
tinuity (AMC).

Relevance to mapping and ablation

When ablating in the depths of the RSOV, the actual 
arrhythmogenic substrate targeted may be the supraval-
var extensions in this region or the immediately superfi-
cial posterior infundibular portion of the RVOT. 
Similarly, mapping and ablating in the region of the AMC 
is unlikely to target any significant neighboring myocar-
dium, being a membranous structure. However, some 
data suggest that remnant fascicles of Purkinje tissue 
related to the conduction system may be the source of 
mapped abnormal signals that have been successfully 
targeted for ablation [20].

Relevance of anatomy for mapping 
and ablation in the aortic sinuses of Valsalva

The sinuses of Valsalva represent common sites for map-
ping and energy delivery. They have unfortunately been 
referred to as the coronary cusps in both the literature 

Figure 5.7 View from above demonstrates cross‐section of the 
aortic valve central between the other valves. The pulmonary 
valve is not seen because of its cephalic position to the aortic 
valve. Note that the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) is on the 
left and anterior to the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT). The 
posterior wall of the RVOT is near the left sinus of Valsalva (LSOV) 
where the left main (LM) and proximal left anterior descending 
artery (LAD) lie. Note the area between the junction of the LSOV/
non‐coronary sinus of Valsalva (NCSOV) and left connected to the 
aortomitral continuity (AMC, I), which is the fibrous extension 
from the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve. The NCSOV is the most 
posterior cusp of the aortic sinuses. The interatrial septum lies 
underneath the LSOV (II). A commissure between the septal and 
anterior leaflets, inferior and slightly to the right, close to junction 
of the NCSOV/right coronary sinus of Valsalva (RSOV), provides a 
landmark for penetration from the bundle of His (III). Ablationists 
targeting NCSOV for ablation therefore prefer to manipulate the 
catheter toward the left to avoid an atrioventricular block. Source: 
Suleiman [21]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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and common electrophysiology parlance. The cusps 
themselves are non‐arrhythmogenic but rather arrhyth-
mias are routinely targeted in the depths of the sinuses of 
Valsalva. A detailed understanding of the anatomy of 
these sinuses, the anticipated electrograms when map-
ping, and the unique vantage point offered by these 
structures for ablating a variety of arrhythmogenic sub-
strates is of value [21,22].

A detailed appreciation of the anatomical relations and 
structure of the aortic valve is key for mapping and safe 
energy delivery for outflow tract arrhythmia. The aortic 
valve has proximate relationships with all other cardiac 
valves, all cardiac chambers, and the cardiac septum. In 
addition, as explained above, the primary conduction 
system of the heart and major coronary vessels are 
related to this valve as well.

The rightward and anterior coronary sinus is the 
RSOV which is immediately deep and posterior to 
the  relatively thick posterior subvalvar infundibulum 
of  the RVOT. Mapping in this sinus yields a large ven-
tricular electrogram mostly reflective of the overlying 
posterior RVOT. The signal, however, may be multicom-
ponent with small‐amplitude, high‐frequency signals 
likely reflective of the supravalvar sleeves of left ventric-
ular myocardium seen within this sinus. A small far‐field 
atrial electrogram originating in the right atrial appendage 
may occasionally be seen when mapping in the RSOV as 
well. Arrhythmias successfully ablated in the RSOV are 
primarily ventricular arrhythmias originating in either 
the supravalvar myocardium or the posterior RVOT. 
Rarely, atrial tachycardia or an accessory pathway may be 
ablated from this structure as well [23]. A near‐field His 
bundle electrogram is not recordable from the RSOV 
since this structure lies in the commissure below the 
junction of the RSOV and NCSOV. However, a far‐field 
His bundle electrogram can occasionally be recorded on 
the posterior RSOV.

The posterior aortic sinus is the NCSOV. This aortic 
sinus is essentially an atrial structure directly related to 
the interatrial septum and cavities of the right and left 
atria. Mapping in the NCSOV yields a near‐field atrial 
electrogram reflective of activation of the right atrial, left 
atrial, or septal atrial myocardium. The only ventricular 
electrograms recorded tend to be of small amplitude and 
far field. As a result, the NCSOV is a vantage point for 
ablating primarily atrial tachycardias and occasionally 
the atrial insertion site for accessory pathways. Care 
must be taken to visualize the electrode location and the 
depths of the NCSOV preferably with intracardiac echo 
since inadvertent slippage of the catheter between the 
NCSOV and RSOV can result in damage to the His bun-
dle or, if caudal to the non‐coronary cusp itself, the fast 
pathway input to the atrioventricular node.

The cranial anterior and leftward aortic sinus is the 
LSOV. The regional anatomical relationships of the 

LSOV are complex and vary greatly based on the exact 
location. The anterior rightward portion of the LSOV 
underlies the distal posterior RVOT often at the level of 
the pulmonic valve. The posterior LSOV and its com-
missure with the NCSOV are adjacent to the left atrium. 
The mid and posterior parts of the LSOV are contiguous 
with the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve and constitute 
the AMC. Thus, recorded electrograms in the LSOV 
may be ventricular and/or atrial with the ventricular 
EGM source in turn being either posterior RVOT origin 
or subvalvar LVOT. Fragmented low‐amplitude, high‐
frequency signals may be observed in this location as 
well, possibly from supravalvar extensions or conduction 
tissue remnants related to the AMC.

The region just beneath the LSOV represents unique 
heterogenous tissue resulting from the crossing of multi-
ple disparate electrically active sources. Here, depending 
on the exact location, epicardial perivalvar posterior 
RVOT myocardium, epicardial left ventricular perimi-
tral myocardium, supravalvar extensions into the sinuses, 
endocardial left ventricular myocardium, and tissues in 
the aortic mitral continuity are present. This area is a fre-
quent successful site of ablation for ventricular arrhyth-
mia, sometimes with highly variable QRS morphology. 
Whether the reason for this apparent preponderance of 
successful ablation is because of its unique position, ena-
bling energy delivery to multiple locations, or enhanced 
arrhythmogenesis from this heterogeneity is unclear.

 Endocavitary structures 
and the distal conduction system

Electrophysiologists have long understood the impor-
tance of appreciating the three‐dimensional anatomy of 
the ventricular walls, specifically midmyocardial and 
epicardial substrates and deep septal pathology giving 
rise to arrhythmia that requires deeper lesions or epicar-
dial access for cure. Of relatively recent importance for 
anatomical EP correlation are the endocavitary struc-
tures of the left and right ventricles [24].

The normal left ventricle includes two papillary struc-
tures known commonly as the anterolateral (AL) and 
posteromedial (PM) papillary muscles. In conjunction 
with the mitral annulus, mitral valve leaflets and chordae 
tendineae, the papillary muscles form the mitral valve 
apparatus. The PM papillary muscle arises from the 
junction of the left ventricular septum and the posterior 
wall, and the AL papillary muscle from the anterolateral 
free wall of the left ventricle (Figure 5.8). There are sev-
eral finger‐like projections from the main body of the 
papillary muscles, which give rise to the thin non‐muscular 
chordae tendineae attached to the mitral valve leaflets. 
Chordae tendineae from each papillary muscle insert on 
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both mitral valve leaflets. The base and main bodies of 
the papillary muscles are as thick as the left ventricular 
wall. The AL papillary muscle has dual blood supply 
from the left anterior descending artery and circumflex 
vessel. However, the PM papillary muscle is supplied 
usually by the right coronary artery alone in right 
 dominant circulation, and can commonly be affected by 
inferior wall myocardial infarction.

The right ventricle contains anterior, posterior, and 
septal (also known as conus) papillary muscles 
(Figure 5.9). Frequent PVCs can arise from these papil-
lary muscles and can be ablated successfully [25]. While 

the anterior and posterior right ventricular papillary 
muscles are apically located, the septal papillary muscle 
is located in the RVOT. It is notable that PVCs originat-
ing from the septal papillary muscle can mimic RVOT 
PVCs for this reason [7].

While the above description is necessarily simplistic, 
we need to be aware that there is tremendous variation 
in the number, structure, and interrelationships between 
the endocavitary structures. Prominent trabeculations 
may contain conduction tissue and have cord‐like attach-
ments to the primary papillary muscles and, in addition, 
discrete false tendons may bridge the papillary muscles 
to each other and in turn to the ventricular free wall. The 
distinction between anatomical conduction tissue‐
related arrhythmogenesis and those arrhythmias arising 
from the papillary muscles is to a large extension artifi-
cial since the Purkinje network covers the endocardial 
surface of the papillary muscles, and distinct tendons or 
prominent trabeculation overlie the primary exit sites of 
the right and left fascicular networks.

Variation in papillary muscle anatomy can be congeni-
tal or acquired. Single papillary muscle resulting in para-
chute mitral valve, accessory papillary muscles, direct 
insertion of papillary muscle into the mitral valve leaflets 
have all been described as congenital anomalies [26–28]. 
Papillary muscle injury from either ischemia or mitral 
valve prolapse can result in mitral leaflet tethering or 
rupture of the papillary muscles, resulting in flail mitral 
leaflet.

Conduction of electrical impulses from the bundle of 
His to the ventricular myocardium occurs through a 
 specialized insulated infrahisian conduction system, 
composed of a network of Purkinje fibers that have a 
close anatomical relation to the papillary muscle s[29]. 
The  Purkinje fibers are organized into two bundles 
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Figure 5.8 (a) The left ventricle (LV) is incised to demonstrate the location of the anterolateral (Ω) and posteromedial (§) papillary muscles. 
Chordae tendineae (¤) arise from the tips of the papillary muscles and attach on both leaflets of the mitral valve. (b) The anterolateral 
papillary muscle (asterisk) and bifurcated false tendon (arrow). Source: (b) Madhavan M, Asirvatham SJ. The fourth dimension endocavitary 
ventricular tachycardia. Circulation Arrhythmia Electrophysiol 2010;3:302–4. Reproduced with permission of Wolters Kluwer.

RVOT

Figure 5.9 The section illustrates papillary muscles of the right 
ventricle including septal (*), anterolateral (¤), and posteromedial 
(§) papillary muscles, as well as the moderator band (Ω). See text 
for details. Source: Naksuk N, Kappa S, Asirvatham SJ. Spectrum of 
ventricular arrhythmias arising from papillary muscle in the 
structurally normal heart. Cardiac Electrophysiol Clin 2016;8:555–
65. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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p roximally – the right and left bundles. The right bundle 
has a relatively fixed anatomical course, becoming a sub-
endocardial structure at the base of the septal papillary 
muscle and passing through the moderator band to the 
right ventricular free wall.

There is considerable variation in the anatomy and 
connections of the left bundle. The left bundle is a fan‐
like structure, which divides into the left anterior and left 
posterior fascicle, and often a left median fascicle. The 
thin left anterior fascicle courses across the LVOT to the 
region of the AL papillary muscle, while the broader left 
posterior fascicle extends posteriorly towards the PM 
papillary muscle. False tendons are often present within 
the left ventricular cavity and can house Purkinje fibers 
(see Figure  5.8) [30,31]. The bundle branches arborize 
extensively and enter the ventricular myocardium to var-
ying depths. While a transition zone at the Purkinje– 
cardiomyocyte junction has been described in animals, 
the existence of this in humans is unclear [32].

Ventricular arrhythmias can arise from endocavitary 
structures such as papillary muscles, the moderator 
band, false tendons as well as nearby conduction system 
[33–36]. Origin from an endocavitary structure must be 
suspected when there is no specific early site for arrhyth-
mias [37]. These are usually benign, but cardiomyopathy 

from frequent PVCs and ventricular fibrillation triggered 
by papillary muscle PVCs have been described [38,39].

Recently, a subset of patients with mitral valve pro-
lapse and malignant arrhythmias originating from the 
papillary muscles has been described [40]. Catheter abla-
tion of foci originating at the papillary muscles is effec-
tive in reducing appropriate implantable cardioverter 
defibrillator shocks and symptoms of arrhythmia in such 
patients [7]. Ablation of these arrhythmias can be chal-
lenging, particularly due to loss of contact with the mus-
cles in systole [36]. Both transseptal and retrograde 
approaches have been used to access and ablate in the 
region of the papillary muscles [33,39]. Intracardiac 
echocardiography can be a useful adjunct in ablation, 
and allows for direct visualization of contact between the 
catheter and the papillary muscles (Figure  5.10) [35]. 
Arrhythmic foci can exist deep within the papillary mus-
cles, and multiple ablation lesions may be required to 
eliminate these. Papillary muscle injury is rare, but care 
must be taken to avoid inadvertent mitral valve pathol-
ogy from papillary muscle ablation.

The Purkinje fibers are implicated in ventricular 
arrhythmias [41]. Ablation directed towards early sites 
can be unsuccessful because of multiple exits from the 
Purkinje system [42]. Discrete low‐amplitude diastolic 

Figure 5.10 Utility of intracardiac echocardiography in visualizing catheter‐papillary muscle contact. Source: Liu [24]. Reproduced with 
permission of Elsevier.
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Purkinje potentials may be present on mapping and can 
be targeted for ablation [41]. With regard to bundle 
branch reentry, the right bundle is easier to ablate since 
it is a discrete structure compared to the diffuse nature 
of the left bundle.

 The pericardial space

Epicardial ablation for ventricular arrhythmias, atrial 
fibrillation, and accessory pathway is increasingly being 
performed. An epicardial approach allows direct access 
to the pericardial sinuses or recesses important for auto-
nomic modification and introducing devices to protect 
the esophagus and phrenic nerves. The pericardial cavity 
is a potential space between the visceral and parietal 
serous pericardium as it continues along with the fibrous 
pericardium. The fibrous pericardium then continues as 
an extension onto the adventitia of the great vessels, 
reflecting into recesses or sinuses [43].

In order to avoid injury to closely located structures 
and myocardial puncture, accessing the pericardial space 
requires appreciation of its 3D anatomy and related car-
diac chambers. In a relatively normal‐sized heart with-
out enlargement (as seen in the setting of pericardial 
effusion), directing the needle to halfway between the 
midline and left shoulder will prevent pulmonary injury 
in most cases. However, in patients with severe emphy-
sema, where lung parenchyma may extend beyond 50% 
of the medial mediastinum during full inspiration, other 
techniques such as a preprocedural CT scan during full 
inspiration and decreased tidal volume or one‐lung ven-
tilation may be required.

Entering from the subxiphoid access can avoid punc-
ture of the diaphragm, liver and related arteries by using 
the left hand to push away the left lobe of the liver and 
keeping the needle superficially in contact with the 
xiphoid process. Once the needle enters the chest cavity, 
directing the needle deeper and parallel towards the car-
diac silhouette will avoid hitting the left internal mam-
mary artery which descends approximately 1–2 cm along 
the sternum. Since we access the pericardial space from 
the subxiphoid location, the needle is advanced toward 
the free wall of the right ventricular inflow portion. 
When access is required for the left ventricular free wall 
or the left atrial appendage, an exact understanding of 
the three‐dimensional nature of the anterior surface of 
the heart is essential in avoiding trauma. The pulsating 
RVOT represents a “hill” that requires crossing when a 
wire, dilator, sheath, or catheter is advanced from the 
entrance to the pericardial space to the left ventricular 
free wall. Failure to understand this can severely trauma-
tize the free wall of the RVOT and in some instances has 
led to fatal outcomes. Placing the sheath parallel to the 
RVOT is also not recommended since sheath‐to‐sheath 

will lie on the anterior intraventricular grove, potentially 
compressing the left anterior descending artery (LAD). 
Manipulating the wires and sheath more inferiorly 
around the apex will avoid trauma to the anterior RVOT 
or proximal LAD. Generally, injury to coronary vessels 
can be avoided by directing the needle away from peri-
cardial fat shadow and the ventricular septum where 
there is an atrioventricular groove housing the distal 
LAD [44]. Similarly, when ablation along the tricuspid 
and mitral annuli is required (such as for the epicardial 
portion of the accessory pathway), careful observation of 
the fluoroscopic exam is required, as the annuli are inti-
mately related to the left circumflex artery and the coro-
nary sinus. Once the catheter crosses the RVOT cranially 
and laterally, the left atrial appendage is the first atrial 
structure to be encountered. Because the RVOT lies over 
the LVOT, the LVOT is not accessible via the epicardial 
approach.

The oblique sinus is the pericardial reflection around 
the pulmonary veins and the inferior vena cava 
(Figure  5.11). It is a blind‐ended sac superiorly and 
bounded by the left atrium anteriorly. Passing the cathe-
ter posterior to the left atrium between the inferior pul-
monary veins (the landmark for the opening) will allow 
ablationists to reach this space located slightly to the left 
[44]. Caution is needed as the esophagus lies immedi-
ately posterior to this oblique sinus. In the situation of an 
esophageal–atrial fistula, air from the esophagus can 
reach the oblique sinus, evident as pneumopericardium 
on a chest X‐ray.

Superior to the oblique sinus, but without direct con-
nection, is the transverse sinus that envelops the great 
arteries. The transverse sinus is bordered by the ascend-
ing aorta and the pulmonary trunk anteriorly, and the 
left atrium and superior pulmonary veins posteriorly and 
inferiorly (see Figure 5.11). This sinus can be reached by 
directing the catheter lateral to the left atrial appendage/
left ventricular free wall under the pulmonary artery. 
There, the catheter will be in contact with the roof of the 
left atrial appendage, which forms part of the transverse 
sinus floor and allows ablationists to reach the 
Bachmann’s bundle [45]. Anterior to the sinus is the non‐
coronary and the right coronary sinus of Valsalva via the 
inferior aortic access [44]. Advancing the catheter across 
the border of the aortic root will bring it in contact with 
the aortocaval sinus and superior vena cava [21]. These 
regions have three parasympathetic ganglia at the junc-
tion of the right atrium and the right superior pulmonary 
vein, the junction of the inferior vena cava‐left atrium, 
and the aortocaval recess [46].

The course of phrenic nerves (PN) passing downward 
between the pleura and fibrous pericardium varies 
greatly and is subject to complications (Figure 5.12) [47]. 
The right PN descends along the right anterolateral bor-
der of the SVC and comes in very close proximity to the 
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Figure 5.11 (a) The transposed diagram of the pericardium outlines the posteriorly located oblique and transverse sinuses. The heart was 
removed to demonstrate the oblique sinus behind the left atrium and bordered inferiorly by the right and left inferior pulmonary veins 
(RIPV and LIPV). (b) Catheter accesses the transverse sinus by passing behind the left atrial appendage (LAA) and the arterial trunks. Note 
that the catheter sits on the roof of the left atrium and in close proximity to the superior vena cava (SVC). Source: Syed [44]. Reproduced 
with permission of Elsevier.

SVC

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12 View of the specimen without fibrous pericardium to illustrate the course of phrenic nerves (PN). (a) The proximal portion of 
the right PN locates on the lateral aspect of the SVC and descends near the right upper pulmonary vein (RU). (b) The left PN descends 
across the left atrial appendage (LAA) and the lateral free wall of the left ventricle where it comes to the area of the obtuse marginal artery 
and vein (asterisk). B, bronchus, LPA, left pulmonary artery, RL, right inferior pulmonary vein. Source: Ho et al. Cardiac Mapping, 4th edition. 
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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mid and distal portion of the right superior pulmonary 
vein prior to descending down along the lateral wall of 
the right atrium. The inferior course of the right PN is 
also adjacent to the lateral border of the entrance of the 
inferior vena cava. On the left, the PN descends over the 
aortic arch, pulmonary trunk, lateral wall of the left atrial 
appendage, and high anterolateral left ventricular free 

wall. It usually reaches the diaphragm behind the tip of 
the left ventricle [47]. Methods to prevent damage to the 
PN during the procedure include observation of dia-
phragmatic stimulation by fluoroscopy while pacing the 
area of interest. If required, infusion of air and saline (or 
insertion of balloons) may protect the PN by pushing 
them away from the pericardium [48].
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 Introduction

The right and left ventricular outflow tracts (OTs) are the 
most common source of ventricular arrhythmias (VAs) in 
patients with structurally normal hearts [1–3] and are not 
an infrequent site of origin in structurally abnormal 
hearts, especially in the setting of non‐ischemic cardio-
myopathies (NICM). The clinical presentation of these 
arrhythmias includes isolated monomorphic frequent 
premature ventricular contractions (PVCs), repetitive 
non‐sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT), sustained 
VT and, less commonly, triggers of ventricular fibrilla-
tion. Most of these arrhythmias can be effectively treated 
by catheter ablation, which has become a first‐line ther-
apy in symptomatic patients, in those with left ventricular 
(LV) dysfunction due to arrhythmia burden or in case of 
failure of antiarrhythmic therapy [4].

The OT is a relatively narrow anatomical region with 
complex relationships. When the heart is seen as in situ 
in the chest from an anterior view, the OT is dominated 
by the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) region 
between the tricuspid and pulmonic valves. The RVOT 
is anterior and leftward to the left ventricular outflow 
tract (LVOT), of which the only visible part in this view 
is the proximal ascending aorta crossing posterior and 
rightward to the RVOT and pulmonic artery. A posterior 
view of the heart allows a more panoramic view of the 
LVOT region, which consists of the LV ostium or open-
ing of the LV and its components [5,6]. These include the 
ventricular muscle of the LV ostium, the aortic sinuses of 
Valsalva, the mitral annulus, the basal LV, and the LV 
summit (LVS) (Figure 6.1).

An organized approach to the mapping and ablation of 
OT arrhythmias starts with a detailed understanding of 
the anatomy and relationships of the OT structures fol-
lowed by analysis of the 12‐lead electrocardiogram 
(ECG) of the clinical arrhythmia [7]. This results in a 

hypothesis of where to direct the initial mapping efforts 
to guide the ablation stategy.

In this chapter, we review the gross anatomy of the OT 
region, the electrocardiographic correlations of the 
 different structures, and the main anatomical relation-
ships relevant for catheter ablation.

 Right ventricular outflow tract

The right ventricle (RV) is the most anterior cardiac 
chamber, lying immediately behind the sternum, and 
wraps around the aorta, so its anterior aspect becomes 
the most leftward and highest OT structure. Beginning at 
the level of the tricuspid valve (TV), the RV is divided into 
two parts: an inflow tract or “sinus,” higly trabeculated, 
particularly at the apex, and an outflow tract or “infun-
dibulum (conus),” relatively glabrous (Figure  6.2). Both 
portions are separated by the crista supraventricularis, a 
prominent muscular ridge that extends from the inter-
ventricular septum to the RV free wall, becoming the 
moderator band [8]. Although the RV inflow and the TV 
lie to the right and anterior to the LV inflow and mitral 
valve (MV), the RVOT crosses the LVOT anteriorly and 
therefore the upper portion and the pulmonic valve (PV) 
lie to the left of the aortic valve [9]. The  pulmonary trunk 
continues leftward and divides into a right and left pul-
monary artery, the right of which will course below the 
aortic arch. The posterior wall of the infundibulum is in 
continuity with the LVOT and  adjacent anterior interven-
tricular septum, while its more distal portion is immedi-
ately adjacent to the left aortic cusps.

The anatomical relationship between the RVOT and 
LVOT can be better understood if one imagines that the 
RVOT wraps around the LVOT, so that the posterosep-
tal aspect starting in the septal leaflet of the TV contin-
ues wrapping around the right coronary cusp (RCC) 
and   finishes in the septal pumonic valve (Figure  6.3). 
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Figure 6.1 Anatomy of the outflow tract region. The anterior view is mostly dominanted by the RVOT wrapping around the aorta. In the 
posterior view the complex relationship of all the structures of the RVOT and LVOT becomes evident. AMC, aortomitral continuity; Ao, aorta; 
L, left coronary cusp; LAA, left atrial appendage; LV, left ventricle; LVS, left ventricular summit; MV, mitral valve; N, non‐coronary cusp; PA, 
pulmonary artery; PV, pulmonic valve; R, right coronary cusp; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; SVC, superior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve. 
Source: Reproduced with permission from Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac Arrhythmia Center, Wallace A. McAlpine Collection.
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Figure 6.2 RV anatomy. The free wall was separated from the septal wall by creating incisions in the five points of attachment (anterior, 
pulmonic valve, posterior, tricuspid valve, and inferior). The RV is composed of an inflow portion (sinus) and an outflow portion (infundibulum 
or RVOT) demarcated by the infundibular muscles. The infundibulum wraps around the LVOT and has two opposing crescentic surfaces: 
anterior or “free wall” surface in contiguity with the sternum, and a posterior or “septal” surface, adjacent to the interventricular septum and 
more distally to the aortic cusps, in particular, the RCC and part of the LCC. MB, moderator band; MVS, membranous ventricular septum; 
PV, pulmonary valve; RCA, right coronary artery; SPM, septal papillary muscle; TV, tricuspid valve. Source: Reproduced with permission from 
Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac Arrhythmia Center, Wallace A. McAlpine Collection.
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The anteroseptal aspect of the RVOT is adjacent to the 
left coronary cusp (LCC), in close proximity to the left 
anterior descending (LAD) and anterior interventricular 
vein (AIV).

The RVOT is the most common source of idiopathic 
VAs [3,10]. For the purpose of mapping, it can be divided 
into three zones, named 1 to 3 from posterior to anterior, 
each of which is subdivided into a septal and free wall site 
[11]. Most RVOT VAs originate from the anterosuperior 
aspect of septal aspect below the PV (septal sites 2 and 3). 
VAs originating from the RVOT typically have a left 
 bundle branch block (LBBB) configuration with rare 
exceptions and an inferior axis. Free wall RVOT sites can 
be differentiated from septal sites by a smaller voltage in 
lead II and III, later precordial transition (V4–V5 ver-
sus V3–V4), a wider QRS duration (>140 ms) and the 
presence of characteristic notching in the inferior leads. 
In addition, the QRS morphology in lead I helps to distin-
guish posterior from anterior sites along the septum and 
free wall, with posterior locations (site 1) demonstrating a 
positive polarity in lead I (R wave) and more negative aVR 
than aVL, while anterior locations (site 3) exhibit a nega-
tive polarity in lead I (QS pattern) and more negative aVL 
than aVR [11]. Intermediate sites (site 2) demonstrate 
either a biphasic or multiphasic QRS pattern (rs, qrs) or 
an isoelectric segment preceding a small q or r wave.

 Left ventricular outflow tract

The LVOT corresponds to the opening of the LV. 
McAlpine named the opening of the LV the LV ostium. 
This has an elliptical shape and is covered by the 
 aortoventricular membrane, a fibrous structure that is 
perforated by the aorta anteriorly and the mitral valve 
posteriorly and laterally (Figure 6.4). In contrast to the 
RV infundibulum, which is composed entirely of muscle, 
the ventriculo‐aortic junction is composed of a fibrous 
portion and a muscular portion [12,13]. The muscular 
portion, more extensive, corresponds to the interven-
tricular muscular septum and is under the right coronary 
sinus and the anterior half of the left coronary sinus. The 
fibrous portion corresponds to the aortomitral continu-
ity (AMC), a curtain of fibrous tissue that extends 
between the anterior leaflet of the MV and the non‐ 
coronary and left coronary leaflets of the aortic valve.

Ventricular arrhythmias may originate from the muscle 
of the LV ostium and they can be mapped and/or ablated 
directly from the subvalvular LV endocardium or indi-
rectly from the coronary sinuses or the coronary venous 
circulation. If we start at the lateral top aspect of the LV 
ostium and move in a clockwise fashion (from the per-
spective of the PA view), the following structures can be 
used for mapping of LVOT arrhythmias (see Figure 6.4): 
the lateral and anterior aspect of the MV, the left fibrous 
trigone and AMC, the LCC, the right‐left (R‐L) cusp 
junction, and the RCC. VAs from the top of the MV can 
be mapped from below the valve or epicardially from the 
great cardiac vein. If we continue in a clockwise direction, 
VAs from the LV summit (see later) can be mapped from 
the LCC, below the valve in the LV or epicardially from 
the AIV. VAs from the more medial ventricular muscle 
can be mapped from the R‐L junction or from below the 
valve. VAs from the anterior and septal portion of the LV 
ostium can be mapped from the RCC. Further clockwise 
rotation will take us to the membranous interventricular 
septum. This portion contains the penetrating portion of 
the His bundle and is devoid of muscle (and therefore 
cannot be a source of VAs). Even further clockwise rota-
tion leads us to the posterior‐superior process of the LV. 
This is the most inferior and posterior aspect of the LV 
and is adjacent to the inferior and medial aspect of the 
right atrium (RA) [14]. VAs from the posterior‐superior 
process of the LV can be mapped from the LV endocar-
dium below the NCC or from the adjacent RA.

 Aortic root

The aortic valve occupies a central position within the 
heart and is composed of three cusps, each with relevant 
anatomical relationships. From an attitudinal perspective, 
the RCC is the most anterior and inferior cusp relative to 

Figure 6.3 RVOT anatomy. In this image the RV free wall has been 
resected by an incision in the anterior attachment point, parallel 
to the LAD, the pulmonic valve, the posterior attachment, the 
TV, and the inferior attachment (not shown). This exposes the 
septal RV. The infundibulum wraps around the aorta, becoming 
the conus of the RVOT. The most anterior portion is below the 
pulmonic valve. Source: Reproduced with permission from 
Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac Arrhythmia Center, 
Wallace A. McAlpine Collection.
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the sternum, the NCC is posterior and rightward, and the 
LCC is posterior and leftward [9]. The RCC is in close 
proximity to the posteroseptal aspect of the RVOT, while 
the LCC is adjacent to the the anterior aspect of the LV 
ostium, in close proximity to the LAD and AIV/great car-
diac vein (GCV) junction from the epicardial surface. On 
the other side, the NCC is in relationship to both the left 
and right atria separated by the interatrial septum. Below 
the commisure between the RCC and NCC lies the mem-
branous ventricular septum, where the penetrating bun-
dle of His is located.

According to a series, PVC/VTs ablated from the aor-
tic root represent 71% of LVOT VAs and 17% of all idio-
pathic VAs [15]. Although sleeves of myocardial tissue 
may extend into the aortic sinuses and be a source of 
PVC/VT, most ventricular arrhythmias ablated from the 
aortic root are targeted at the R‐L junction, where the 
ventricular myocardium of the LV ostium comes in 
direct contact with the aorta [16].

Ventricular arrhythmias from the RCC have a LBBB 
configuration with a QS pattern in V1 and precordial 
transition at V2 or V3, while those arising from the LCC 
have a predominant R wave in V1, often with a multipha-
sic pattern (M or W) [17]. VAs successfully ablated from 
the R‐L junction typically demonstrate a QS complex 
with notching of the downstroke in lead V1, and precor-

dial transition by lead V3 [16]. VAs originating from the 
NCC are extremely rare due to the absence of muscular 
fibers in this region.

 Aortomitral continuity

As previously mentioned, the AMC is a curtain of fibrous 
tissue that extends between the anterior leaflet of the 
MV and the non‐coronary and most posterior aspect of 
the left coronary cusp (Figure  6.5). Similar to what 
 happens with the right/left cusp junction, the AMC does 
not contain muscle fibers, but ventricular arrhythmias 
may originate from the underlying ventricular myocar-
dium of the LV ostium and thus can be ablated from this 
structure at its most anterior aspect.

Studies report that 11–16% of all idiopathic LVOT VTs 
are ablated from the AMC [3,6] and also reentrant VTs 
in patients with structural heart disease can be targeted 
from this structure [18]. The 12‐lead ECG of VAs ablated 
from the AMC shows a right bundle branch block 
(RBBB) pattern in the majority of cases, with a positive 
vector in V1. Using pace mapping, Dixit et  al. demon-
strated that a qR pattern in lead V1 is relatively specific 
for pacing at the AMC [19], but the sensitivity of this 
finding is <50% [18,20].
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Figure 6.4 Anatomy of the LV ostium after removal of the atria and great vessels down to the annuli. AMC, aortomitral continuity; LFT, left 
fibrous trigone; LAFT, left anterior fibrous trigone; MV, mitral valve; PSP LV, posterior superior process of the LV; TV, tricuspid valve. Yellow 
arrow represents the LV summit. Source: Reproduced with permission from Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac Arrhythmia Center, 
Wallace A. McAlpine Collection. 
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 Pulmonic valve

The pulmonic and aortic valves are not located at the 
same level. The pulmonic valve is cephalad to the aortic 
valve and faces to the left and slightly posteriorly. In rela-
tion to the heart, the pulmonary cusps are named ante-
rior, left and right, but when viewed from an attitudinal 
perspective, the anterior cusp is actually anterior and 
leftward, the right cusp is anterior and rightward, and 
the left cusp is posterior.

Myocardial sleeves may extend above the pulmo-
nary cusps and VAs originating within the pulmonary 
artery have been reported [21]. Electrocardiographic 
characteristics of these arrhythmias include a strong 
right inferior axis with tall R waves in II, III, and aVF, 
negative QRS in lead I and deeper S waves in aVL than 
aVR. These findings are explained by the fact that the 
site of origin within the PA is higher, more anterior 
and more leftward compared to most RVOT VAs. It is 
important to aknowledge that the LAD runs at the 
same level of the pulmonic valve in the interventricu-
lar sulcus and ablation above the PV could injure the 
proximal LAD with catastrophic consequences. 

Therefore, any attempt at ablation above the level of 
the PV should be preceded by careful definition of the 
coronary circulation.

 Mitral valve annulus

The MV apparatus comprises the annulus, the two leaf-
lets, the tendinous cords, and the papillary muscles (PMs) 
[22,23]. The mitral annulus has a D shape, with the straight 
border in fibrous continuity with the aortic valve, while 
the remaining two‐thirds are mainly muscular.

Ventricular arrhythmias ablated from below the MV 
annulus represent a 5% of all idiopathic VTs/PVCs 
[3,24,25]. The most common location is anterolateral, 
followed by the posteroseptal and posterior regions.

The ECG typically shows a RBBB pattern and an S 
wave in lead V6. Precordial R wave transition usually 
occurs by V1 (positive concordance in precordial leads), 
but in some VTs mapped to the posteroseptal region, 
transition may occur between leads V1 and V2 [3,24,25]. 
Compared to septal sites, anterolateral and lateral sites 
exhibit a longer QRS duration along with predominantly 
negative forces in lead I. For mapping and ablation, 
access to the MV can be retrograde, via transeptal punc-
ture or epicardial via the CS.

 Left ventricular summit

The term LV summit describes the highest portion of the 
LV epicardium, above the upper end of the anterior 
interventricular sulcus [5] (Figure 6.6). It is a triangular 
region bounded by the bifurcation between the LAD and 
the left circumflex (LCx) coronary arteries [26]. It is 
bisected laterally by the GCV in two regions: a medial 
and more superior region, close to the apex of the trian-
gle, that is inaccessible to catheter ablation due to close 
proximity to the major coronary vessels (the inaccessible 
area), and a more lateral and inferior region, toward the 
base of the triangle, that may be suitable for catheter 
ablation (the accessible area).

Left ventricular summit arrhythmias usually have a 
RBBB pattern with inferior axis and larger R waves in 
lead III than lead II, but VAs from the inaccessible area 
may also exhibit a LBBB with inferior axis and early tran-
sition (V2 or V3). An epicardial origin is suspected by 
prominent pseudo‐delta waves [26–28].

Despite their epicardial origin, LV summit arrhyth-
mias rarely can be ablated from the pericardial space 
due to close proximity to the major coronary vessels 
and the presence of a thick layer of epicardial fat. 
Instead, they are more often targeted from the coronary 
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Figure 6.5 The LV ostium and its components after resection of the 
LA, showing the possible sources of LVOT ventricular arrhythmias 
and the structures from which ablation can be performed. The left 
anterior descending/left circumflex bifurcation covers the LV 
summit. AMC, aortomitral continuity; L, left coronary cusp; LAD, left 
anterior descending coronary artery; LCx, left circumflex coronary 
artery; LAD, left anterior descending; LFT, left fibrous trigone; LV, left 
ventricle; MVA, anterior mitral valve leaflet; N, non‐coronary cusp; 
RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract. Source: Reproduced with 
permission from Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac 
Arrhythmia Center, Wallace A. McAlpine Collection.
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venous system (GCV‐AIV) or adjacent endocardial 
structures such as the LCC, LVOT endocardium or 
anteroseptal RVOT [28].

 General approach for ECG 
localization

A systematic approach to ECG analysis is helpful for 
predicting the likely site of arrhythmia origin, which is 
important for preprocedural planning and patient 
counseling regarding risks and success rates. All OT 
VAs share an inferiorly directed QRS axis, with posi-
tive forces in leads II, III, and aVF. Additional elements 
allow a more precise localization, including the bun-
dle branch pattern, precordial transition, and frontal 
plane axis [7].

A first step is to discriminate between origin from the 
RVOT or LVOT regions. Typically, RVOT VAs exhibit a 
LBBB configuration with precordial R/S transition at or 
after lead V3. By contrast, LVOT VT usually manifests 
either a RBBB or a LBBB with precordial R/S transition 
at or before lead V3. This can be better understood if we 
imagine that the RVOT is anterior in the chest and the 

precordial leads register anterior to posterior (front to 
back) (Figure 6.7). Thus, as we move progressively more 
posterior from the RVOT free wall to the lateral mitral 
annulus, the precordial transition becomes progressively 
earlier (V4–V5 for RVOT free wall, V3–V4 for RVOT 
septum, V2–V3 for RCC) and finally transforms from 
an  LBBB to a RBBB configuration at the top of the 
MV or LCC.

Differentiation between RVOT/LVOT may be chal-
lenging when the R/S transition is in V3, as this pattern 
can be seen in VAs from both the posteroseptal RVOT or 
the LVOT (especially RCC), and some ECG criteria have 
been proposed to predict the site of origin in these cases. 
One algorithm compares the precordial transition dur-
ing VT/PVCs and sinus rhythm [29]. When VT/PVC 
transition occurs later than the sinus rhythm transition, 
the PVC origin is the RVOT (100% specificity). If the 
VT/PVC transition occurs at or earlier than the sinus 
rhythm transition, then the so‐called V2 transition ratio 
is measured. This is calculated as the percentage R wave 
during VT/PVC divided by the percentage R wave dur-
ing sinus rhyrhm. A ratio ≥0.6 predicts an LVOT origin 
with a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 100%. 
Another ECG criterion is the indexes of R wave duration 
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Figure 6.6 Left ventricular summit (LVS) with main anatomical relationships. The LVS is a triangular region bounded by the left anterior 
descending and left circumflex coronary artery, corresponding to the highest portion of the left ventricular epicardium. The great cardiac 
vein, which then becomes the anterior interventricular vein, bisects the LVS into an apical and medial portion (inaccessible area) and a 
basal and more lateral portion (accessible area). The venous circulation can be used to map the LVS but is in variable proximity to the LAD, 
which limits its utility. Also, epicardial access is limited by the presence of fat and the coronary arteries. AIV, anterior interventricular vein; 
CS, coronary sinus; FO, fossa ovale; L, left coronary cusp; LA, left atrium; LAA, left atrial appendage; LAD, left anterior descending; LV, left 
ventricle; N, non‐coronary cusp; LV, left ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; Sp, septal perforator. Source: Reproduced with 
permission from Dr K. Shivkumar. Copyright UCLA Cardiac Arrhythmia Center, Wallace A. McAlpine Collection.
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(QRS duration divided by the longer R wave duration in 
V1 or V2) and R/S wave amplitude (greater R/S wave 
amplitude ratio) in leads V1 and V2 [30]. A longer R wave 
duration index (>0.5) and higher R/S wave amplitude 
index (>0.3) suggest an LVOT origin.

Another important element to consider is the frontal 
plane QRS axis, reflected by the bipolar limb lead I and 
by the relative S wave amplitude in aVL compared to aVR 
(Figure 6.8). A positive QRS complex in lead I and a more 
negative aVR compared to aVL suggests an origin on the 

right side of midline. Such structures include the poste-
rior RVOT, RCC, TV, the parahisian region, and the pos-
terior LV. In contrast, a negative QRS complex in lead I 
and a more negative aVL than aVR suggests an origin on 
the left side of midline, including anterior RVOT, LCC, 
MV, and LV summit. The R–L junction can have charac-
teristics of either the right or left side of the midline and 
its behavior in the frontal plane is less predictable, but a 
notch in the downstroke of V1 is suggestive of origin 
from this structure.
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Figure 6.7 Attitudinally based schema to 
understand the ECG patterns of outflow 
tract ventricular arrhythmias. AIV, anterior 
interventricular vein; AMC, aortomitral 
continuity; FW, free wall; GCV, great 
cardiac vein; LBBB, left bundle branch 
block; LCC, left coronary cusp; MV, mitral 
valve; MVA, mitral valve annulus; NCC, 
non-coronary cusp; RBBB, right bundle 
branch block; RCC, right coronary cusp; 
RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; SEP, 
septum. Source: Hutchinson and Garcia [7]. 
Reproduced with permission from John 
Wiley & Sons.
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axis to rapidly localize the site of origin of 
outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias. 
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 Introduction

Cardiac mapping refers to the recording of electrical signals 
from multiple sites across the heart to localize and charac-
terize the substrate of an arrhythmia. This is performed in 
the invasive cardiac electrophysiology laboratory mainly to 
identify the mechanism underlying a particular arrhythmia 
and to guide appropriate ablative treatment. This chapter 
describes the different approaches to mapping arrhythmias 
in the electrophysiology laboratory, including conventional 
contact catheter mapping techniques and maneuvers, 
three‐dimensional electroanatomical mapping using both 
contact and non‐contact recordings, and also newer map-
ping approaches for myocardial fibrillation such as phase 
mapping and dominant frequency mapping.

 Contact catheter mapping

Mapping in the electrophysiology laboratory is, on the 
whole, performed using catheters in direct contact 
with  the myocardium. The conventional invasive 

e lectrophysiological study, used mainly for the diagnosis 
and treatment of supraventricular tachycardias, involves 
the introduction of four catheters through a large vein 
(femoral, subclavian or jugular), which are then posi-
tioned endocardially at the high right atrium, the right 
ventricular apex and close to the His bundle, and also in 
the coronary sinus. A further roving catheter, referred to 
as the mapping catheter, is also often introduced. These 
multipolar catheters are then used to record contact 
electrograms at different locations, and their relative 
timings of activation during pacing and during tachycar-
dia can be used to discern the specific tachycardia mech-
anism. Figure 7.1 shows the conventional placement of 
recording catheters during a four‐catheter electrophysi-
ological study, and the electrograms recorded from those 
catheters.

 Unipolar and bipolar recordings

Extracellular electrograms recorded by contact cathe-
ters are generated by the depolarization of cardiomyo-
cytes that generate transmembrane currents between 
the intracellular and extracellular space, and are the 
fundamental raw data used in invasive cardiac electro-
physiology [1]. These electrograms are recorded in 
either the unipolar or bipolar configuration. A unipolar 
electrogram is recorded between an electrode in con-
tact with the myocardium and a fixed distant reference 
point, for example Wilson’s central terminal [2]. As 
shown in Figure  7.2a, the unipolar electrogram mor-
phology is useful in determining the direction of elec-
trical propagation along a myocardial bundle. 
Electrograms recorded at sites where electrical propa-
gation arises will have a negative (“QS”) component 
only, whereas electrograms at the end of the bundle will 
have only a positive “R” component. Other sites will 
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Summary

A number of tools and techniques currently exist to map 
arrhythmias in the invasive cardiac electrophysiology laboratory 
to guide ablative treatments. The mapping technique chosen 
depends on the specifics and complexity of the arrhythmia, with 
each technique having its own advantages and disadvantages. 
Conventionally, mapping has been performed using a small 
number of recording catheters guided by fluoroscopy with 
activation mapping, pace mapping, and entrainment mapping 
used to identify the source or circuit of an arrhythmia. In recent 
years, numerous three‐dimensional electroanatomical mapping 
systems have been developed to record electrophysiological 
data simultaneously with anatomical data. The latest challenge 
in cardiac mapping is to map complex arrhythmias with 
complex analysis methods such as phase mapping used to 
identify putative activation sources.
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(RAO) views demonstrating the locations for conventional catheter placement in an invasive electrophysiological study. A mapping 
catheter (Map) is also shown. CS, coronary sinus; His, His bundle; HRA, high right atrium; RV, right ventricular apex. (b) Selected surface 
ECG leads and bipolar electrograms are recorded from intracardiac catheters.
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exhibit biphasic “RS” unipolar  electrograms, with an 
initial positive component (propagation towards that 
site) followed by a negative component (away from that 
site), with the point of maximum negative slope (dV/
dtmin) representing the local activation time [3, 4]. The 
unipolar electrogram is useful for identification of foci 
of arrhythmia, which will have the “QS” unipolar elec-
trogram morphology.

In contrast, a bipolar electrogram is recorded between 
two closely spaced electrodes on the recording catheter, 
and is derived as the difference between the unipolar elec-
trograms recorded from the two electrodes (Figure 7.2b) 
[5]. The bipolar electrogram is more commonly used in the 
invasive electrophysiology laboratory as it contains more 
“local” information from the area of myocardium at the 
catheter tip between the two electrodes. Measuring the 
difference between two unipolar electrograms to obtain 
the bipolar electrogram results in significant attenuation of 
the far‐field components of the electrogram, as the far‐field 
components are common to both unipolar electrograms, 

thus accentuating the local components of the bipolar elec-
trogram. However, the interpretation of the bipolar elec-
trogram is more complicated, and the morphology of the 
bipolar electrogram is sensitive to the direction of wave-
front propagation in relation of the orientation of the 
bipole [2]. A number of approaches are used to annotate 
activation time on a bipolar electrogram, with annotation 
of the first peak of the near‐field, sharp, bipolar electro-
gram thought to be preferable to annotation of the earliest 
portion of the electrogram or the peak amplitude of the 
electrogram [2, 6].

 Activation mapping

Several classic methods exist for mapping arrhythmia 
foci using contact catheters. A commonly used method 
is activation sequence mapping. This involves the 
recording of contact electrograms from multiple 
 locations using a single roving mapping catheter, or a 
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combination of catheters, and determining the pattern 
and sequence of activation based on the activation 
times at each of the locations. For focal tachycardias, 
this allows the operator to pinpoint the location of the 
tachycardia focus by identifying the location of earliest 
activation with respect to a fixed reference, such as the 
surface P wave if mapping an atrial arrhythmia or the 
QRS if mapping a ventricular arrhythmia. This approach 
is commonly used to target ablation for ventricular 
o utflow tract ectopy and focal atrial tachycardias. 
Activation mapping can also identify progression of 
activation along a macro‐reentrant circuit, with activa-
tion times spanning the entire tachycardia cycle length 
recorded over a broad region.

 Pace mapping

Pace mapping is used to approximate the location of a 
tachycardia focus or origin by comparing the P wave or 
QRS morphology during pacing from the roving map-
ping catheter with the P wave or QRS complex during 
tachycardia [7–9]. In practice, the P wave or QRS com-
plex of the clinical tachycardia is first stored as a tem-
plate and pacing is then performed at multiple locations 
using the mapping catheter. For the example of focal ven-
tricular arrhythmias, at each location the degree of “pace 
match” between the paced QRS complex for all 12 sur-
face ECG leads and the tachycardia QRS complex tem-
plate is assessed. The closer the match between the paced 
QRS and the tachycardia QRS, the closer the mapping 
catheter is to the location of the tachycardia focus. 
Traditionally, the assessment of pace match is performed 
qualitatively, with a 12‐out‐of‐12 qualitative pace match 
for all the surface ECG leads signifying that the mapping 
catheter is in close proximity to the tachycardia focus. 
Recently, automated template matching algorithms have 
been developed to quantitatively assess the degree of 
pace match by calculating the percentage of match across 
all ECG leads [10] (Figure 7.3). Pace mapping for focal 
tachycardias is often used in combination with activation 
mapping described above.

 Entrainment mapping

For reentrant tachycardias, entrainment can be used to 
determine if the mapping catheter is within the reentrant 
circuit, and also to ascertain distance between the mapping 
catheter and the reentrant circuit [11, 12]. Entrainment can 
also help in distinguishing reentrant tachycardias from 
those resulting from automaticity or triggered activity.

Entrainment is a maneuver based on the principle that 
an excitable gap exists for any reentrant tachycardia, and 

that the excitation wavefront from a premature pacing 
stimulus can encounter the excitable gap and capture 
excitable myocardium within the circuit, propagating 
antidromically to collide with the previous wavefront, 
while also propagating in the orthodromic direction 
within the circuit, thus resetting the tachycardia. 
Entrainment is the continuous resetting of a reentrant 
circuit by a train of capturing pacing stimuli, delivered at 
a cycle length shorter than the tachycardia cycle length.

Several criteria exist to confirm entrainment of a tach-
ycardia from within the tachycardia circuit, based on 
early work by Waldo and colleagues [13, 14]. Entrainment 
with concealed fusion refers to entrainment of the tachy-
cardia with a P wave or QRS complex identical to that of 
the tachycardia, and with activation sequences from 
intracardiac recordings identical to those during tachy-
cardia, and confirms that the pacing catheter is within 
the tachycardia circuit. A tachycardia can be entrained 
even if the pacing catheter is not within the tachycardia 
circuit, in which case the postpacing interval can give an 
indication of its proximity to the tachycardia circuit. The 
closer the pacing site is to the tachycardia circuit, the 
shorter the difference between the postpacing interval 
and the tachycardia cycle length, with the postpacing 
interval defined as the time from the final pacing stimu-
lus to the next non‐stimulated depolarization measured 
at the pacing site.

 Electroanatomical mapping

The information obtained during conventional contact 
catheter electrophysiological studies using fluoroscopy 
is limited by the small number of catheters and elec-
trodes, and the mapping of activation sequence using 
this approach is time‐consuming and technically chal-
lenging. A further limitation of conventional electro-
physiological mapping is the absence of anatomical 
information obtained during mapping.

In the past two decades, newer electroanatomical 
mapping techniques have been developed to overcome 
these limitations of conventional mapping [15, 16]. 
A  number of different electroanatomical mapping sys-
tems currently exist that allow for the rapid collection of 
electrical data across multiple sites at high resolution, 
while simultaneously gathering anatomical data of the 
cardiac chamber. Although these electroanatomical 
mapping systems utilize different technologies, they 
have in common the advantages of increasing the effi-
cacy of arrhythmia mapping and reducing fluoroscopic 
time and exposure. Electroanatomical mapping data are 
increasingly being combined with imaging data, obtained 
from cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or 
computed tomography (CT), to further improve the 
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Figure 7.3 Pace mapping. Automated template‐matching algorithm to quantify degree of pace match to localize ventricular ectopy (PaSo 
module of CARTO system shown). (a) Twelve‐lead ECGs during clinical ventricular ectopy (green) and pacing from two locations at the 
inferior left ventricle (yellow) with superimposed QRS complexes are compared to quantify the degree of pace match. (b) The 
corresponding pace‐match correlation map is shown, with areas in red exhibiting the best pace match correlations between clinical 
ectopy and pacing.
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analysis and interpretation of the electrical recordings. 
Electroanatomical mapping is currently most commonly 
used in the setting of atrial fibrillation to facilitate pul-
monary vein isolation and the creation of linear lesions, 
but is also often used for ablation of other arrhythmias 
including ventricular tachycardia, atrial tachycardia, 
atrial ectopy, and ventricular ectopy. Electroanatomical 
mapping systems can be divided into two groups, 
depending on whether the data are collected sequentially 
from across a cardiac chamber or collected simultane-
ously for the entire chamber.

Sequential mapping

A commonly used sequential electroanatomical map-
ping system is the CARTO mapping system (Biosense 
Webster Inc, Diamond Bar, CA, USA) (Figure  7.4a), 
which utilizes a low‐level magnetic field delivered from 
three separate coils in a locator pad beneath the patient 
[15, 17]. The location and orientation of the catheter tip 
are calculated by triangulation, using the relative strength 

of the magnetic fields generated by the three coils that 
indicate the relative distance of the catheter tip to each 
coil. The location information obtained from the cathe-
ter allows the three‐dimensional geometry of a cardiac 
chamber to be generated during mapping and for ana-
tomical and electrophysiological information to be col-
lected concurrently. The mapping catheter is moved 
systematically across a specific cardiac chamber and the 
anatomical and electrophysiological data are collected 
sequentially for different parts of the cardiac chamber.

Another commonly used mapping system is the 
EnSite  NavX Precision system (Abbott, Chicago, IL, 
USA) (Figure 7.4b), which tracks the catheter location by 
sensing impedance changes between the catheter and 
specific reference points [18]. By applying a low‐level 
current through orthogonally located skin patches, the 
distance from each skin patch can be calculated from the 
recorded voltage and impedance from this current and 
its location determined by triangulation [15].

In recent years, newer electroanatomical mapping sys-
tems have emerged, each with their specific advantages 
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Figure 7.4 Commonly used electroanatomical mapping systems. (a) The CARTO electroanatomical mapping system. A common 
application of electroanatomical mapping is to map macro‐reentrant tachycardias. A clockwise cavotricuspid isthmus‐dependent atrial 
flutter is shown, with sequential atrial activation times through the entire tachycardia cycle around the tricuspid annulus. IVC, inferior 
vena cava; LAO, left anterior oblique; RAO, right anterior oblique; SVC, superior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve annulus. (b) The NavX 
Velocity electroanatomical mapping system. Another common application of electroanatomical mapping is to guide atrial fibrillation 
ablation. Left atrial geometry is created and radiofrequency ablation is then performed to encircle the left‐sided (red) and right‐sided 
(blue) pulmonary veins to achieve pulmonary vein isolation. LLPV, left lower pulmonary vein; LUPV, left upper pulmonary vein; MV, mitral 
valve annulus; RLPV, right lower pulmonary vein; RUPV, right upper pulmonary vein.
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and strengths. The Rhythmia mapping system (Boston 
Scientific Inc., Marlborough, MA, USA) is a new high‐
resolution electroanatomical mapping system, which 
utilizes a small basket array of 64 electrodes that can rap-
idly create high‐density activation maps with little or no 
manual annotation of activation [19]. The ultra‐high 
resolution of this system makes it eminently suitable for 
the mapping of localized microreentrant circuits and 
more complex tachycardia circuits (Figure 7.5).

Simultaneous global mapping

In contrast to sequential mapping systems, global map-
ping systems collect electroanatomical data from the 
entire cardiac chamber simultaneously, and data are ana-
lyzed for a single cycle of a tachycardia. For example, the 
Topera system (Abbott Electrophysiology, Palo Alto, CA, 
USA) uses basket catheters to provide extensive coverage 
of the atria to record electrophysiological information 
simultaneously from different parts of the atria, and has 
been used mainly to detect rotors in atrial fibrillation 
[20–22]. The global mapping approach has been argued 
to be superior in localizing fibrillatory drivers, compared 
with the sequential localized mapping approach, 
although it lacks the resolution of other sequential map-
ping systems.

Although the majority of electrophysiological data are 
obtained by direct electrode contact with the myocar-

dium, several non‐contact mapping systems exist for 
simultaneous global mapping. The Ensite multielectrode 
array catheter (St Jude Medical) is a 64‐electrode balloon 
catheter that is deployed in a cardiac chamber, and the 
electrodes record far‐field endocardial activity that is 
then transformed using inverse solution mathematics to 
computed equivalents of >3000 contact near‐field elec-
trograms, projected onto a virtual endocardial shell 
[23–25]. More recently, non‐invasive mapping using 
body surface potentials has been introduced. The elec-
trocardiographic imaging system (ECGI) uses body sur-
face potentials recorded from a 252‐electrode vest to 
reconstruct several thousand unipolar electrograms on 
an epicardial shell generated from a thoracic CT scan 
[26, 27] (Figure  7.6). This system has been used to aid 
location of focal ventricular arrhythmias [28], and to 
determine locations of fibrillatory drivers [29].

 Mapping complex arrhythmias

With the advent of this wide range of new electroana-
tomical mapping technologies that can record a vast 
quantity of electroanatomical data, the key challenge is 
to analyze the spatiotemporal content of these signals in 
a way that maximizes diagnostically valuable informa-
tion on the structural and functional properties of 
the underlying myocardium to guide ablation therapy, 

Figure 7.5 High‐resolution 
electroanatomical mapping using the 
Rhythmia mapping system allows for the 
mapping of more complex tachycardia 
circuits. This example is of a patient who 
previously underwent a surgical maze 
procedure, and an atrial tachycardia was 
mapped. The activation map of the left 
atrium shows activation (solid arrow) 
across a gap in the previous inferior line 
(dotted line), and ablation at this gap 
terminated the atrial tachycardia. 
Electrograms recorded from the Orion 
basket catheter are shown on the right, 
with a fractionated signal (D6‐7) at the 
gap in the inferior line. LLPV, left lower 
pulmonary vein; LUPV, left upper 
pulmonary vein; MV, mitral valve annulus; 
RLPV, right lower pulmonary vein; RUPV, 
right upper pulmonary vein.
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especially in complex arrhythmias such as atrial fibrilla-
tion. For the remainder of this chapter, we discuss newer 
approaches to characterize and interpret mapping data, 
some of which are not yet directly available in current 
electroanatomical mapping systems.

Mapping putative activation sources

Dominant frequency mapping
During atrial fibrillation, the highest frequency of atrial 
activity is thought to indicate the frequency of electrical 
drivers maintaining the arrhythmia. Dominant fre-
quency (DF) measures the fastest rate of activity and is 
defined for an individual electrogram as the frequency 
with the highest power in the frequency spectrum 
(Figure  7.7). Ablation strategies to target regions of 
atria with high DF, with the motivation of eliminating 
fibrillatory drivers, have been applied [30]. Prior to 
applying the Fourier transform, a sequence of preproc-
essing steps is applied in order to render the bipolar 
electrogram more sinusoidal and suitable for frequency 
analysis: first, bandpass filtering at 40 − 250 Hz, then 
signal rectification is performed, and subsequently low-
pass filtering at 20 Hz [31]. The efficacy of the ablation 
strategy of targeting areas of high DF is dependent on 
the stability of such sites. However, there is conflicting 
evidence on the temporal stability of sites of high DF 
[32, 33], with some studies demonstrating that areas of 
high DF are not spatiotemporally stable, suggesting that 
they do not represent a fixed driver but perhaps wave-
front collision [34]. More recent approaches to DF 

mapping include monitoring the movement of high DF 
sites over time, which require alternative methods for 
DF calculation, with improved temporal resolution 
[35]. Organizational index may help to distinguish driv-
ers from other mechanisms causing high DF, such as 
wavefront collision, by determining the temporal 
organization of the spectrum as the mean ratio of the 
DF and its harmonics to the total power of the spec-
trum [36]. Targeting only high DF areas, which are spa-
tiotemporally stable and with high organizational 
indices, may therefore be more effective.

Phase mapping
Phase mapping is a technique that has recently emerged 
to aid identification of fibrillatory drivers and guide abla-
tion towards these regions [29]. Electrograms recorded 
during myocardial fibrillation are inherently complex 
and exhibit beat‐to‐beat variation in amplitude and 
duration and therefore wavefront propagation is compli-
cated. Phase mapping, originally developed for optical 
mapping signals obtained during experimental electro-
physiology, translates the periodicity in the fibrillatory 
signals into phase loops in a two‐variable state space 
that represents the system [37]. The phase angle is then 
measured as the angle around these loops (Figure  7.8) 
and marks the location within the activation‐recovery 
cycle. Phase maps calculated from a spatial arrangement 
of recordings can then be used to identify centers of rota-
tional activity and wavebreak as these manifest as phase 
singularities, with stable phase singularities thought to 
represent rotors that drive fibrillation.
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Figure 7.6 Non‐invasive 
electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) to 
localize ventricular ectopy. 
Electrocardiographic imaging uses body 
surface potentials recorded from a 
252‐electrode vest to calculate epicardial 
unipolar electrograms. Isopotential and 
activation maps are then generated 
during ventricular ectopic beats to localize 
the origin of the ectopy. In this case, the 
ectopy focus was located at the right 
ventricular outflow tract (red dot). LAD: left 
anterior descending artery.
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Challenges in phase mapping include the correct 
choice of a second signal to generate a loop for each pro-
gression through an electrogram complex [38], as well as 
an appropriate origin from which to calculate the phase 
angle. The Hilbert transform may be used to create a 
suitable second signal, but it has the requirements that 
the signal must be sinusoidal and of zero mean [39]. As 
such, a variety of preprocessing techniques have been 
applied to electrograms to create a zero mean signal 
including empirical mode decomposition [38] and 
detrending algorithms [40]. Phase mapping has recently 
been applied to unipolar electrograms during ventricular 
fibrillation [40] and atrial fibrillation [41]. This is par-
ticularly challenging for atrial signals during atrial fibril-
lation due to the non‐sinusoidal nature of the signals and 
the potentially long isoelectric segments. Recently, sinu-
soidal recomposition techniques for phase mapping of 
atrial unipolar electrograms have been developed to 
allow phase mapping to be better applied to atrial fibril-
lation unipolar electrograms [42].

Mapping of complex fractionated electrograms
A system of classifying unipolar electrograms into single, 
short‐double, long‐double, and fragmented electrograms 
was first introduced in 1997 by Konings et al., in which 
fragmented electrograms were hypothesized to repre-
sent either slow conduction or reentrant wavelet pivot 
points [43]. Nademanee et  al. subsequently pioneered 
the approach of mapping and then ablating areas with 
fractionated electrograms in atrial fibrillation, termed 
complex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAE) and 
thought to be fibrillatory drivers, with impressive suc-
cess rates. Ablation of CFAEs terminated atrial fibrilla-
tion in 95% of the patients in their study [44], although 
other groups have failed to replicate this success [45]. 
One explanation for this discrepancy is that there are 
multiple definitions of CFAEs; the two most commonly 
used electroanatomical mapping systems, NavX and 
CARTO, use different algorithms and the resulting 
scores correlate poorly both with each other and with 
conduction velocity [46]. An alternative explanation is 
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Figure 7.7 Calculation of dominant 
frequency and organisational index. The 
highest peak in the spectrum is marked as 
the dominant frequency (DF). To calculate 
the organizational index, the area within a 
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Figure 7.8 Phase mapping of electrogram signals. Filtered electrogram signals are processed as follows in order to calculate phase. 
(a) Maxima (red) and minima (green) of the signal are tagged and joined to create a moving maxima and minima. (b) These maxima and 
minima splines are used to normalize the signal, and a straight mean is removed to give a signal of zero mean. (c) The Hilbert transform of 
this zero mean signal is plotted against itself to give phase loops. (d) The angle around the trajectory is the phase angle. (e) Example of 
unipolar electrogram colored by phase angle. (f ) Example of bipolar electrogram colored by phase angle.
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that fractionation arises from multiple mechanisms, 
including focal or reentrant sources, as well as passive 
wave collision and slowing, which are difficult to distin-
guish. Classification of CFAEs by mapping local refracto-
riness of atrial tissue using monophasic action potential 
catheters demonstrated that far‐field signals account for 
67% of fractionation, while other CFAE types include 
rapid localized atrial fibrillation sites (8%), spatial 
d isorganization (17%), and CFAE following atrial fibrilla-
tion acceleration (8%) [47].

 Mapping and characterizing 
the arrhythmic substrate

Conduction velocity mapping

Local conduction velocity describes the propagation of 
the action potential wavefront through myocardial tissue 
and is defined empirically as the distance traveled by a 
propagating wavefront in a unit of time. Fibrosis and ion 
channel or gap junction remodeling leads to reduced 
macroscopic conduction velocity, and mapping regions 
of reduced local conduction velocity can identify regions 
of scar or adversely remodeled myocardium.

A number of approaches have been developed to 
determine localized myocardial conduction velocity, 
each with their strengths and weaknesses [48]. 
Triangulation provides planar conduction velocity 
estimation from triads of recording points through a 
trigonometric relation between interelectrode dis-
tances and activation times. With a sufficient number 
of electrograms, it can produce moderately high‐den-
sity velocity maps and can allow for rapid velocity 
mapping (Figure  7.9) [49]. However, large distances 
between the vertices may lead to errors if the wave-
front is not truly planar, while if the points are in very 
close proximity, the relative error in the estimation 
increases. Cosine‐fit techniques extend triangulation 
to fit a planar or circular wavefront to a larger number 
of points [50], and are therefore more robust to noise, 
but are less localized in nature. A third approach is to 
use radial basis functions to interpolate local activa-
tion between electrode points. The gradient of the 
activation surface may then be computed to calculate 
conduction velocity [51].

There are a number of other approaches to conduc-
tion velocity estimation, including finite difference 
techniques [52], polynomial surface fitting [53], com-
puting isopotential lines [54] or estimating propagation 
velocity based on time delays [55]. However, many of 
these have requirements which are not typically availa-
ble in data acquired in the clinical electrophysiology 
laboratory and are limited to experimental cardiac 
electrophysiology.

Voltage mapping

Structural properties of tissue can also be estimated 
from the spatial distribution of electrogram amplitude, 
commonly known as voltage mapping. Low‐amplitude 
bipolar electrograms are commonly associated with 
areas of fibrosis, which produce reduced electric fields 
and consequently lower potential differences between 
the measuring electrode and the reference point. 
Voltage maps are typically generated from summary 
statistics of amplitude of deflections within a signal 
over a fixed time window [56]. Frequently, the maxi-
mum deflection amplitude is chosen, although other 
statistical metrics and measures of variability may be 
used. Voltage mapping is used to guide substrate abla-
tion in ventricular tachycardia by targeting ablation to 
low‐voltage areas at the borders of infarct scars [57, 58], 
and more recently in atrial fibrillation, where areas of 
low‐voltage are also targeted in a substrate modifica-
tion approach [59, 60].

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9 Conduction velocity mapping. Example of maps 
showing left atrial conduction velocity of electroanatomic 
mapping data, recorded during sinus rhythm. (a) Conduction 
speed calculated using the triangulation technique, applied to 
triads of electrodes. (b) Corresponding local activation time map 
with conduction velocity vectors. Source: Cantwell et al. [48]. 
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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 Introduction

The goal of therapy in patients with arrhythmia depends 
on the type of arrhythmia, symptoms associated with it, 
and morbidity or mortality attributable to the arrhythmia. 
In current practice, patients and care providers, after 
assessment of risks and benefits of therapy, may elect to 
proceed with either conservative methods or  interven-
tion with medical therapy or ablation and sometimes a 
combination. While ablation is performed most often 
with catheter‐based techniques, surgical therapy may 
rarely be considered in selected cases. In  this chapter, 
we will discuss a general approach to optimizing ablation 
success followed by specific arrhythmia scenarios.

 Goals of invasive therapy

When making clinical decisions to proceed with cardiac 
ablation, it is critical to define the goals of the procedure. 
For example, for a patient with frequent monomorphic 
premature ventricular complexes (PVCs) with significant 
symptomatic palpitations and otherwise normal cardiac 

function, the goal of ablation is symptom relief. On the 
other hand, for a patient with equally frequent PVCs that 
are asymptomatic but induce rare events of ventricular 
fibrillation, the goal may be life‐saving. In general, abla-
tion can be considered successful when prespecified 
goals are met without the occurrence of new arrhyth-
mias or complications resulting in long‐term morbidity 
or mortality. While the abolition of clinical arrhythmia 
with ablation is universally accepted as a success, it may 
be equally qualified to define success when the prespeci-
fied goals are met despite the continued occurrence of 
clinical arrhythmia at a lower burden.

 Assessment of outcomes of ablation

Both objective and subjective assessments should be 
considered before and after ablation to measure the 
outcomes of the ablation. A subjective assessment, while 
providing a powerful understanding of the patient’s 
perspective and often meeting the prespecification of 
symptom relief as the ablation goal, often can be non‐
specific in its association with arrhythmia. As a result, an 
objective assessment is often needed in addition to the 
subjective assessment. In the electrophysiology (EP) 
lab acutely, this assessment is typically achieved with 
attempts to induce tachycardia via various techniques 
(e.g. pacing maneuvers) or medications after the ablation. 
However, assessment based on inducibility is not with-
out its limitations [1]. After the procedure, monitoring 
in the immediate postoperative period and ambulatory 
monitoring after hospital discharge can be a helpful 
addition in objective assessment of the results. The 
extent and duration of monitoring and follow‐up should 
be tailored to the patient, arrhythmia characteristics, 
and immediate results of the ablation.
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Summary

Successful therapy for arrhythmias after ablation starts with 
proper case selection, preprocedural planning, selection of 
case‐specific tools, and an arrhythmia‐specific strategy. 
Understanding arrhythmia mechanism and key components 
for maintenance of arrhythmia is paramount in planning 
ablation strategy. Furthermore, identifying hurdles 
intraoperatively (e.g., arrhythmias caused by an endocavitary 
structure) and methods to overcome such hurdles (e.g., use of 
ICE) need to be considered. Finally, effective energy delivery to 
the target tissue with an objective assessment of outcomes is 
necessary to avoid failed ablation.
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 Preprocedural planning (table 8.1)

Understanding the arrhythmia being targeted

A successful ablation starts with a clear definition of the 
clinical arrhythmia. Effort should be made to document 
the arrhythmia episodes, precipitating factors, frequency 
and duration of arrhythmia, and details of its termination. 
A multilead surface electrocardiogram of certain arrhyth-
mias obtained before the procedure can be extremely 
helpful in procedural planning, patient counseling, and 
confirming the target arrhythmia during the procedure. 
In patients with infrequent episodes who are considered 
for therapy, prolonged ambulatory monitoring or implant-
able recorders can be very helpful in documenting the 
clinical arrhythmia. A full list of potential diagnoses and 
exclusions should be created before the procedure for 
adequate procedural planning.

Understanding pathophysiology/substrate 
being targeted

An assessment of cardiac structure and function is also 
essential in all patients for decision making and proce-
dural preparation. Imaging often sheds light on the 
primary pathology resulting in the arrhythmia. While 
transthoracic echocardiogram gives significant and 
sufficient information in most cases, cardiac computed 
tomography angiogram (CTA) and/or cardiac magnetic 
resonance imaging (CMR) can be very valuable in some 
scenarios. For example, in patients undergoing ablation 
for atrial tachycardia or atrial fibrillation, an understand-
ing of the atrial size, pulmonary venous anatomy, venous 
anomalies, and relation to surrounding structures like 
the esophagus or phrenic nerve can be extremely helpful 

in recognizing potential complications or nuances in the 
procedural approach. Assessment of atrial or ventricu-
lar fibrosis by CMR can also be helpful in understanding 
substrate and thus planning a strategy for ablation. Use 
of intraprocedural imaging, for example intracardiac 
echo (ICE), can further facilitate the understanding of 
arrhythmia and relation to the substrate.

Maximizing the chance of occurrence 
of clinical arrhythmia

Even with extensive preprocedural planning, most 
arrhythmias cannot be fully anticipated until the patient 
presents to the EP lab. In patients with arrhythmias that 
are hemodynamically well tolerated (e.g. atrial flutter), 
it may be best to take the patient to the lab while the 
arrhythmia is active in order to ensure the arrhythmia 
being mapped is also the one targeted. In many cases, 
however, this is not feasible as the arrhythmias are 
either intermittent (e.g. paroxysmal supraventricular 
tachycardia (SVT)) or not hemodynamically tolerable. 
Drug therapy should be stopped at a minimum of five 
half‐lives before the procedure day to optimize the 
likelihood of inducing the arrhythmia in the lab. For 
patients who have hemodynamically intolerable 
arrhythmias off medical therapy, hospital admission 
should be considered as the drug therapy is weaned so 
short‐acting medications can be considered during this 
period until the day of the procedure (e.g. in patients 
with ventricular tachycardia (VT) storm). In patients 
with implantable devices, arrhythmia inducibility can 
be tested with a non‐invasive study using the implant-
able device before intravenous lines or catheters are 
introduced.

 Procedural preparation

Anesthesia and ventilation planning

Care should be taken to avoid drugs that decrease the 
potential for inducibility of arrhythmias. There are insuf-
ficient data to guide the choice of anesthetics/analgesia 
in the EP lab based on the arrhythmia being targeted. 
Most inhaled or intravenous (IV) anesthetics and anal-
gesics alter autonomic tone or cardiac conduction/
repolarization. Propofol [2] and isoflurane [3,4] have not 
demonstrated significant effects on atrioventricular (AV) 
nodal properties. In general, local anesthetic at vascular 
access sites and short‐acting IV agents (e.g. propofol) 
with quick reversal are the most commonly used analge-
sics and anesthetics during EP procedures. During induc-
tion of arrhythmia, particularly if non‐inducible in the 
anesthetized state, anesthetics and analgesics should be 
stopped to wake up the patient for adequate assessment. 

Table 8.1 Preprocedural and procedural preparation checklist.

Preprocedural planning Procedural planning
Documentation of clinical 
arrhythmia characteristics

Anesthesia considerations 
to avoid suppression of 
arrhythmia

Clear definition of goals of the 
invasive therapy

Hemodynamic support

Understanding the arrhythmia 
being targeted – differential 
diagnosis

Planning access – venous, 
arterial, and pericardial

Understanding the substrate 
being targeted

Choosing procedural tools 
specific to arrhythmia and 
patient

Maximizing the chance of 
occurrence of arrhythmia during 
procedure

Image integration

Consideration for preprocedural 
imaging

Consideration of energy 
sources
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When ablating an arrhythmia that may arise close to 
structures whose function may be affected by the use of 
specific anesthetics (e.g. the phrenic nerve during atrial 
fibrillation ablation), drugs such as neuromuscular 
blocking agents should be avoided to allow for assessment 
of diaphragm contraction.

Another factor to consider during anesthesia is the 
importance of position stability, which is often critical 
to properly represent data on the cardiac map and thus 
guide arrhythmia therapy. In the case of most mapping 
systems, anatomy is registered against a static refer-
ence other than the patient (in the case of currently 
approved magnetic‐based mapping systems) or the 
patches themselves (in the case of impedance‐based 
mapping systems). Jet ventilation is another anesthetic 
support tool in ventilated patients that can be consid-
ered to reduce the respiratory variation of the heart 
during mapping and ablation and also to improve 
catheter stability [5].

Hemodynamic support

Most tachyarrhythmias cause some hemodynamic alter-
ation, especially under sedation, and may need transient 
vasopressor support during the procedure. If the clinical 
arrhythmia being ablated is known to be hemodynami-
cally unstable or ischemia provoking due to untreatable 
coronary disease, a mechanical assist device may be 
considered, especially if it is felt that mapping needs to 
be done during the arrhythmia. In cases where the pri-
mary method of ablation may involve targeting substrate 
(e.g. regions of scar), mapping during the arrhythmia 
may not be as critical as in other cases where the sub-
strate is not as certain (e.g. midmyocardial scar where 
bipolar endocardial and epicardial maps may appear 
otherwise preserved).

Vascular access

Based on the differentials considered for the arrhythmia, 
vascular access should be planned and thoroughly dis-
cussed with the patient before the procedure. In addition 
to standard multiple venous accesses, arterial access, 
transseptal access, and epicardial access should be con-
sidered on a case‐by‐case basis for mapping and abla-
tion. In rare cases, venous access via non‐traditional sites 
may be considered, for example, internal jugular or sub-
clavian access in case of inferior vena cava (IVC) obstruc-
tion and sometimes for improved catheter orientation 
and contact (e.g. right free wall accessory pathway or 
superior tricuspid annular mapping and ablation). In 
patients with an atrial baffle, a thorough understanding 
of the anatomy and cardiac hemodynamics is important 
as some patients may require evaluation in otherwise 
non‐accessible areas with a transbaffle access.

Procedural tools

The diagnostic and interventional tools used should 
be tailored to the case. In general, having multiple 
diagnostic catheters with closely spaced bipoles span-
ning the areas of interest for the evaluation of tachy-
cardia can provide valuable information early in the 
case. With the ultimate goal of stable contact in the 
chamber of interest, specific mapping catheters and 
sheaths should be selected. Based on chamber size, a 
catheter with an adequate distal curve should be 
selected to facilitate contact. Steerable sheaths provide 
an additional dimension of maneuverability and may 
be considered as needed, especially in patients with 
significant chamber enlargement. When difficulty 
with contact is anticipated, contact force sensing can 
be considered.

A thorough appreciation of the mechanism of tachy-
cardia in relation to the anatomy is critical to success 
and avoiding complications. Electroanatomical map-
ping should be considered as useful for a three‐dimen-
sional appreciation of the structure being mapped. CT 
or MR image integration and correlation with the elec-
troanatomical map can be valuable in appreciation of 
how the location of potential areas of interest based on 
the electrical mapping correlates with presumptive 
substrate on the basis of preprocedural imaging. For 
example, fibrosis in the ventricle during ventricular 
tachycardia mapping may be integrated with the map 
to determine whether assessment of scar is consistent 
between the two modalities. Direct visualization of the 
tissue being mapped with ICE can also be valuable in 
assessing contact, especially on intracardiac structures 
like papillary muscles and thick trabeculated tissue in 
the ventricles. ICE image integration with the electro-
anatomical map can also be considered for a better 
three‐dimensional appreciation of the structures being 
mapped.

Equipment that may be needed for ablation should 
also be made available well in advance. While radiofre-
quency ablation (RFA) is commonly utilized for most 
arrhythmias, cryoablation may be considered when the 
source of the arrhythmia lies close to critical structures 
such as the AV node/His bundle or phrenic nerve. When 
advanced ablation therapies like bipolar ablation, alcohol 
ablation, or needle ablation are considered in specific 
circumstances, additional personnel or supplies may also 
be needed and may require special consideration for 
consent well in advance.

 Reasons for failed ablation

Common reasons for failed ablation for arrhythmia can 
be categorized as follows.
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Inability to identify the mechanism 
of arrhythmia and critical target sites

 ● Inability to induce tachycardia.
 ● Misdiagnosis as another tachycardia, for example, 

mistaking the arrhythmia mechanism during SVT in a 
patient with AV node reentry tachycardia (AVNRT) and 
a bystander anterograde conducting pathway as path-
way‐mediated tachycardia (antidromic tachycardia).

 ● More than one clinical tachycardia. For example, in 
some patients both AVNRT and accessory pathway‐
mediated tachycardias may exist, and symptoms may 
not be clearly distinguishable (Figure 8.1).

 ● Inability to identify a change of tachycardia during map-
ping and ablation. For example, one can have a change 
from one atrial flutter to another during mapping that 
is not predictable, making consistent activation or 
entrainment mapping difficult or impossible.

 ● Inability to identify the critical tissue needed for the 
tachycardia, for example, typical AVNRT involving a 
left inferior extension and the fast pathway. Ablation 
of the right inferior extension of the AV node may not 
cause the elimination of tachycardia and unless left‐
sided mapping is considered, the critical tissue might 
not be identified.

 ● Presumed inability to access the arrhythmogenic 
tissue due to lack of reach with tools being used or 
incomplete mapping. For example, tissue between the 
endocardial surface and the papillary muscle head in 
the left or right ventricle may be thought to have been 
adequately mapped due to presence of a “complete 
shell” but these deep interspaces with potentially large 

regions of tissue that can be arrhythmogenic may not 
have been adequately mapped.

 ● Inability to access the arrhythmogenic tissue due to 
true anatomical constraints, for example, if a region of 
tissue has been anatomically separated from a prior 
surgical procedure like reduction atrioplasty with part 
of the atrium folded and sutured closed or in the case 
of midmyocardial scar.

 ● Misrepresentation/interpretation of the electroana-
tomical map performed.

Failure to cause irreversible tissue death at 
the target site

 ● Inadequate contact/stability resulting in poor energy 
delivery.

 ● Contact‐induced loss of conduction leading to inability 
to assess arrhythmia and results of ablation.

 ● Inability to deliver energy due to poor flow and tempera-
ture rise leading to low power.

 ● Cooling of the tissue being ablated. For example, ablation 
of the mitral isthmus area endocardially with ongoing 
cooling from the coronary sinus and circumflex artery 
epicardially may limit ability to reach adequate tissue 
temperatures to achieve transmural lesion formation.

 ● Shunting of energy due to contact with adjacent struc-
tures, for example ablation close to a mechanical valve.

 ● Arrhythmogenic tissue distant from the endocardial/
epicardial site of catheter contact for ablation, for example 
midmyocardial substrate for ventricular tachycardia in 
a patient with non‐ischemic cardiomyopathy.

Figure 8.1 Conversion of orthodromic reentry tachycardia into AVNRT after a His refractory PVC.
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Close proximity to another critical structure, 
ablation of which can result in major 
morbidity or mortality

 ● Proximity to critical conduction tissue, for example, a 
midseptal pathway with proximity to the AV node and 
His bundle.

 ● Concern for collateral damage, for example, proximity to 
a coronary artery (often seen with outflow tract epicar-
dial PVC ablation which may arise close to the left ante-
rior descending artery), esophagus, or phrenic nerve.

Recurrence of arrhythmia due to the 
development of a new substrate

 ● Atrial fibrillation recurrence due to a new trigger after 
previous successful pulmonary vein isolation.

 ● Reengagement of reentry circuit due to the availability 
of another slow conducting zone that may not have 
been apparent during the first ablation.

The occurrence of new arrhythmia as a result 
of ablation

 ● Creation of new substrate from prior ablation, for 
example, the occurrence of cavotricuspid isthmus flut-
ter after ablation for typical AVNRT on the septum or 
an atypical atrial flutter after pulmonary vein isolation.

 Troubleshooting to avoid failed 
ablation (Box 8.1)

Evaluation of arrhythmia mechanism 
and critical components

Identification of the arrhythmia mechanism and vital tis-
sue is the number one priority when trying to achieve 
successful ablation. First, distinguishing between reentry 
versus automatic or triggered for atrial and ventricular 
arrhythmias is important because while focal tachycar-
dias typically need ablation of only a small region of tis-
sue, macro‐reentrant arrhythmias often involve ablation 
of a critical isthmus and anchoring of that site to electri-
cally inert structures on either side to be successful. 
Furthermore, interpretation of activation information 
may be affected by whether the arrhythmia is focal or not.

In the case of reentrant arrhythmias, differentiating 
areas within regions of scar with no conduction (with no 
signal and no capture despite contact or area of double 
potentials) versus slow conduction (e.g. low voltage but 
capture or areas of fractionated signals) may help define 
the circuit. Entrainment maneuvers/subthreshold 
pacing maneuvers should also be considered to identify 
critical circuit components [6]. Areas of slow conduction 
that serve as the isthmus may be excellent targets for 
ablation. While termination of tachycardia may occur 

with ablation at this site, further ablation should still be 
performed in other areas of slow conduction to eliminate 
alternative potential circuits for arrhythmia. Sometimes 
the change of tachycardia rate or activation can happen 
when a change of reentrant circuit occurs and can be a 
clue for the existence of alternative circuits.

Specific clinical cases

Supraventricular arrhythmias
The most common reason for failure in SVT ablation is 
misdiagnosis. Common scenarios include:

 ● AVNRT or atrial tachycardia with bystander accessory 
pathway, which can be confused with a pathway‐
mediated tachycardia

Box 8.1 Checklist to avoid failed ablation.

Troubleshooting to avoid 
failed ablation

Is arrhythmia mechanism clear

Is critical tissue defined

Is tissue accessible 

Is collateral damage likely

Is there concern for development of 
new arrhythmia due to ablation

Is energy being delivered to the 
tissue

Are endpoints for ablation of tissue 
met

Endpoints for procedure met
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 ● junctional tachycardia with AVNRT due to near‐simul-
taneous activation of atrium and ventricles

 ● an atriofascicular pathway‐mediated antidromic 
reciprocating tachycardia (ART) with bundle branch 
ventricular tachycardia or moderator band‐related 
ventricular tachycardia.

A high index of suspicion should be maintained in 
these scenarios with a thorough evaluation performed 
during mapping to delineate the mechanism of tachycar-
dia and confirm/exclude the participation of different 
structures in the tachycardia.

The presence of more than one SVT can be another 
reason for failure. A careful observation of tachycardia 
with an interpretation of maneuvers can often make this 
clear. However, sometimes it is difficult to interpret and 
will only be clear after therapy for one of the two poten-
tial tachycardias.

While most patients with AVNRT are amenable to 
successful ablation with ablation of the right inferior 
extension of the AV node, a small proportion of patients 
need further delineation of the components of the 
AVNRT circuit. Once AVNRT is considered, an evalua-
tion for both the anterograde and retrograde limb of the 
tachycardia can help provide additional understanding 
of the circuit. In cases of typical AVNRT (retrograde 
conduction over fast pathway), entrainment at different 
locations in the atrium and coronary sinus (CS) can be 
considered to identify the anterograde limb of the tachy-
cardia (in particular, the triangle of Koch and the distal 
and proximary coronary sinus). In cases where atrial 
activation in AVNRT is not early at the fast pathway 
location, atrial activation may be mapped to identify the 
retrograde limb of the tachycardia. This evaluation can 
be followed by a strategic ablation at the earliest site to 
improve success in AVNRT.

Yet another scenario when AVNRT ablation may fail is 
where the arrhythmia is either confused with atrial 
tachycardia (AT) due to more atrial activation (As) 
than ventricular activation (Vs) or with VT due to the 
presence of more Vs than As. In these cases, it is impor-
tant to recognize that upper or lower common pathway 
block above and below the level of the critical circuit 
components comprising AVNRT may result in A‐V dis-
sociation in either direction, with AVNRT primarily 
driving either the A or the V. Additional testing should 
be considered to delineate mechanism clearly before 
planning therapy in these scenarios.

Fascicular tachycardia
The mechanism in fascicle/Purkinje‐mediated tachy-
cardia is most often reentrant, but a triggered mecha-
nism may also be seen [7]. When feasible, the mechanism 
should be evaluated with pacing and entrainment 
techniques which can guide the mapping and ablation 

strategy. Please refer to mapping considerations below 
for further discussion.

Atrial fibrillation (AF)
Understanding the pathophysiology of AF specific to an 
individual patient is important before making a thera-
peutic plan. An attempt to understand the triggers and 
substrate for maintenance of AF may help in formulating 
a treatment plan which may include trigger isolation/
elimination or substrate modification in the form of focal 
or linear ablation. For example, a pulmonary vein isola-
tion procedure may not be sufficient in a patient with an 
AF trigger in the superior vena cava (Figure 8.2). In some 
patients, a pathway‐mediated tachycardia, AVNRT, or 
atrial flutter could also be a major trigger, and elimina-
tion may prevent paroxysms of AF.

Mapping considerations

Common pitfalls in utilization of a three‐dimensional 
electroanatomical mapping system and troubleshooting 
to avoid these pitfalls include the following.

Choice of an unstable reference
During electroanatomical mapping of a tachycardia in 
comparison to a chosen reference, care should be taken 
to ensure that the reference location is stable. For exam-
ple, in the case of ventricular arrhythmias, the peak of 
the QRS in a specific lead may be chosen. However, in 
certain arrhythmia cases (e.g. fascicular tachycardia), 
the QRS morphology may vary. Similarly, using an 
intracardiac reference that is unstable in position may 
lead to mischaracterization of activation time. In such 
cases, a screw‐in lead to maintain a stable reference can 
be of value.

Change in body position
Change in patient position in relation to the mapping 
system references can affect the map. Most systems 
will indicate that the patient has moved relative to the 
mapping reference and that the map may need to be 
recreated. However, each system has different thresholds 
based on relative motion of the patches to a reference 
(in most cases, a magnetic reference), and thus minor 
motion that can cause subtle shifts of relative point 
positioning may not be readily appreciated.

Comprehensive mapping
The number of points needed to make a comprehensive 
map should be tailored to the tachycardia and mecha-
nism in consideration (Video 8.1). In general, the areas 
of possible involvement should be densely mapped 
while keeping local anatomy in mind to prevent missing 
data from critical locations, while the remaining areas 
may be sparsely mapped to exclude the participation 
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of those tissues. One example is PVCs from the outflow 
tract where dense mapping of both outflow tracts and 
nearby surrounding structures (e.g. the coronary sinus) 
may be needed, but dense mapping of the rest of the 
ventricles may not prove useful. In comparison, in the 
case of substrate mapping in a patient with structural 
ventricular disease and multiple VT morphologies, 
more extensive mapping of one or both ventricles may 
be needed.

Annotation of points
A uniform standard should be adopted throughout the 
mapping process for annotation of points for electrical 
activation. Stable tissue contact with the catheter should 
be assured when the point is annotated. Use of both 
bipolar and unipolar electrograms may facilitate proper 
annotation [8]. The rapid downstroke on unipolar elec-
trogram and the first peak of the bipolar electrogram 
may be considered for local activation timing. However, 
when dealing with complex fractionated electrograms, 
this paradigm becomes less clear. When in doubt, ana-
tomical tagging for fractionation should be considered 
instead of timing annotation. Furthermore, care should 
be taken to ignore annotation of possible mechanical sig-
nals from cardiac or valve motion.

Anatomical considerations
One critical factor involved in mapping is to understand 
the real anatomy of the structure of interest. While elec-
troanatomical maps create often smooth, continuous 

surfaces, this reflects a limitation of spatial interpolation. 
All cardiac chambers are characterized by the presence 
of ridges, trabeculations, and potential arrhythmogeni-
cally active endocavitary structures. One common but 
underappreciated difficulty in complete mapping is in 
areas of trabeculated cardiac tissue. While a CTA/MRI 
provides an understanding of the anatomy, ICE can 
provide real‐time guidance in mapping. This should be 
considered especially when there is missing information 
in the tachycardia after a presumed complete map. 
A  separate notation of an intracavitary structure often 
provides a better three‐dimensional appreciation of the 
structure and characterization of electrical activation 
during arrhythmia.

Reentry versus point source tachycardia
An assessment of whether an arrhythmia is focal versus 
reentrant based on the electroanatomical map alone has 
limitations. A focal tachycardia, for example, may appear 
to take the entire P‐P interval once both atria are mapped 
due to presence of slow intra‐ or interatrial conduction. 
Similarly, reentrant tachycardias in one chamber may be 
misinterpreted as arising from another chamber if solely 
relying on the appearance of activation when performing 
electroanatomical mapping. For example, a left atrial 
flutter in a patient with prior cavotricuspid isthmus abla-
tion can appear like counterclockwise reentry around 
the cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI) if the conduction time is 
coincidentally similar to the tachycardia cycle length 
(Video 8.2).

Figure 8.2 Patient on isoproterenol testing. Lasso catheter in SVC, ablation catheter in right atrium and CS catheter in coronary sinus. 
Atrial tachycardia and AF were noted repeatedly to start from SVC in this patient. SVC isolation was performed for therapy.
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Further considerations in the interpretation 
of a reentrant arrhythmia based 
on electroanatomical mapping

In general, either electroanatomical or entrainment 
mapping may be used for evaluation of a reentrant atrial 
or ventricular arrhythmia before ablation. When an elec-
troanatomical map is created, it is good practice to assess 
for proper annotation of points and for relevant but 
unmapped areas. This should especially be considered 
when a portion of the tachycardia circuit is unidentified. 
After mapping, an evaluation for potential circuits 
should be considered. Based on potential circuits identi-
fied, entrainment should be considered for confirmation 
of participation of presumed critical sites. The addition of 
entrainment data to electroanatomical mapping can aid 
in an improved understanding of the tachycardia circuit.

Consideration in the interpretation of a focal 
tachycardia
If a focal source of tachycardia is suspected and electro-
magnetic mapping is used, it is critical to have a clear, 
stable reference. While the presence of early activation 
significantly earlier than the surface ECG morphology 
(P wave in AT or QRS in PVCs) is likely the source of 
tachycardia, an origin away from this site is also possible. 
For example, a right ventricular outflow map in a patient 
with PVC from the left sinus of Valsalva may appear 
relatively focal, particularly if the annotated electrogram 
was the far‐field component. In addition, if there is a 
diffuse area of early activation, this generally suggests a 
site of early activation from a different chamber.

Consideration in the mapping of a fascicular or 
Purkinje‐mediated tachycardia
Mapping a fascicular or Purkinje‐mediated tachycardia 
can pose additional nuances that should be considered.

 ● Mapping the earliest ventricular activation. In fascicular 
tachycardia there may often be more than one exit site 
and ablation of such sites only modifies the activation. 
This is characterized by variable surface QRS mor-
phology during tachycardia, which may also be seen in 
other types of tachycardia (e.g. papillary muscle VT). 
For this reason, mapping for fascicular and Purkinje 
activation should be considered over mapping earliest 
ventricular activation.

 ● Mapping earliest Purkinje site. While mapping the 
earliest Purkinje site is of advantage in focal arrhyth-
mias, it is not sufficient in reentrant arrhythmias where 
there is no start or end for activation in an arrhythmia 
occurring in a circuitous manner. Use of high‐ and 
low‐output pacing to capture Purkinje tissue may 
sometimes help identify potential sites of participa-
tion. However, comparative mapping techniques may 
similarly afford further data, wherein timing of fascic-
ular and Purkinje relative to ventricular signals may be 
done during both sinus rhythm and tachycardia at 
each site, as exemplified in Figure 8.3.

Consideration in mapping of an accessory pathway
Common pitfalls in mapping of an accessory pathway are 
as follows.

 ● Mapping sites of shortest AV interval. Due to the presence 
of slant in some accessory pathways, atrial and ventricu-
lar activation may overlap along the annulus away from 
the site of the accessory pathway. Thus, attempts to 
identify the pathway potential and the earliest site of 
ventricular activation when anterograde mapping or the 
earliest site of atrial activation in retrograde mapping may 
help to better differentiate the site of optimal ablation.

 ● Mapping earliest activation. It is common practice to 
map the earliest activation to identify the pathway inser-
tion. A common pitfall here is failure to recognize 

Surface ECG

Proximal fascicle. Note early Purkinje potential (PP) in sinus and late in VT

Proximal near by fascicle. Note PP is earlier in VT compared to site 1

Culprit site. Note PP is earliest compared to any other site. PP-V is similar
to sinus

Distal fascicle. Note PP is close to local V in both rhythms and late in VT
compared to culprit site (3).

Exit site. Earliest local ventricular signal. Note early V than any other site,
but later than earliest PP potential at culprit site (3). Abliation here may
only modify the exit.
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Figure 8.3 Comparative mapping between sinus rhythm and ventricular tachycardia to evaluate fascicular arrhythmia. ECG, 
electrocardiogram; VT, ventricular tachycardia.


